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Youth Admits Leading
Police on Wild

Discuiiion

Coven Full

Htlf Hour; Audience
Voices No Objections

Supervisors Vote

Chau

An 18-year-oldHolland youth
Tuesday admitted to detectives
that he was the driver of a car

Against Fund for

Are Reappointed

that led a police cruiser on a wild
chase Dec. 28, which ended when
the patrol car cracked up.

Animal Shelter

To Plannhg Group

Dale Woodwyk, 18, route 1,
pleaded guilty before Municipal
Court Judge Cornelius vander
Meulen to speeding 45 in a 30
mile zone and 75 miles per hour
on 32nd St.

ard for pedestrian traffic.

William De Roo, local realtor,
and Ray N. Smith, Gulf Co. representative, describedplans for
the station and presented sketches

Hligs

Speak

For Incorporation

Designs Are Expected

Down
GRAND HAVEN (Special) -

In

day

afternoon by rejecting a request for (2,500 for operations of
the county animal shelter, and rejecting Hudsonville’s petition for a
vote on incorporating as a fourthclass home rule city on the grounds
that the resolution submitted did
not conform to legal requirements.
In rejecting the Humane Society’s request 25 to 5, board
members engaged in a long heated discussion following majority
and minority reports of the dog
committee. The majority report,

Will

at Lincoln

Day Fete Feb. 12
Plans have been completedfor
the arfnual Lincoln Day banquet
sponsored by the South Ottawa
Young Republican Club which will

Two

or Three

Weeks

Mayor Robert Visscher reap-

The Ottawa County Board of Supervisors concludedits two - daj*
session of the January term Tues-

he

Rep.

Kollen Park Band Shell

Alto Turned

City Council Wednesday night He paid fine and costs of (44-70
voted 5 to 3 to approve an appli- on the two speeding counts. In
cation from tiie Gulf Co. to erect
addition
surrenderedhis
a gasoline station between State
driver’*
license
to the court for
and College Ave. just north of
24th St The action had been post- 60 day* in lieu of spending 20 days
poned from two weeks ago to in jail
await a report from the Board of
Education. Casting the dissenting
votes were Councilmen Raymond
Holwerda, Bernice Bishop and
Mayor Robert Visscher.
' The vote followed a full half hour
of discussion on the matter. Presented first was a petition signed
by 19 persons listed as the Prospect Park Citizens Committee,
protesting the new station in .the
belief it would increase the haz-

Hadionvilk’i Bid

Ward
Hansen to three-yearterms on
pointed Stuart E. Boyd and

U^erne Rudolph

Laverne Rudolph
Startles Council

the Holland Planning Commission
at a regular meeting of City Council Wednesday night City Attorney James E. Tonws«nd and City

Engineer Lavern Serne

were

named

officer members for oneyear terms on the Board of Review. The appointmentof s citizen member was postponed. Sal-

ary for Board of Review

mem-

bers was set at (8 a day.

With Resignation

Councilman Laverne Rudolph

reported he and Councilman Robert J. Kouw had met with a committee studying plans for the for
City Council was all ready
presented by Richard Cook of adjourn its regular meeting about the new bandshell at Kollen Park
Grand Haven and Henry Slaughter 8:35 p.m. Wednesday when an un- and he hopes to be able to subof Tallmadge, recommended the
expected"bombshell” exploded in mit designs in two or three weeks.
request be denied mainly because
Asked how much money is availathe form of a brief letter read by
no funds have been allocated in City Clerk Clarence Gfevengoed ble. he said with the (3,500 Council
the already tight budget and pointannouncingthe resighationof Sec- has appropriated for the cement
ing out that the county already ond Ward Councllrpan Laveme base that approximately (10,000Is
available.
spends thousandsof dollars each Rudolph effectiveApril 8.
year for sheriff’s deputies who aid
The entire membership seemed He suggested that the (3,500 be
in dog control.
transferred to a special fund,
taken
by surprise. Even Mayor
Larry Wade of Holland, presentwhich then also would carry the
ing the minorityreport, told the Robert Visscher appeared at a loss bandshell funds now held in trust
board that donations to the humane to know what to do, and fumbled by the Greater Holland Communsociety amounted to (22,878.63 and for the next entry <m the agenda. ity Foundation,but *wlthdrew his
membership dues brought in (4 City Attorney James E. Townsend motion pending a meeting with the
499.90.Cook pointed out that the interrrupted to say Council should city auditor,city attorney and eity
membership drive was carried on take action in dealing with resig- manager to arrange the mechannations, and also pointed to ceralmost exclusivelyin Holland area,
ics. City Manager Herb Holt said
and if the proper promotion were tain complications in dealing with t was necessarythat the cement
extended to Grand Haven and oth- electing a successor.
platform be ready for Tulip Tiem.
Rudolph’s communication had Rudolph said plans call for comer areas, much more could be collected. Wade\|uoted statistics on stated he was making his resig- pletion of the bandshell in time
shelter operations Involving 203 nation known at this time to allow for summer concerts.
dogs and cats the first two weeks. others in the ward to be candi- Council acceptedwith gratitude
Two kennelmen are engaged there. dates for the post in the spring
list of many gifts to Holland
Voting in favor of the appropri- election. Deadlinefor filing peti- Hospital. These included plants
ation were Mayor Robert Visscher, tions is Feb. 2.
for the new lobby from the Hol-

be staged this year Feb. 12 in Van
DRAFTEES
Despite the cold weather
of similar construction to help vi- Raalte’s restaurant in Zeeland.
LaVern DeVries, Howard Seinen, Calvin Burns
sualize how the site would appear The event is scheduled at 6:30
Tuesday, 10 young men from Ottawa County
and Thomas Smith. Back row, left to right are:
if the permit were granted. Both
I
assembled at the Grand Haven Armory to
Robert Richardson, Daniel Gimboys, John
believed there would be a markleave for the Army as the January draft quota
Mueller, Arlyn Cook, James Head and James
ed improvement from the safety Speakerlthisyear will be U.S.
Rep. Pat Hillingsof the 25th disfrom the county. Seated left to right are:
Dietrick. (Grand Haven Tribune photo)
viewpoint.
trict of California. Rep. Hillings
Carl Dressel, of 112 East 24th appeared in Holland at a Fourth
St., who directs traffic on the corof July celebrationat Legion Memner during busy periods at Long- orial Park in 1951.
Tulip
fellow school nearby, said he beHe was elected to the 82nd Conlieves the traffic situationwould
be improved if the drug store at gress at the age of 27 and was
the youngest member. He was rethe point would be removed.
Miss Bishop expressed opposi- elected successively to two more
Judge Cornelius vander Meulen
tion on the grounds of proximity terms. In 1954 he obtainedthe
Two members were added to the has been appointedchairman of
to LongfellowSchool. "I have no largest majority received by any
objections to filling stations be- California congressional candidate board of directors of Holland Tulip Founders Day which has been decause I use gas too, but I believe with major party opposition.His Time, Inc., Wednesday. Paul Win- signated as Feb. 9, 1957, by Mayor
they are a haaard near a school. district in Los Angeles county has chester was named to replace Art Robert Visscher.
The stations across from Junior a populationof nearly 500,000 Peters and William Cobb replace* Vlsscher’s proclamationhonors
High are a constant worry to me people. The district previouslywas
the fact that 110 years ago the
Russel Fredricks.
Wade, William Koop and Harry
and just because there have been represented in the House by the
Rev. A. C. Van Raalte and his
But Townsend pointed out that land Garden Club, four chairs for
In other action, the board decidno fatalities so far does not mean now vice president, Richard M.
Harrington, all of Holland, and if no vacancy exists until April 8, the hospitalityshop from SUgh party came to this area, marking
ed the Saturday parade should run the beginning of Holland.
that there is no hazard,” she said. Nixon.
Chairman Roy Lowing of George- then a new alderman could not Lowry Co., floor polisher and
town.
Holwerda asked whether the pro- Rep. Hillings was graduated the length of Eighth St. and apAs part of the celebration the
legally be elected in the spring vacuum cleaner from the Muskeposed new ordinance contained from the University of Southern pointed Mrs. Joseph Borgman Michigan HistoricalFoundation
After the vote Mayor Visscher election. Rudolph said he had gon Hardware and Supply Co., a
any restrictionson filling stations California and its law school with chairman of the W’ednesdayafter- will present a historical marker to
commented that when an individ- selected April 8 because by that Stryker turning frame from Wilon commercial property. Mayor A.B. and LL. B. degrees. During noon street scrubbing committee. the “Dutch in Michigan” for erec- Mrj. Fred W. Stanton, of 149 ual like Mrs. Cheff makes a con- time he would be able to com- liam
Boer, an adjustable
East 26th St., was resting com- tributionof more than (22,000for
Visscher said he believed the pro- World War n *he served three
It was decided to contact Dutch tion in Centennial Park.
ftlete some plans for the proposed hospitalbed and wheel chair from
posed ordinance discourages fill years in the Army and was as- entertainer Tony Nolles in New Along with vander Meulen a fortably in Holland Hospital to- such a project, it certainly be- bandshell in Kollen Park, but he E. C. Brooks and an air condiing stationson neighborhood com- signed to duty in the South Pacific York in an attempt to secure his number of leading Holland citizens day with a fractured left hip, fol- hooves the county board or any offered to make the resignation tioning unit for the hospitality
mercial properities such as the 24th with the Signal IntelligenceSer- show for the entire festival. Nolles were appointed to the committee lowing a harrowingexperience other governmentalunit to cooper- effective as of Wednesday night. shop from Ab Martin.
St. area is. In view of the fact vice. After the war he returned puts on performances for both which will hold its first meeting Wednesday in which she was left ate and in this case aid in opera Townsend suggested a
Holland will have two represenhelplessin the Stanton green- lions. “If such people are to conthat the new ordinance has not to Southern Cal to complete his children and adults.
Friday at 4 p.m. in the City Hall
while a practical solution was tatives, one from Council and anhouset
more
than
five
hours.
been adopted, Council would have legal studies and formed the first Hope College will present an council chambers.
tinue to make contributionsof this worked out.
other from the Chamber of Comno choice but to act under the Young Republican Club on the operetta on Wednesday of Tulip Members* of the Committee are Mrs. Stanton had gone Wednes- type, certainly the governmental The recess lasted only two or merce, fet a conference in Statler
present ordinance. ____
campus. He is married and> ha* Tfnw hr gonJmwOtm wttirthc cos- Marvin C. Llndeman. Frank Klein- day afternoon to the .greeQhPMefi quit* should J* grateful,”he said three minutes before Townsend re- Hotel in Detroit Jan. 27, 28 and 29
; Laveme Rudolph asked what three children!
Supervisor Chris Fendt of Port ported that the best procedure for a discussionof the many probtume show and study was continu- heksel,Dr. Iwrin J. Lubbers, O. S. at Lakewood farm where she and
court reaction might be to a deHenry Geerlingsof Zeeland is ed on the Thursday night pro- Reimold, Willard C. Wichers, her husband carry on some experi- Sheldon township observed that the would be to have Rudolph resign lems that face port cities on the
cision one way or another. City serving as general chairman of
gram of choral units from Mid- Henry S. Maentz, Willis Diekema, mental work and was working in board had not been consulted that night and then have Council Great Lakes. The communication
Attorney James E. Townsend said the Lincoln Day banquet. Yvonne
W. A. Butler, Dr. John R. Mulder. the far end of the greenhouse when when the animal chelter site was appoint him second ward council- fntn the Great Lakes Harbors
western high schools.
it was Councils duty to obtain all De Jonge of Zeeland is ticket
Dr. Clarence DeGraaf, Dr. Jacob she fell and fracturedher hip pur chased. He jaid. there are two man for the interim period, there- Association was referredto the
Attending
were
W.
A.
Butler,
the facts, weigh them carefully chairman and James Bussard of
Hoogstra, Verne C. Hohl, Mrs. Wal- about 5 p.m. She wasn't panic or three homes located within a by creating a vacancy In which Chamber of Commerce.
B?rtal
Slagh,
Earl
Price,
Dick
particularlywith regard to traffic Grand Haven is program chairter Scott. John F. Donnelly, Clar- stricken because she knew the hundred feet of the shelter and the an election would be legal
communication
the
safety and fire hazards, and then man. Decorations will be in charge Smallenburg,Harold Karsten,
ence Jalving, Robert Wolbrink, Dr. greenhouse handyman. Gurmar dogs are creating quite a nuisance. Councilman Raymond Holwerda Liquor Control Commission called
Riemersma,
Laveme
make a decision.He felt that any of Mrs. Joan Danhof of Zeeland.
On the Hudsonville incorporation In moving that Rudolph’s resigna- attentionto an amendment of the
Bert P. Bos, W. H. Connor, Wil- Johnson, would be arrivingsoon to
decision Council would make after M.J. Dykstra of Zeeland is gift Rudolph, Cobb and Winchester.
issue, the legislative committeere- tion be accepted paid tribute to liquor regulations at the 1955 sesliam
H. Vander Wrater,John Van fire the furnace
careful study would be sustained chairman and Mrs. Tessie Van
Eerden, Mrs. George Heeringa.
But when Johnson arrived, she ported it had met with Prosecutor the councilman’slong service to sion of the legislatureso that apby the courts.
Til of Holland is in charge of pubMrs. John Riemersma, Mrs. Ran- couldn't
herself heard James Bussard and found, un- the city In many capacities,class- proval of licenses for class C taAlthough there were 18 persons licity. Russell Tague of Holland is
-dall C. Bosch, Mrs. John K. Van- through the closed doors of sever- fortunately,that the petitions sub- ing him as one of Council's most verns, B hotels and A hotels are
in the audience Wednesday night, ticket chairman for Holland and
no longer required. If Council has
der Broek, Mrs. George Pelgrim, al sections.Beating on pipes and mitted did not conform in a num- valuable members.
none voiced any objection to the vicinity.
Carl Harrington, Walter Vander radiators was to no avail and ber of material respects to statute After Council accepted the re- any objections to renewal of the
proposedfilling station. Only perHaar and Mayor Robert DeBruyn Johnson left after completing his requirements. Therefore, it could signation, Holwerda moved that present licenses, a resolution
sons expressing opinions were De
of Zeeland.
few tasks at 5:30 p.m. Presence not okay an election at this time Rudolph be the interim appointee should be adopted prior to March
Roo and Smith representing Gulf
for the village.
until a successor is qualified.At 15. Licenses will be automatically
of her parked car meant nothing
interestsand Carl Dressel who di
The question of resubmitting to ter this motion was carried,Coun- renewed if no reply is received
A
hearing
on
a
proposal
by
the
because
the
Stantons
often
arrive
rects pupil traffic.
the vote of the people the one-mill cilman John Van Eerden asked by April 1. The communication
Macatawa Hotel Association,ownat differenttimes in two cars and
A detailedtraffic report on pupil
increase for county buildings, was whether Rudolph would retain his was refenred to the city manager
ed by Simon D. Den Uyl and
leave one parked.
traffic and other aspects at the
again called to the board’s atten- position as mayor pro tern, and and chief of police.
partners,to discontinue electrilocation was prepared by Arthur In
Realizing she must get to the
tion Tuesday afternoon.It has been Council moved that Rudolph retain
cal service after April 1 to apThe oath of office from LawRead, building supervisor of the
telephone at the other end of the referred to the building and
proximately 185 customers, includall appointmentswhich he now rence A. Wade as member of the
Board of Education. It was referrHolland voters face quite an argreenhouse,
Mrs.
Stanton
began
grounds committee to report at holds.
Board of Supervisors for a foured to Council by the Board of ray of offices to be filled in the ing cottage owners and some yearthe long painful journey, inching the next session. Earlier comRudolph’s letter of resignation year term was filed. Council okayEducation without recommenda- spring election this year, accord- around residentsat Macatawa
(Special)
backv/ardsalong the floor on a municationswere read from the
Park, has been scheduledby the GRAND
listed no reasons for the move. ed a full page ad in the Sentinel’*
tion.
ing to City Clerk Clarence GreMichigan
Public Service Commis- Robert E. De Jonge, route 1, Al- piece of plastic. Opening doors be- Waverly Club and the Riverview When cornered by reporters after Tulip Time edition to be published
vengoed.
lendale, has filed a petition In tween the sections was particularExtension Club asking that the Council adjourned at 8:52 p.m., May 15.
To be named this spring will sion.
Ottawa Circuit Court seeking res- ly difficult.
Port Sheldon Adopts
matter be placed on the April bal- Rudolph said he had no statement
The
hearing
will
be
held
at
the
be a mayor, one councilman-attoration of his driver’s license.
When she at last reached the lot, and that the detention home to make on the matter. As Coun- Council okayed change order
Lewis
Cass building in Lansing on
No. 3 on the Charles F. Smith
large,
and
councilmen
for
the
first,
New Zoning Ordinance
On Jan. 3. 1957, he was given a telephone about 10:30 p.m. it was receive priority in consideration.
•
cilmen gathered around, he said and Sons, Inc., contract on the
second* third and fifth wards. The Jan. 25, beginningat 9:30 a.m. 30-day suspensionby the examiThe Cottage Owners Associa- ner from the drivers’ divisionof pitch dark and she couldn’t read James S. Van Valkenburgh, direc- it would be unfair to make any water project in the amount erf
The Port Sheldon township board second ward opening resultedfrom
the telephone. But in no time at tor of the Ottawa County Social statement at this time in view of
(2,980.65.
Monday night adopted a township Councilman Laverne’s Rudolph’s tion has retained the Grand Rap- the Secretary of State’soffice for
all she got through to her physi- Welfare department,reported on
ids
law
firm
of
Warner,
Norcross
the fact that he Is associated with
The city manager called attenzoning ordinancewhich has been resignation at Wednesday'sCounbeing “habitually negligent.”
and Judd to represent them at the De Jonge, who is employed in cian and he left immediatelyfor operations during the past year, many boards, and he does not tion to a communication from
in preparationfor more than
cil meeting.
the
greenhouses
and
dispatched
an
emphasizing that the department want to involve any persons.
George M. Foster, chief deputy
year. Several hearings were held
So far, petitionsare being cir- hearing.However, the firm re- Grand Rapids, admits he has reambulance. Meanwhile the phy- had compliedwith several orders Rudolph, who is Tulip Time pre- commissioner of the Michigan
in various locations in advance of culated for Mayor Robert Viss- quests that as many affected per- ceived four speeding violations
sician’s wife called the handyman of the state fire marshal at the
sident this year, was asked wheth- State Highway Commission, proboard action.
cher, Councilman-at-Large Bernice sons as possible attend the hear- with his truck and automobile durwho rushed over with blankets. county infirmary in Eastmanville. er the press of Tulip Time duties posing a meeting to discuss furing
and
those
who
are
unable
to
Zoning of industrialproperty in Bishop, and Councilman John Van
ing 1956, one in Indiana, and also
Soon, Mrs. Stanton was in the hos- This involved removing 12 non- was a factor in the resignation.
be present should write the law for passing at an intersection.
ther problems relating to the reloconnection with plans of Consum- Eerden of the fifth ward.
pital and she underwent surgery ambulatory patients to other He indicated such was not the cation of highway M-40. The mayfirm
setting
forth
their
ideas
of
Stanley
Curtis
of
the
first
ward
ers Power Co. to build a generaHe claims he drives 125,000
at midnight. Her conditionwas re- places. The infirmary also has a reason.
or, city manager and planning
ting plant Is a factor in the total has announced he will not seek continuedservice and willingness miles a year and has never been
markably good, consideringthe night watchman and a new fire
ocnsultant were appointed to meet
program, although the zoning election because he expects to to pay increased rates.
involved in an accident. He also
painful experience.
alarm system. He added that the
with Foster.
study was begun tor in advance move from the ward. Eugene Bat- The Den Uyl group presently ob- sets forth that in September,1956
Through it all, Mrs. Stanton operations show a reasonable pro- William Heemstra, 63,
Council passed a resolutionesof the company’s announcement ema has announced his candidacy tains electricityfrom Consumers he bought a diesel truck and trailtablishing the price of sidewalk
for first ward councilman. Coun Power Co. and transmits it to the er for (15,000 on which his pay- maintainedher usual calm. “The fit which helps in caring for the Dies in Grand Rapids
early in 1956.
construction for the tag end of
Serving on the zoning study cilman John K. Vander Broek of park customers over the group's ments are (685 a month and that men in service did a lot of things inmates.
privately owned poles and wires. making these payments is depen- like that,” she said.
GRAND RAPIDS (S p e c 1 a 1)- 1955 at 27 cents per square foot
committee were Edmond R. Mea- the third ward currently is in
The Den Uyl group aSsumed own- dent upon his ability to operate Her husband wasm on a business
William Heemstra, 63, of 1108 Bur- plus a five percent engineering
son, chairman; William Atherton, Florida on vacation.
ton St. SE, died Tuesday morning fee. The program involving four
Feb. 2 is the deadline for fil ership of the service, including the vehicle as he has been forc- trip in Ohio at the time. He callsecretary, Walter Jones, Jr., and
poles and wires, in 1945.
ed home Thursday afternoon from
of a heart attack while he was properties provides for payment
ed to hire a driver.
Carl Garbrecht. James W. Bus- ing petitions. Candidates for mayor
up to Feb. 25 after which the sums
walking to work.
and councilman-at-largemust have Wallace Vander Kolk of 1
A hearing is scheduled for Fri- Clevelandand arranged to come
sard of Grand Haven served
West 11th St., is president of t
home
immediately.
But
Ohio
was
will be spread on the fall tax roll
60
or
more
valid
signatures
with
Mr.
Heemstra,
who
lived
in
day
of
this
week
at
11:30
a.m.
legal counsel.
Cottage Owners Association.
in the throes of a severe winter
Grand Rapids all his life, was em- of 1957.
Township board members are not less than 10 from each ward.
storm and traffic was tied up. He
ployed at the Kindel Furniture Council members were requestChris Fendt, supervisor;Charles Candidate* for ward councilmen
District Attorney Can’t
GRAND HAVEN (Special) -The Co. He was a veteran of World ed to reserve April 8 to 12 for
hoped, nonetheless,to be home tomust
have
not
less
than
20
nor
Local Driver Injured
M. Selby, treasurer; Edward T.
day. The several calls he had made state highway departmenthas War I and was a member of Alger budg^ study.
Accept Invitation to Ball
Van Dyke, clerk; Frank Gar- more than 40 signaturesfrom qualified voters in the particularward. In Two-Car Collision
home Wednesday and Thursday commenced condemnation pro- Heights Christian Reformed City Manager Holt was desigbrecht and William EbeJ; Jr.
nated as contract man in a pro•Bi
were
unanswered until a relative ceedings in Ottawa Circuit Court Church.
DistrictAttorney and Mrs. Wentrustees.
A Holland motorist was Injured dell A. Miles have receivedan happened to be present while pick- against the Dake Oorp., seeking a
He
is
survived
by
his
wife. gram whereby the federal govMin flaying’ in Snow
this morning in a two-car collision
right-of-way to a portion of the Nellie; a son, Robert; a daughter, ernment is making it possiblefor
official invitationto the inaugural ing up some personal things for
at South Shore Dr. and Lugers Rd.
plant’s property at Madison and Mrs. Laverne Roosien;two broth- cities to acquire federal surplus
Baby Diet Unexpectedly
ball Jan. 21 in Washington D.C., Mrs. Stanton.
Fined on Tipsy Count
Milton Otto Ter Vree, 17, of 254 but are unable to accept because
North Seventh St. for new US-31. ers, Isaac and Ralph, all of property for Civil Defense purIn Grand Haven Hospital
East 20th St, was treated at Hol- Miles has a grand jury coming
Highway Commissioner Charles Grand Rapids; two sisters,Mrs. poses.
GRAND
(Special)
M. Ziegler has asked the court to Jennie Cliffmanand Mrs. Grace Applicationsfor improvements
ValdermarsBundza, 59, Grand land Hospital for facial lacerations up in Grand Rapids the following Skid* Into Pole
GRAND
(Special)
Bobbie Kellar, 22, of 748 Park appoint three commissionersto Lenters of Hamilton; four step- to Sun Oil gasoline stations at 677
Haven, who was found lying in and released.
day.
Angeline Threse Rebar, sevenTer Vree was driving west on
St, escaped injury early Wednes- hear the matter.
the snow in near-zero weather late
The
handsome
engraved
invitasisters,Mrs. Leonard Brink and Michigan Ave. and 44 River Ave.
months-olddaughter of Mr. and
Accordingto the petitionsfiled, Mrs. Louise Serie of East Sauga- involving installationof new unWednesday
afternoon,
pleaded South Shore Dr., when his car tion shows the inaugural seal of day when his car skidded on the
Mrs. Julius Rebar ofRobinion
struck the rear of a car operated
ice and struck a telephone pole in on Sept. 13, 1956, damages were tuck, Mrs. Sena Diekema of Hol- derground tanks were referred to
township, died unexpectedly at guilty \before Municipal Judge by Alfred H. Brinkman, 50, of 800 the President and Vice President.
Jacob
Ponstein
tills momiig to a
It reads: "In honor of the Pres- front of 1490 South Shore Dr. Otta- estimated at (200,000 but no agree- land and Mrs. Betty Crawfort of the city manager for study.
township, died unexpectedlyearWest 24th St, waiting at the inter- ident of the United States and Mrs. wa County deputies said damage ment could be reached on a setGrand Rapids; three step-brothers,
ly Wedhesday in Municipal Hos- drunk and disorderly charge and section.
Eisenhowerand the Vice President to his '51 model car was minor. tlement.
was
sentenced
to pay (10 fine am
John Meulenbelt of East Sauga- Three Cart
pital She was taken ill during the
Ottawa County deputies said Ter of the United States and Mrs.
The departmentis seeking • tuck, Gene Meulenbelt of Holland
(5.10 costs.
night '
Vree’s ’49 model car was a total Nixon, the Inaugural Committee
right-of-wayfor 87 feet west of the and Bert Meulenbeltof Hopkins; In IntersectionMishap
City police received a call about
BarbershoppersMeet
Besides the parents she is surloss while damage to the '55 model
centerline of North Seventh St., a sister-in-law, Mrs. Helen Heemvived by a 2^-year-old brother, 5 p.m. that a man was lying in Brinkman car was estimated at requests the pleasure of the comA total of 117 barbershop en- along the west side of the Dake
Three cars were damaged shortpany of Mr. and Mrs. Wendell A.
the snow at the comer of First
stra of Grand Rapids; five grand
Richard Elliott.
(100.
thusiasts gathered in the Warm
ly after noon today in a collision
property.
Miles at the InauguralBall. . .”
and Fulton Sts. By the time they
children.
Friend Tavern FYiday for a disCollege Ave. and Ninth St
Inaugural committee members are
arrived he was gone. A little later
trict 8 get-togetherwhich takes in
Car Called Total Lots
listed.
Police said cars driven by Gary
he was found lying at the comer Fishing Fine Paid
SPEBSQSA chapters from Holland, Skids Into Ante
Driver Issued Ticket
Loom an, 18, Zeeland, and Albert
A 1950 model car operatedby of Second and Elliott Sts. Jwo
(Special)
Grand
Rapids, Muskegon, Lowell
Two cars were damaged Wed- Louis W. Davis, 27, of 212 Ar- Ringewold,55, of 272
Daniel Oenk, 16, route 1, Wednes- blocks away. He had crawled the Tom R. Pearson, 18, of Grand
Damage Set at $300
and Ionia. Featured quartets were nesday night when a vehicle thur Ave., Wednesday was issuet Ave., collided in the
day afternoon was damaged in ex- distance in the
i
Rapids, paid (5 tine and (7.80 costs
Damage
was
estimatedat (300 the Extension Chords of Grand operated by Hilda Rietveld, 19, a ticket for having an obscum The impact knocked __ __
cess of its value after a collision
Joseph Gabris, 27, Muskegon in Justice Eva Workman’s court to two cars driven by Robert Rapids and Aire Tonics from route 2, began skidding on the road
windshield on his car after a col- car into one operated by
with
car operated by Ralph Heights, paid (75 fine and (4.30 Wednesdaynight on a charge of
Drenth, 21, Hudsonville and Sam Muskegon, besides four or five oth- and collidedwith one operated by lissionwith a car driven by Eu- David. 44, of 144th Ave.
Smith, 27, Sparta. Ottawa County costs In Ponstein’s court today on fishing without a resident fishing
DeGraaf, 169 West 16th St, after ers. Alio appearing were the Great Richard Woodwyk, 50, of 335 West gene Maurina, 47, of 750 Pine Ave., Police said
deputies said Smith’* car received a reckless driving charge. He was license.He was arrested Jan. 13
a collision at Sixth St and Colum- Lakes chorus of Grand Rapids and 32nd St Ottawa. County deputies
only minor damage in the accident
by state police Jan. 7 in by ConservationOfficer Harold bia Ave. No tickets were issued the Wooden Shoe chorus of Hol- said the accidentioccurred at Gor- on Pine Ave. near North River
Ave. Police said damage
at Virginia
•!,
Bowditeh in CrockeryUxvns&p.
pending further investigation.
land.
don Strand the Beeline Rd.
oars was estimatedat (3

—

p,m.
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Residents Seek

Incorporation

ForHndsonviDe
The Watomakiya Camp
Avery Baker Submits
Letter of Resignation
Effective on Feb. 1

GRAND HAVEN

-

(Special)
Supervisors opened
its January session Monday afternoon and the first order of business was a petition signed by
about 150 Hudson ville residents to
incorporate HudsonviUe as a
fourth class home rule city.
A resolutionwas presentedby
the village attorney which was referred to the legislative committee
to report back Tues. Board Chair-

The Board of

man Roy

and scribe, Mary De Haan. We
then earned a craft honor by collecting various advertisement!of
one type, studying them, and taking turns telHng why our product
was better than one another girl
had. We also wrote down a recipe
for a crystal garden, which each
girl is going to make at home. Reported by scribe, Mary _De Haan.

Lowing of Georgetown

The Ataya Mukkinneunk Camp
Fire group met in the library of
Beechwood School No. 1 on Jan.
8, 1957. We elected officers which

township where HudsonviUe is located said he had attended several
mass meetings and the people involved were well informed.

are: President, Carol S., vice president, Barbara K., secretary,
Jayne L., treasurer,Donna V. T.,
scribe, Karren K. We learned two
new songs which are, "The Camp

Avery D. Bakker submitted a
letter of resignationas safety dir-

ector for Ottawa county, effective

Feb. L Baker, who recently resigned as juvenile officer under
probate court to accept a position
in Midlahd, pointed to a lower
fatality rate in the county, and in-

GRADE SCHOOL ORCHESTRA —

Michael

vited supervisorsto attend the an-

Skutnik receives instructionby Carelton Kelch,
orchestra director, as the young musicians,
members of the grade school orchestra, prepare
for an all-orchestraconcert to be held Jan. 24.

nual safety meeting to be held in

Michaal, besides being the concert master of this

Allendale town hall Jan. 28 at 6:30
p.m. Baker’s resignation was accepted with regret.
communicationfrom the

A

Spring Lake Teachers club and
two letters from the Riverview
Extensionclub requesting an in-

Fire

group of Maplewoodmet at the
home of Mrs. Naber. Margo Naber
treated and then we had election
of officers as follows: President,
Margo Naber; vice president,
Claudia Reek; secretary,Carol
Knoth; treasurer, Mina Kempker;

—

year’s group, has the unique distinction of having
three years of perfect attendance, a record unequaled in the last seven years. The concert will
be presented in the Holland High School auditorium beginning at 7:30.

—

Camp Fire Council Plans

Games craft The group

hold the hands of their two-year-old daughter
Edith, before going to their new home on US-31
south of 40th St. At right ore Mrs. Melinda
Gasza and her son Gyoergy, who are staying
in an upstalrs.apartment at 174 East 32nd St.
(Photo by Jack De Roo)

ir •

choseFive-Week-OldChild
The LongfellowLucky 13 Blue
Virginia Merillat to be secretary
Birds held their first meeting of
for the rest of the year. Reported
Suffocates in Crib
the New Year on Jan. 7 at Mrs.
by scribe, Virginia Merillat
Swartz’ home. After our business
GRAND
(Special)
The Snahnah Camp Fire Girls meeting we played Charades and
Sharry Lynn Verwy, five-week-old
of Pine Geek met at the school. told about the presents we gave
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Dec. 17. The President opened the and receivedfor Christmas.The
H o 1 a n d’ s first Hungarian
Verwy, suffocatedin her crib
meeting by all saying the Pledge treat was served by Linda Van refugees arrived Thursday night in
about 8 a.m. Sunday. The mother
of Alllegence to the Flag. A short Duren. Mrs. Oosterhof is our assist- the form of a family of three and
had fed the child shortly before,
business meeting was held. Our ant leader. Reported by Linda Van
young man and his widowed
but the child suffocated when a
mother.
leaders treated us to a Christmas Duren.
blanket was drawn up over her
party.
exchanged gifts and The Chummy Blue Birds of St. Mr. and Mrs. Erik K a r o 1 y
head.
played games. We all had a good Francis de Sales School met Mon- Fueredy and their two -year -old
The Grand Haven Fire Depart- time. We also went caroling that
day in the school auditoriumwith daughter Edith Adriane have
ment was called but effortsto re- evening at Centennial Park and their leaders and Barbara Duffy. been placed in the former home
suscitate were to no avail, Dr. presented our white gifts. On Jan. Joan Hudzik opened the meeting
Adrian Van Anrooy on US-31
Robert Stobbelaar, medical exam- 7 the presidentopened the meeting with a prayer. Roll call was an- south of 40th St. They are being
by all singing the Camp Fire Law. swered to names of Presidents of care^ for by the Amity League of
iner, attributeddeath due to suffoWe worked on our memory books U. S. Fifteen members were pre- Faith Christian Reformed Church.
cation.
to get them in order. We worked sent. We are making pin cushions.
The child was born in Grand on our symbols which was inter- Marilyn Midle treated. Reported Mrs. Melinda Gasza and her 32year-old son Gyoergy are staying
Haven Dec. 10, 1956. Besides the esting and fun. New officerswere by Marilyn Munro.
the upstairs apartment at the
parents, who reside at 214 Colum- elected as follows: President,
The Happy Blue Birds of Pine Gerrit Michmerhuizenhome at 174
bus St., survivors are a 14-month- Sharon Unger; vice president,
Geek School met at the home of East 32nd St. They are being
old brother, John Earl; the grandSharon Morley; secretary,Lois Mrs. Bob Harrington. Officerswere helped by Bethany Christian Reparents, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit WestBosma; treasurer,Bonnie Lem- elected as follows: President,Linda formed Church.
er and Mr. and Mrs. George Vermen; scribe, Barb Culver. Repor- De Koster; secretaryand treas- All the refugees lived in Budawy, all of Grand Haven, and
urer, Susan Harrington; scribe, pest and fled during the revolt of
ted by scribe. Barb Culver.
great grandfather, Jack Witte,
On Jih.
the Tanda Camp June Harmsen. We are making coin the Hungarianpeople against Com-

HAVEN

Smorgasbord Dinner

_

SETTLED HERE
Five Hungarians,a family
Fire Law,” and "Boom-de-a-da." of three and a widow and her son, have been
Reported by Karen {Carsten.
brought to Holland by the Calvinist ResettleThe Okihi Camp Fire Girls of
ment Service of the Christian Reformed
St. Francis de Sales met at the
Church
and are now making their homes in
home of Mrs. Bresnahan on MonHolland.At left, Mr. and Mrs. Erik Fueredy
day, Jan. 7. We discussed the
crafts and honors. We decided to
take two crafts for next week
pen; and scribe, Stephanie Karsten.
they are Homecraft and Sports and Reported by scribe, Sharon.

First

-

Hungarian Refugees

Find Horhes in Holland

crease in mlllage on the spring balA smorgasbord dinner is being
lot for a county building program
planned by the Holland Council of
was referredto the education comCamp Fire Girls for Monday. Jan.
mittee to report back at the April
3
21 at 6:30 in Grace Episcopal
session. The teachers’ club com- 2
Church parish hall. The dinner will
munication asked that a detention
be served by St. Anne’s Guild of
home be given priority in the
the church.
building program.
Jail
by
Mayor Robert Visscher of HolLeaders, assistantleaders, sponland reported progress on a study
sors, committee and board memALLEGAN (Special)- Three
for a county auditor - coordinator The Board of Appeals Monday bers and their husbands have been
county men have been sentenced
(or county administrator).He said night denied one application and invited to attend. Several special
to jail and prison terms by Circuit
the committeehad met twice and denied another application for a guests also have been invited.
Judge Raymond L. Smith.
was considering enabling legislaOfficers and new board members
re-hearing.
Vernon Anger, Jr., 20, of route
tion. The committee has received
of the Council will be elected.
1 Shelbyville,whose probation for
considerable information from The board refused to grant Don- Brief reports will be given by Mrs.
larceny from an automobilewas
Kent county and from Muskegon ald Lemmen permission to use Andries Steketee,executive directhe store building at 161 West 10th
revoked for a probation violation,
county, and will report further at
tor and Mrs. Nick Vukin, Leaders’
St
for processing French fried powas sentenced to from 15 months
the April session. He said much
Association chairman.
tatoes and storage of frozen steaks,
to five years in Southern Michigan
was involved in such a study.
Mrs.
W.
F.
Young,
vice
presiPrison at Jackson.
Rrosecutor James W. Bussard chickens and doughnuts on the dent of the Council will preside.
grounds the property is zoned reRaymond Clemens, 18, of Allereported on an attorney general’s
Included
in
the
program
are
sidential and the proposed use
gan, pleaded guilty to violating
nding that a transfer from the
Camp Fire songs by the fourth
falls into the manufacturingand
terms of his probation for the theft
general fund to a building fund is
grade Blue Birds of Van Raalte Miami, Fla.
commercial categories.
purses. The leaders are Mrs. munist oppression and Russian of jewelry from an Allegan shop
Fire
Girls
of
Lakeview
School
held
illegal even though approvedby a
school and leaders, Mrs. Chester
The board also denied an apvote of the people. This ruling,
a meeting at Mrs. Matchinsky’s Charles Harringtonand Mrs. Bob domination. They were brought to and was sentenced to from 18
Vander Molen and Mrs. Ivan De
plication
for
a
re-hearing
on
the
however, specifically refers to
home. Marilyn Koeman called the Harrington.Reported by scribe, Holland by the Calvinist Resettle- months to 15 years, with the miniNeff; walking songs by Jean Teens
ment Service of the Christian Re- mum term recommended, to be
money raised by taxation,and he approval given to the Ottawa of St. Francis de Sales and leadmeeting to order. Then we had our June Harmsen.
Board
of Supervisors to construct
w«s instructedto request another
business meeting. After that The Hi Flying Blue Birds of formed Church from Camp Kilmer, served at Cassidy Lake School for
ers. Mrs. Rene Boullion and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Marinus Barense
ruling specifically on funds from a county office building at the Vukin; skit by fifth -grade Camp
Luann Moodie and Roanne Speak Washington School met Monday, N. J., refugee center for Hungar- Boys.
have returned from a trip to St.
corner
of
13th
SL
and
Central
fees.
Fire Girls of Longfellow school Petersburg, Fla. and other points gave us our treat. We all said the Jan. 7 in the school. The afternoon ians admitted to the United Carl Cunningham,41. of KalamaAve.
zoo, charged with driving while
Atty. Vernon D. Ten Cate exwith leaders Mrs. Roy Klom par- of interest. Their children, Mr. Trail Seekers Desire and sang was spent playing games and sing- States.
Jan.
18
was
set
as
the
date
for
When the refugees arrived in drunk on a revoked drivers’ liplained to the board that litigation
Wohelo
Cheer, then spent the rest ing songs. Delia Valderas treated.
ens and Mrs. Loren Howard.
and Mrs. John Stewart of BirmingReported by scribe, Marcia Win- Grand Rapids from Camp Kilmer, cense, was sentenced to serve 30
is under way whereby property at hearings on the application of
Reflections of 1956 will be pre- ham spent the weekend with them. of the time playing games. Reporter.
table of food was waiting for days in the Allegan county jail.
We^neJiaw-Bingresort on Lake Mrs. Marilyn Swieringa to use the sented by the Horizon Gub and Mrs. E. H. Tanis of West Gn- ter by scribe, Judy Reinking.
Roberta Hallan, president,called them. They remarked that it was
Macstawa can be unproved.This basement of her home at 61 West leader, Mrs. Chester Oonk.
tral Ave. is attending a meeting The Tawanka Camp Fire Girls to order the meeting of the Happy
the first time they had sat around
involves a section set aside for 30th St. as a beauty shop and the
Mrs. Carroll Norlin will jfresent of the executive committee of the of Lincoln School held their meetBlue Birds of Longfellow School on a table since early in November.
application
of
Tony
Dozeman
to
park purposes near a lagoon which
the report of the nominatingcom- Board of Foreign Missions of the ing at Mrs. Geertman's home. We
Monday, Jan. 7 at the home of The only possessions the newuse the addition at the rear of
lies between South Shore Dr. and
mittee and Mrs. William Venhuizen Reformed Church in America in had election of officers with the
their leader, Mrs. Gordon Zuver- comers have are the clothes they
the
store
at
138
West
27th
St. for
the lake. To straightenout deeds,
will speak briefly. The invocation New York City this week.
following results: President, Vir- ink. Roll was called by Christine
a rest room, a walk-in cooler and
wore during their flight. Everyetc., the township, road Commiswill be given by the Very Rev.
Miss Muriel Elenbaas, who is ginia Costillis; vice president Beth Zuverink and the treasurer’s remeat cutting.
thing else they owned was left in
sion and county will be involved in
Clinic
William C. Warner, rector of Grace employed at the Moody Bible In- Kamphouse; treasurer,Carla
port was given by Betsy Aardsma. Budapest.
legal proceedings.The matter was
Church.
stitute in Chicago,was a recent Price; scribe, Barbara Britton; Ruth Ann Van Dyke treated the
referred to the ways and means Church Extends Call
Reservations are still available visitorhere with relativesand secretary,Carol Householder. Mrs. group. Election of officerswas
Fifty-fivepersons donated blood
committee.
by calling the Holland Camp Fire friends.
at a regular clinic Jan. 7 for the
Geertman explaned honors and held. New officersare: President, i
To
Rev.
J.
Holwerda
The board granted permission to
office.
The Zeeland Rotary Gub was symbols.We decided to work for Mary Pat Boersma; secretary,
Holland Community Blood Baltic tn
the county treasurer’s office to
Mrs. John D. Plewes is general host to the 1956 football team of polio this month. After discussion Sandra Vande Water; treasurer,
Red Cross headquarters at 6 East
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
hire another clerk at a salary of
chairman assisted by Mrs. Don Zeeland High School at their an- we worked on memory books. Re- Patty Jo Sprick; scribe,Susan McEighth St
Second ChristianReformed Church
13,000,to come from the continVink and Mrs. Adrian Van Putten, nual football luncheon on Tuesday ported by scribe,Barbara Britton. Bride; and keeper of the archives, Admitted to Holland Hospital
Donors were Marvin Looman,
of Grand Haven Monday night exMonday were Harm Kolenbrander,
gency fund.
program and year book; Mrs. Joe noon. Members of the coaching
On January 17 the Wacipiwahca Margo Hakken. The group played Resthaveh;Grady Camp, 718 Ri- Donald Hop, George Jansen, David
tended a call to the Rev. John T.
The board approvedpayment of
Lang, table decorations;Mrs. Ray- staff were also invited guests.
De Feyter, Frank Smith, Carl JanCamp Fire group held its meeting games during the remainder of the
Holwerda of Bellflower,Calif. The
$200 dues for the Michigan Assomond L. Smith, dinner arrange- Harold Groters, head coach, intro- at Mrs. Van Dyke’s home. We meeting. Reported by Susan Mc- ley; Mrs. Katherine Koop, 264 Lin- sen, John De Witt, Frank Culver,
church has been without a pastor
coln Ave.; Howard Pieper, 3858
ciation of Supervisors, and referments; Mrs. Norlin, nominations duced the players and gave a short worked on our memory books and Bride.
Justin Bouwman. Gerald Hamstra,
since last July when the Rev. E.
South 58th St.; Mrs. Martha Miles,
red a series of resolutionsfrom
and election; Mrs. Harold Klaasen, sketch of the past season's play.
The
Cheerful
Blue
Birds
of
Van
Nelson Ver Beek, Mrs. Myrtle Ver
elected ifficers. They are: PresiJ. Tanis announcedhis resignation
241
Lincoln
Ave.;
Mrs.
Carl
other boards to the legislative
Mrs. Lucien Raven, Mrs. Vukin, Robert Bennett, program chair- dent, Mary Dobben; secretary, Raalte School met Monday, Jan. 7
Beek, Harris Westerhof,Harvey
from active ministry.
Myrick, 121 West 18th St; Michael
committee.
Mrs. Laverne Regnerus, Mrs. man. introduced Kitchener Tassell
at the home of one of their leaders,
Dc Vree, John Kaiser, Edward L.
The church which has had sev- Vander Molen and Mrs. Gifford of Grand Rapids who showed mo- Susan WiWschut; treasurer, Bev- Mrs. Vander Molen. The president Grotenhuis,113 West 29th St.; Cammenga, Robert E. Northuis,
The board decided to ask for an
erly
Hoffman.
Mrs.
Van
Dyke
Susan Boerman, route 1; Michelle
extension of time to the Holland eral sites under study for the loca- Onthank, tickets and Mrs. James tion pictures of a safari to British
Holtreated us with hot chocolate milk called the meeting to order and and Kim M a c q u e e n, 205 West Stanley De Neff,
East Africa taken by Tassell and
appeal board for filing a building tion of a church building,decided K. Ward, publicity.
roll
was
taken,
then
election
of
combe.
and
cookies.
Reported
by
scribe,
Ninth
St
his brother. Almost every type of
permit for erectinga branch coun- to have the committees continue
officers. The new president is
Discharged Monday were Mrs. Frank J. Bos, Donald Costing,
beast native to the area was tak- Beverly Hoffman.
ty buildingin Holland. The county its search. Locations which have
Carol Vander Molen, scribe, Myra
Wayland
Petitions
(or
The
Lakewood
Camp
Fire
Girls
William
Kooiman, route 4; Mrs. Claus J. Bushouse, Miner Meinen in the safari, except the lion,
board is negotiatingwith Mr. and been under considerationare five
Swieringa and Joyce is the new
met
at
the
home
of
their
leader,
Henry
De
Vecht, 24 South River; dertsma, Alfred Langejans, Japies
and each hunter returned with 34
Mrs. Bruce van Leuwen for an lots east of Sheldon Rd. and five Home Rule City Status
Mrs. Knowles. The meeting was secretary. We practiced our play Mrs. Harold Schwander and baby, Nyland, Marvin Lambers, Donald
trophies.
lots
west
of
Shelton
road,
both
on
easement involving17 feet on
which we are to give at the Camp
called to order by President Patty
route 5; Wesley Hoek, route 6; C. Johnson,George J. Steggerda,
their property which adjoins the Robbins Rd.
ALLEGAN (^Special) Two John T. Schram of Washingtn,Rooks. Dues were collectedby Fire Leaders Association dinner at Kellie Rozema, route 2; James Clarence Weener, John Jansen,
site at 13th and Central,to correct
board of suprvisorscommittees D. C. spent a few days the past Barbara Hughes. The girls all Grace Episcopal Church. Mrs. De Bussies, route 5; Henry Serier, Jake Jansen, Herb Beelen, Neil
some details in an abstract dating Heart Attack Is Fatal
are studying a petition signed by week at the home of his aunt, drew maps of the shrubbery and Neff is assistantleader. Reported 169 East Eighth St (discharged Kuiken, Harold Ter Beek, Henry J.
Miss Ann Huizinga, on South Cenback to 1910. The board also will
by scribe, Myra Swieringa.
112 Wayland village electors reDe Boo, Kenneth J. Busscher.
Friday).
tennial. He came to attend funeral trees in their own yards. Mrs.
work out details on parking before For Isaac Richardson
questingthat the community be
H. J. Schurman, Leonard Dick,
Zeeland
Hospital
Knowles
gave
the
girls
each
a
box
services for another aunt, Mrs.
proceeding with a buildingpermit.
allowed to change from its preRecent births at the Zeeland Wayne P o s t m a, Jack Tietsma.
Frances
Huizinga
of Grand Rapids. of candy as a treat. Reported by Receives Broken Leg
FENNVILLE
(Special)
Isaac
Approval was given a ways and
sent status as a villageto a home
Hospital include
daughter, Lena Boer, Donald W e s t r a t e,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Boonstra Judy Bowerman.
means committeerecommendation Richardson, 66, of route 1, Pull- rule city.
When
Struck
by
Auto
Sheryl
Lynn,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs. Charles Brummitt, John J. Van
The Bibbidi Bobbidi Blue Birds
were recent visitors at the home of
to give a quit claim deed on pro- man, died early Monday morning
The petition was referred to both
Kley, Charles W. Starr, Martin
Alvin
Huizenga,
route
1,
Zeeland;
met
Jan.
at
Fonda
Vande
their
daughter
and
family,
Mr.
Paul Lambers, 14, of 986 Graafperty on which the Grand Haven at his home following a heart at- the zoning and legislative comMuyskens, Clifford Marcus, John
son,
Robert
John,
to
Mr.
and
Water’s
home.
We
elected
new
offi
schap Rd., Monday night received
state police post is located to the tack. He had lived in this vicinity mittees for study and recommen- and Mrs. Robert Kershaw in Muncers: President, Kath; Myaard a fracturedleft leg when he was Mrs. Howard Gebben, Perry St, Muyskens, Dale Fris, Hollis Ninecie, Ind.
four
years,
coming
from
MissisOttawa County Road Commission.
dations.
huis, William F. Hyde, Kermit
Mr. and Mrs. Art Nykamp and secretary, Carol Mouw; scribe hit by a car on the GraafschapRd Zeeland; a daughter, Mary Beth,
The board received reportsfrom sippi.
In addition to many other children
to Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Bouwman, Hogenboom, Ray Kuiper, Ed Ribhave returned from a two Barbara Nienhuis. We celebrated near 40th St.
several county departments.The
Surviving are a son, Willie,of changes. Wayland’s status as a
bens, Elmer Ribbins.
Fonda’s 9th birthday. Reported by
week
vacation
trip
to
St.
PetersDriver of the car was Arnold 131 Church St, Zeeland; a son,
January session usually lasts Chicago, and five grandchildren. city would allow it to have its
Physicians on duty were Dr. C.
scribe,
Barbara
Nienhuis.
Timothy
Alan,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
burg and Miami, Fla.
Van Dusen, 24, of 410 West 21st St
three days. The board was to conown representative on the board
The Bouncing Blue Birds of Allegan County deputy Andy Van- Roland Van Slooten,route 3, Hol- Van Appledom and Dr. H. W.
The
Rev.
Harold
Englund,
pasvene again at 1:30 p.m. today.
of supervisors. At present the
Tenpas. Nurses were Mrs. Howard
tor of Second Reformed Church led Beechwood School met Jan. 8; We der Vliet said Van Dusen told him land.
township supervisor represents
A son, Ronald Roy, to Mr. and Davis, Mrs. Gene Posma, Gertrude
the devotions in Zeeland High worked on our scrap books. We he didn’t see the youth until
both rural and urban areas.
Morse Drops Fourth
recited the Bkie Bird Wish. We was too late.
Mrs. Artis Cummings, Jenison; Steketee, Mrs. Janet Helder and
School the past week.
sang two songs, then played "Blue
daughter, Marlene Sue, to Mr. Ella Boer.
The debating team of Zeeland
Van Dusen immediatelystopped
Straight League Game
Nurses aides were Jeanette
Motion to Open Court
High School debated the question Bird— Blue Bird.” Reported by the helped the injured youth Into his and Mrs Warren Huyser, Hud- Poest, Mrs. J. Roerlnk, Mrs. H.
scribe,
Carol
Beekman.
sonvUle;
a
daughter,
Vicky
Sue,
GRAND RAPIDS (Special)
car and drove him to Holland Hosof "What Agricultural Policy is
T. Stanaway and Margaret R,
Saturdays Studied
H. E. Morse battled Flynn's
Best For the Farmer?" with Ot- The Busy Blue Birds of Van pital. Lambers’ condition is report- to Mr. and Mrs. Roger Timmer, Steglnk.Gray Ladies were Mrs. J.
Raalte School met Jan, 8 at the ed as "good” today.
route
5,
Holland;
a
daughter,
PatSoup ’er Burgers right down to the
ALLEGAN (Special)
A mo- sego High debaters last Wednes- home of Mrs. Grebel. We saw
Westenbroek,Mrs. F. Galien and
ricia Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. Russell
wire here Saturdaynight before
tion proposing that the Allegan day.
Mrs. J*. Doornewerd.In charge of
slides of our Christmas party .We
Veldheer, route 2, Holland; a
k>«ng 56-50 in their fourth straight
There
will be a course In hycounty court house close Thursday
the canteen were Mrs. Ruby Nibplayed games and told what we Mrs. Clara M. Stanley
daughter,
Cheryl
Beth,
to
Mr.
and
loss in West Michigan League basafternoons and remain open Satur- giene given for Zeeland High stu- got for Christmas. Janie Grebel
belink,Mrs. Jennie Hellenthal and
ketball play.
Mrs. Harold De Young, Byron
day mornings was amended to pro- dents next semester. Mr. Van treated. Reported by Marcia Mul Of Grand Haven Dies
Mrs. Irene Hamm.
Center.
Ahead 33-29 early in the third
vide for study of the suggestion Horn will teach the class. A der, acribe.
Historians were Mrs. Fred
GRAND
(Special)
quarter, Morse then found a lid
until the April session here Mon- change is also taking place in the
The Happy and Gay Blue Birds
Beeuwkes and Lena Brummel.
Mrs.
Clara
M.
Stanley,
93,
died
at
on a bucket and didn’t score agai.i
math program and the advanced of Van Raalte Rural School had
day.
Man Gets Suspended
Rochelle De Vries was Junior Re£
2 a.m. Monday in her home at 411
until Kalamazoo had rung up 10
Greg Nulty, Otsego, offered the algebra students will take trigon- a very interesting trip on our regu
Cross aide.
Lake Ave. She had been In ill Prison Sentence
to take a 39-33 lead. From then
ometry
next
term.
motion, saying that the present
lar meeting da/, Jan. 3. Mrs
on Holland couldn't pick up the
The Senior High girls and their Vanderham and Mrs. Van Zoeren health since she fell and broke her
schedule, under which offices are
deficit.
GRAND
(Special)
hip about 3tt years ago. She was
Aged Vriesland Resident
open Thursday, but closed all day sponsors were guests of the Zee- drove us to the open house
born In Montreal, Canada, daugh- Herman Morgan, 34, of 97 Spruce
Morse led 13-11 at the end of
Saturday, work a hardship on land Literary Gub at their annual Dirkse Leghorn Farm. Hie man
ter of Major General and Mrs Ave., Holland, was given a sus- Succumbs at Pine Rest
the first quarter and the score was
many people who can get to the tea in the City Hall auditorium there told us many things about
ZEELAND (Special)—Benjamin
tied at 26-all at halftime.The third
last Tuesday afternoon. The guest the .chickens . Sharon Hoeksema Alexander MitcheU. She and her pended sentence of 2 to 14 years
county building only on Saturday.
period score was 40-35 In favor of
speaker was Larry Siedentop, Hol- brought us treats. Reported by husband, Charles, moved to the Monday afternoonon a forgery Kroodsma, 91, of Vriesland, died
charge in Circuit Court The sen- Monday afternoonat Pihe Rest
Kalamazoo.
United States in 1900.
land’s Community Ambassador. scribe, Janice Sasamoto.
At Court Opening
Mr. Stanley, former superintend- tence will be entered on the record Hospital following a few week’s
Ted Schrcur had 13 for Holland
Hewitt Johnston and Patti Lucas The 7 Dwarfs of Beechwooc
followed by Ron Nykamp with 12
Local attorneysattending the presented a piano duet.
School met Jan. 3 in the school ent' of the Story and Clark Piano and conditions are that Morgan illness. He had been a life-long
Co., died Jan. 24, 1611. Mrs. Stan^ leave Michigan and live In Cali- resident of Vriesland where he
and John Mulder with 11. Other
opening of the January term of
Jan. 22 through 24 are the dates gym. The meeting was called
Miss Helen Mueller
scorers were: Edewaards, 7;
the Ottawa Circuit Court in Grand for the exams at Zeeland High order by all repeatingthe Blue ley led an active social life and fornia, working under the jurisdic- had been active in church work,
tion of the Federal Parole Com- a consistory member many years
Taama, 5 and BeWus, 2. Peterson Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Meuller, Haven Monday afternoon were School.
Bird Wish together.Roll was taken was a member of the Woman’s
route 2, Fennville, announce the Clarence A. Lokker, Peter S.
and a school board member.
led Kalamazoo with 17.
The Peeper ’ staff at Zeeland then we colored pictures for our Gub and the Tuesday Musicale mission.
engagementof their daughter, Boter, Vernon D. Ten Cate, Gor- High has set up a display for the scrap books. StephanieKarsten She was a member of St Johns Morgan was brought to Holland Surviving are two sons, Robert
Helen, of 8806 Detroita Ave. Geve- don Cunningham, James E. Town- benefit of the journalism students. told us about her trip to Florida, Episcopal Church.
from the federal penitentiary at of Tacoma, Wash., andNDick of
Marriage Ucetuet
land, Ohio to Bernard Sobczyk, send, Gerald J. Van Wyke, Law- The class is learning how a news- then all the girls took turns telling
Surviving is a son, Walter at Terre Haute, Ind., to face forgery Vriesland; four daughters,Mrs.
charges involving a $50 check Bert (Edith) Ensink and Mrs.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Sob- rence Beukema, Louis J. Stempfly paper is set up.
about their holidays.We also made home.
Ctrl
route 4, czyk, 3888 WDest 20th St., Clevedrawn’ on Peoples State Bank of Cyrene (Catherine) Huyser, both
and George Lievense, all of Hola birthday card to send to our 3rd
and Rose Mary Brouwer, land.
of HudsonviUe, Mrs. Bessie De
More than three thousand sol- HoUand.
land, and Randall M. Dekker of
Confederate Gen. Thomas Jack- grade teacher, Miss Smith. Elec3, Holland; Donald Miss Meuller is employed with Zeeland.
Vree of Grand Rapids, and Mrs.
son was first called "Stonewall” tion of officerswas held with the diers died from exposure, illness
Grand Rapids, the EJAtric Paint and Varnish Co,
Records show that cotton was Bert (Josephine) Hollander of Kalat the first battle of Manassas following results:President, Dawn and paivation during Gen. George
.Van Nuil, 18, *nd Mr. Sobczyk is
East Indians > regard saffron (Bull Run). July 21, 1861, for bis Johnson; treasurer, Frances Mar- Washligton’i Revolutionarywar grown and spun In India as early amazoo; i4 grandchildren;24
as 3.000 B.C.
Lederer Tenninals.
yellow as a sacred color.
tinez; secretary,Sandy Van Kam- encampment at Valley Forge.
great grandchUdrcn.
heroic stsnd.
1
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Judge Smith Advocates
Use of Public

Forum

Raymond L. Smith
delivered the main address at a
banquet for members of the Hol-

17, 1957

Valkema-HarringtonRites Read

Gty Leaguers

Big Second Half

More Than Double

Provides Margin

Score on Visitors

For 78-5fr Victory

Married

in

Central Avenue Church

Circuit Judge

land Motor Employes^Credit Union

Saturday night in, the Woman’s
Literary Club. The event, which
featured a smorgasbord,attracted
close to 150 persons. Most of them
camp from Holland area, but company terminals in five states also
were represented.
Speakingon the subject, "Government Under Law,” Judge Smith

Determined Dutch

Holland’s City League All-Stars

BIG RAPIDS (Special - Hope

knocked the baskets off the
backboards in setting an all-time
Armory scoring record of 128
points in walloping the Grand
With
Haven All-Starsin the first of two
benefitpolio games.
KALWIAZOO (Special) - DeIn fact the Holland point total
termined to break the Treadway
gym nemesis, Hope College’s bas- more than doubled the points accumulated by the visitors who
ketball team playe<J some fine
all but

Oollege's basketballteam broke

Upset Leaders

loose with 45 points in the second
half here Saturday night after a

83-73 Win

first half tie and rolled over Ferris
Institute. 78 - 56 in

a

non

-league

game.

said in this age of ordered liberty
and technicaljurisdiction that persons should take an interest in
local affairs."At no time in the basketball here Tuesday night and salvaged 61 points out of the rout.
history of local governmentis toppled previously unbeaten KalaThe polio drive, for which the
there greater cause for interest mazoo College, 83-73 before 1,000 game was staged is *35 richer. The
in the future of the community. fans in the biggest MIAA upset teams will meet in the second
We are embarking upon a program of the season.
game at Grand Haven Senior High
of expansion of the borders of the
The victory shoved Hope into a gym on Jan. 24.
city and program for municipal
Holland and Grand Haven inthree-way tie for fourth place with
facilities as well as education ina 3-3 record and left the Hornets dependent stars have been playing
stitutions. The future of our comtied with Albion for the MIAA twice-a-yearin polio benefit games
munity is at stake. Will the quesfor the past seven years. The
lead with a 5-1 record.
tion of common good be served by
Dutch team held a KM edge going
In
becoming
the
first
MIAA
club
our failureto enter into the prointo last night’s game.
to
beat
the
Hornets
this
year
blem before us?
Hope also broke a long - standing Wyoming Park Pharmacy rolled
"I suggest the Inauguration and
Kalamazoo College string of home to an easy 53-33 victory over H. E.
continue use of a public forum of
wins against the Dutch. Hope had Morse, Holland City League leadthe people,operated by the people
beaten the Hornets only once since ers in the preliminary contest.
and for the public interest.The World War II and that was in
In the main game, the Holland
old town meeting of the past has
February, 1950.
stars punched through the weak
its place today. With a civic audiDrillingthat fact into his charg- Grand Haven defenses right from
toriflm to house it, we have only
to arouse sufficient public in- es before the contest, the Dutch the opening tipoff and the outcome
were anxious to get going and, was never in doubt.
terest in a forum to use the faciliwith
giant center Paul Benes leadPaced by Ron Nykamp and John
ties at hand. Let the people be

Kalamazoo won its fifth straight
Saturday night at
Alma with a 71-68 decision. Hope
has a 2-3 conference mark.
The Dutch have a 7-4 overall record and the seventh win was aocomplUhed quite easily against
Ferris, once Hope got rolling.
In the first half, althoughthe
Dutch had about 15 more shots,
they couldn't connect, especially
on layups. The lead swayed back

MIAA game

and

forth for the 12 minutes until
Ferris suddenly hit a good streak
and pushed to a 25-19 advantage.

That s t a rted Hope off. Jun
Buursma. who has had trouble hitting the last couple games, swished
through six points in a hurry and
the Dutch added another two
points to tie the score.

Again the lead alternated for
the rest of the half. Buursma put
in two free shots in the closing
minute to send Hope ahead 33-31
but Ferris added two similar tosses to knot the score at intermis-

ing the way, grabbed the first Jeltes ifi the first quarter, the Holseven defensiverebounds as an land five swished the hoop for 34
indication of things to come.
points while holding Grand Haven
"But the people will not be heard
Mr. ond Mrs. Allan R. Valkema
The teams matched the first few to only 13.
sion.
(Prince photo) ,
(Joel’s photo)
unless they want to b - heard, and baskets and then Hope shot ahead
Following their marrage last bride, lighted the candles.
All of the eight - man Holland
Then things started going Hope’s
A
setting of palms, white poin- lines with deep Vs in back and
they will want to be heard only 16-8 early in the first half.
team coached by Lou Borgman settias and bouquets of white glad- wide red sashes tied in large bows way. Layups that were missed in week Wednesday evening in Cen- Kenneth Sluiter attended his
when they realize it is to their But the Hornets, with Gary Mor- got into the act in the second quar- ioli with two spiral candelabra in back with streamers. Their cas- the first half were counters and tral Avenue ChristianReformed brother as best man and another
rison, all-MIAA guard, pumping ter with at least one basket as
the Dutch hit from outcourtand Church. Mr. and Mrs. Gordon brother, Stanley Sluiter, was
interest economically, sociallyand
formed the background for the
from out, came back, tied the Holland tallied 36 more points,the wedding of Miss Beryl M. Harring- cade bouquets included white car- in 11 minutes had riddled the bas- Sluiter are spendingtheir honey- groomsman.Robert Sluiter and
nations and holly centered with
,
score and it was again nip-and- biggest period of the game, and ton and Allan R. Valkema Dec.
moon in Florida. Mrs. Sluiter is Edward Bareman, brothers of the
ket for 35 points.
three fed lighted candles.
"Now let some public-spirited tuck midway in the first half.
left the floor writh a ridiculous70- 28 in the Wesleyan Methodist
While Ferris had been success- the former Ruth Esther Bareman, bride and groom, seated the
For her daughter’s wedding Mrs.
group come forward to lead the
Benes, who sank seven baskets
Church.
Harrington chose a periwinkle ful in pressing Hope in the first daughter of Mrs. L. A. Bareman, guests. Mr. and Mrs. James Bareway to the organizationof a public in the first 20 minutes,worked 23 advantage.
The
rest
of
the
game
was
a
The
Rev.
C.
A.
Letherer
perblue flowered dress of lace over half, the Dutch went through and route 2, and the groom is the son man were master and mistress of
forum for the discussionof public h\rd on the boards'and, aided by
problemsand the dissemination of outcourt shooting by Jun Buursma laugh. Holland slowed down just a formed the double ring ceremony taffeta, periwinkle blue and white around with no trouble at all in of Mrs. Lena Sluiter,West 2Lst ceremonies.
following traditionalwedding mu- accessories and a red rose cor- the second half and worked the St.Soloist was Herman Kolk who
public information. Perhaps some and Warren Vander Hill, the Dutch bit in the third period,not because
Vows were exchanged before a sang "Together” and "The Wedsic played by Mrs. Arnold Peters. sage. Mrs. Valkema, the groom's score to 68-46 before the regulars
service club will come forward, took a 10-point lead with four of Grand Haven’s improved play,
setting of palms, candelabra and ding Prayer.” Traditional wedding
but because the Holland stars were "At Dawning." "Indian Love Call" mother, was attired in a peacock sat down.
perhaps spme parent-teachers or- minutes to play.
De Vette had his reserves finish bouquets of gladioli.Pews were marches were played by Miss
a bit cold and only 25 more points and "Be Thou Our Guide" were blue lace and taffeta dress with
ganization. perhaps the Ottawa
Kalamazoo slashed the margin
sung by Miss Dorothy Deters and peacock and black accessories.She up the game and the scoring for decoratedwith greens, ribbons Arlene Bareman, organist.
county bar association.Govern- in half and Hope held a 43-38 half- rang through the basket.
the final nine minutes was identi- and tapers.The Rev. Gerald VanGrand
Haven
added
18
points
in Birton Hilson. Words of the latter wore a red rose corsage.
A reception for 110 guests was
ment under law will continue as time advantage.
The newlywedsgreeted about cal. Both teams picked up 10 den Berg performed the double held in the church basement. Missthe third quarter and then came in song were written by the groom's
long as man is keenly aware of
Morrison, using his screen effecmother.
200 guests at a reception in the points.
ring ceremony.
es Thelma Beelen and Audley
his role and sfcike in the affairs ti-ely to get away his jump shot, for 20 in the fourth period, to end
The bride is the daughter of Mr. church basement. Serving were The 22-pointspread is the big- Given in marriage by her Peton served punch and Mr. and
with
61.
of man.” Judge Smith concluded. put the Hornets right back in the
and Mrs. Russell S. Harrington. the Mesdames V e r n Regnerus, gest margin Hope has had in a brother, James Bareman, the Mrs. James Brewer, sister and
M. F. Lanham was banquet contest at the start of the second Holland pumped an additional Clearwater.
Fla., and the groom's Henry Van Dyke, Lester Hill, game so far this season. The Dutch bride wore a gown of tulle and brother-in-lawof the groom ar33
points
in
the
final
eight
minutes
chairman and Neil Kossen served half and soon the score was tied
parents are Mr. and Mrs. William Chester Hill and Carl Westerlund. stopped Eastern Michigan by 20 lace over satin fashioned with a ranged gifts. A niece of the groom,
as master of ceremonies. The Rev. at 48-18. The slender 6'2" guard, to work the total to 128.
Mrs. Arthur Chrysler and Mrs. points for the next biggest margin. lace bodice with scoop n^dine, Mary Timmer, was in charge of
Earl Schipper, who pumped 20 Valkema of Tucson. Ariz.
J. 0. Hagans of First Methodist who had 25 points in the game,
Attending the couple were Miss William E. Valkema poured. OthThe fan shaped backboards ap- tulle yoke and a mandarinWollar.the guest book.
in
the second half, led the scoring
Church gave the invocation.As a continued to hit and sent KalamaCarla Kruithof, maid of honor; ers assistingwere Mr. and Mrs. peared to bother Hope in the first The full tulle skirt had an insert
Assisting at the reception were
surprise move, the credit union zoo into a five-pointlead with six with 30 points.
Mrs. Edwin Harrington, sister-in- Gary Kruithof who served as mas- half. It is the first time, and prob- of lace below the waistline.Her
Misses Jane Van Drunen, Shelby
gave a gift of J30 in the name of minutes gone in the second half. Jeltes followed with 26 points law of the bride, and Miss Roseter and mistress of ceremonies; ably the only time the Dutch will fingertip veil was held in place
and Nykamp had 22. The three top
Beagle, Jean De Jonge, Lorraine
Judge Smith to be used in reBut his pointmakingwas costly
mary Harrington,sister of the Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Smeenge who play on that style of backboard with a seed pearl headdress. She
scorers
each
had
11
baskets.
Dick
Bareman and Jean Veltkamp.
furnishing the chapel at Southern as he picked up his fourth foul
bride, bridesmaids; William E. arranged the gifts, Miss Marcella this season. A college ruling states
carried a white Bible topped with
The bride'smother wore a navy
Michigan Prison which was wreck- and Coach Ray Steffens had to Plagenhoef hit for 21 and Bob Valkema, brother of the groom,
Gearhart and Truman Raak who that glass backboards are to be white orchids and streamers.
ed during the prison riots some- bench the former Battle Creek (Shorty) Van Dyke's 13 was the best man and Edwin Harrington, served punch and Mr. and Mrs.
blue
dress and Mrs.' Sluiter, a
used but since Ferris is in the Miss Carol Strabbingattended
time ago. Refurnishing the chapel star. This gave Hope another other double - figures total. Art the bride's brother, and Arthur
black dress. Both wore eorsages
Harold Ott who were in charge of process of building a new field
the bride as maid of honor and
is a special project of Rev. chance and they were off, scoring Klamt sank eight, Bob Van Dyke, Chrysler, brother - in - law of the the guest book.
house, glass boards were not put Miss Marilee Homkes was brides- of white and pink carnations.
six and Ter Schreur made two to
Hagans.
groom, ushers. David Harrington, Mr. and Mrs. Valkema are at into the present gym.
on a fast break, a long pass and
maid. They wore aqua brocaded The bride and groom are gradA sound film on the origin and a weave to take a one-point lead. round out the Holland scoring.
brother of the bride, lit the can- home at 870',a Lincoln Ave., followEspecially affected by the fan taffeta ballerina-length
gowns uates of Holland Christian High
Carl Simpson, former Holland dles.
operations of credit unions was
ing a wedding trip, touring Flor- boards was Hope’s Paul Benes.
Hope pushed their lead to five
styled with scoop necklinesand
High player, led the losers with 15.
shown.
Approaching
the
altar
with
her
ida. The new bride selected a red His favorite hook shot was hitting
School Mrs. Sluiter is assistant
point but Morrison was again infull skirts. They wore matching
Bob Johnson had 12 and Fred Kals- father the bride wore a gown of
and white checked wool dress and
serted and soon the Hornets were
to the engineerat General Elecheadpieces
and
carried
colonial
ahead 69-68 with about five mi- beck, ex-Hope College football- antique tissue taffeta with sweep black coat for traveling. Black
bouquets of pink carnations and tric Co. and the groom is employplayer
sank
10 to aid Grand Haven. train. The sabrina neckline was and white accessories and an ornutes to go.
rosebuds.Carol Nlenhuis,niece ed at Stam'4 Service Station.
After a 10-9 first quarter, the accented with embroideredlace at chid corsage completed her enDwayne Teusink tallied two free
For their wedding trip, the bride
of the bride was dressed as a
Wyoming
Park
Pharmacy
pushed
the
neck
and
lace
also
was
insertsemble.
shots to > put Hope ahead 70-69
wore
a light blue dress with winminiature
bride
and
carried
carnaahead
with 16 points in the second ed at the hip line in the skirt.
The bride is employed as office
and from then on the Dutch were
tions with streamers. Ring 'bear- ter white and brown accessorief
period while holding H. E. Morse Her fingertipveil was attached to clerk at Bill's Tire Shop. She is
never behind. The pattern of play
Fleet Chief
er was Kelvin Sluiter, nephew of and an orchid corsage.
followed with a Hope basket be- to nine to take a 26-18 halftime a pearl crown. She carried a cas- a graduate of Holland High School
Mr. and Mrs. Sluiterwill be at
the groom. David and Ellen Nienlead and after that were never cade bouquet of white roses and and attended Marion College. Maring
countered
by
a
Kalamazoo
A Holland Marine Major is servhuis, niece and nephew of the home on route 2 after Jan. 28»
headed.
miniature mums with ferns.
ion,
Ind.
Her
husband,
a
graduate
ing as aide-de-camp to Admiral basket or free shot but the Dutch The third period score facted the Her attendantswore identical
of Holland High School, attended
Jerauld P. Wright, Commander in stayed one, two or three points winners 39-29.
waltz length gowns of white silk Hope College. He is a partner at
Chief of the U. S. Atlantic Fleet. ahead for the next two minutes.
Ron Nykamp led Morse with 14 shantung, featuring sabrina neck- Bill’s Tire Shop.
He Is Marine Maj. William H. (Morrison drew his fifth personal and Ron Bekuis followed with
at
the
three
minute
mark
and
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Draper, son of Mr. and Mrs. H.
then Hope went into a stall at seven. Other scorers included:
Thursday-were Fred Grote, 69
W. Draper, 42 East 13th St.
Schreur. 6; Tasma, 4 and Holtrust,
West Ninth St.; Mrs. Walter KuiMaj. Draper, who left Camp Le 2.40. This combinationbroke the
2. DeVries led the winners with 12
Hornets.
Hope,
with
Benes
oomJudith Kleinian, 3,
zenga, 144 Walnut Ave.; Adrian
Jeune, N. C, on Dec. 17 for NorThe first itudent recital to bf
points.
ing through on a couple of jump
Vander Sluis. 139 West 18th St.; held in the new Hope College
folk, Va., served as Provost Marshots, and Vander Hill adding a
Mrs. John Wierda, 25 East 22nd Music Building will take place
driving layup and a long-tom plus Clifford Marcus Speaks
St.; Wesley Hoek, route 6; John Thursday evening at 8:15 p.m. The
Dies
o(
two Ray Ritsema free shots, proThompson, route 1, East Sauga- Hope College music department
vided Hope with the 10-pointcush- At Longfellow PTA Meet
tuck; Mrs. Roland Lambers, 810 will present 15 students at this
Judith
Kay
Kleiman.
three
ion.
West 26th St.; Mrs. Sly Gibson. 56 recital. The announcementwas
Clifford Marcus, boys counsellor
year - old daughter of Mr. and
Vander Hill's 11 baskets made
West 13th St.; Mrs. John Kamps, made by Dr. Robert Cavanaugh,
of
Holland
High
School,
spoke
on
him Hope's top man with 22. He
Mrs. Jarvin Kleiman, 778 West
161 West 17th St.; Mrs. WLUiam chairman of the department.
was followedby Benes with 20 the role of parents and teachers in
Ross. Jr.. 867 West 25th St.; Mr*.
Jun Buurtma
32nd St., died Wednesday at her
Formerly all student recitals
meeting
the
emotional
needs
of
and Buursma with 17. Morrison’s
Austin Cramer, 1905 Lakewood have been held in Memorial
. . . finds range
home
following a year’s illness.
children, at the LongfellowPTA
25 was high for the game while
Blvd.; Mary Lou Bakker, 487 West Chapel which is too large for a
meeting Tuesday evening.
Death was caused by leukemia. too high on the board and would
Bob Fletcher followed‘With 15.
22nd St.; Mrs. Reba Harding. 263 program of this nature.
fall back over the rim.
He
cited the four basic needs as
She was born Sept. 28, 1953.
Hope now has an overall reLincoln Ave.; Mrs. Robert Smith,
Benes'
16
points
was
good
enough
The auditorium of the music
cord of 8-4 and the Hornets have a sense of achievement,a need
Surviving are the parents, two for second high as Buursma paced 13 West 16th St.
building has several features that
for
love
and
affection, a need for
an 8-2 mark. The other Kalamabrothers,James and Kenneth, both
the club with 18. Jim Tetzlaff was
Discharged 'Hiursday were make it ideal for small recitals.
zoo loss was administered by Loy- satisfyingsocial relationshipsand
at home: the grandparents. Mrs.
high point man for the game with Gayle Bobeldyke,200 East Ninth It has a seating capacity of 200,
a
need
for
variety
of
experiences.
ola of Chicago.
Henry Kleiman and Mr. and Mrs. 23 points.
St.; Mrs. Homer Bale. Douglas; the lighting is indirect and the
The Dutch will play third place Mr. Marcus stated that the proPeter Klaver all of Holland.
Hope (78)
Mrt. James Hoover, route 2, Ham- acoustics are excellent,according
blem
of the parent and the teacher
Adrian, featuring 6'4" Henry
Funeral services will be held
FG FT PF TP ilton; Ted Wierda, 296 Maerose; to Dr. Cavanaugh.
is to help children achieve reasonHughes, here Saturday night in
Friday at 2 p.m. at Nibbelink - R. Ritsema, t .. .. 5 2 2 12 Alvin Vander Ploeg, 180 Aniline;
able satisfaction of these needs as
Miss Ruth Wright, pianist, junior
the Civic Center.
Notier Funeral Chapel with the Buursma. f ...... . 7 4 1 18 Mrs. William E. Ebel and baby,
they grow and develop. The film.
from Berne, N. Y., will play "PasHope (83)
Rev.
Ralph
Menning
officiating. Benes. c ......... . 7
2
0 16
route 1, West Olive; Mrs. Gerald tourelle,” Poulenc and "Gavotte,”
FG FT PF TP "Personalityand Emotion” was
Burial will be in Restlawn Ceme- Vander Hill, g
.. 5
0 2 10 Raffenaud and baby, 242 West 16th Prokofieff.Miss Anita Van Lente,
shown, depictinghow childhood exTeusink, f ......... .2 8 1 12
tery.
Teusink. g ....... . 1
0
1
2 St.; Mrs. Harvey Vander Veen senior from Holland, will sing
Buursma, f ........ 7
3 17 periences determinebehavior patMiss Alice Marie Hacklonder
Vander Lind, g
2
2
6 and baby, route 3. Holland.
. 2
terns which are carried over into
"Depuis le Jour,” Charpentier and
Benes, c
...... 10 0 4 20
Mr. and Mrs. M. Hacklander, 303
Woodcock g ..... . 1 1 3 3
Hospital births include a daugh- "Ah! Je Veux Vivre,’’ Gounod. She
adult life. The film was followed
R.
Ritsema,
g
.....
3
12
Moj. William H. Draper
Thomson, f ...... . 0
1
0
1
Pine Ave., announce the engageter born Thursday to Mr and Mrs. will be accompanied by Miss Edna
Vander Hill, g ... 11
3 22 by a discussion period.
B. Ritsema,c ... 1
2
2
4
Devotions were led by Garry ment of-their daughter, Alice
i^ester ^|iss. 189 South Division; Hollander,freshman from Kala0
0
shal and commandingofficer of Woodcock, g ........
Hendrickson, f ... . 3
0
2
6 a son. Gregg Len. born Thursday mazoo. Clarinetist,Miss Sandra
Vandenberg.Paul Vandehill, PTA
the military police company. 2nd
Marie, to Norman Riksen, son of
Schut, f .......... . 0
0
2
0 to Mr. and Mrs. Orvin Deters, Dressel, sophomore from Holland,
Totals 34 15 15 83 president,announced^ that a tape Mr. and Mrs. R. Riksen of 582
Marine Division at Camp LeJeune.
route 2. Hamilton;a son, Delwyn will play "Trois Petits Contes."
recorder was purchased for the
Kalamazoo (73)
Before entering service in NovThe 88th anniversaryof PEO
Totals .. 32 14 17 78 Layne. born Thursday to Mr. and Des Portes. She will be acconu
school by the PTA.
West
19th St.
FG FT PF TP
ember, 1942, Maj. Draper attended
sisterhood was celebrated Monday
Ferrla (56)
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Franklin Kragt. 54 East 34th panied by Miss Ruth Wendt, soph2 10
Dennison UNniversity. He served Ellis, f .............
evening at the home of Mrs. A. G.
FG FT PF TP St.; a daughter, Jane Kay. bom omore from Holland.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George Stegenga,
Maser,
f
..........
9
with the 7th Regiment < Okinawa
Buys with 22 members of Chapter Vander I^an, f . 5 1 0 11 Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Mr . and Mrs. Clarence Vande
Miss Edna Hollander,pianist,
6
and Tinian, China, until being dis- Steward, c ........ 3
present for the • occasion. Jones, f ......... . 2 2 1
6
Water, Mr. and Mrs. Harold VolValkema. 197 West 22nd St.; a son frtshman from Kalamazoo will
4.. 10
5 25
charged in 1W7. Returning to Hope Morrison,g
There also were two guests.
Tetzlaff. c ....... 11
1
3 23 born today to Mr. and Mrs. Harold play "Waltzes Op. 39,” Brahms.
2,15 kers. and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
College, he received his A. B. de- Fletcher, g ........
Miss Maxine Boone presented Mosier, g ....... . 4 2 2 10 Schwander, route 5.
Slocum.
Mrs.
Isla Van Dyke and
Gordon Meeusen, tenor, senior
8
gree and was recalled to active Thomson, g .......
the program and was assisted by Krueger, g ...... . 0
2
2
1
Miss Irene Dunn, teachers, pourfrom Holland, will sing "Adelaide.’
Walcott,
f
.........
duty three years ago. A veteran
Mrs. Robert Cavanaugh. Two vo- Gregg, f ......... . 0 0 1
0
I
Beethoven and "Only For Me,”
of 14 years active and reserve
cal solos wepe sung by Mrs. Mari- Kalaher. f ....... . 0
0
4
0 County Board Arranges
Duke. He will be accompanied by
Totals 29 15 14 73
service, Maj. Draper won the silon deVelder with Mrs. W. C. Snow Gorsuch.g ...... . 0
2
2
1
Miss Miriam Klaaren, freshman
Physical Ed Workshop
ver star in Korea for personal
Local Students Provide
at the piano.
Moltaine, g .....
0 1
2
from Englewood,Colo.
heroism as a company commandThe program was a memorial
A Cappella Alumni Elect
A Physical EducationWorkshop "Air, Minuet, and Sarabande,”
Program at Meeting
er.
honoring the seven women who
Totals .. 23 10 14 56 for teachers will be given at the
Matteson will be played by a clarHe is married to the former Officers at Choir Meeting
founded the sorority in 1869 at
Several students of Western
Ferrysburg School on Jan. 30 from inet trio which includes Jack OverMiss Iris M. Scamehom of TayIowa Wesleyan College in Mt.
Theological Seminary provided the
3 to 3:45 p.m. followed by a fel- zet, freshman from Dorr, Glen
lorville.
Officers were elected at the
Pleasant, Iowa! Its purpose is to Rural School Ais’n
program at a meeting of the
lowship dinner. The workshop is Williams, junior from Holland and
The news was received from the Monday night meeting of the Hol- Beechwood Church Friendship
advance culture, education and WiU Meet Monday
sponsoredby the Ottawa County Dale Heeres, freshman from Muskland
High
School
a
cappella
alumFleet Home Town News Center,
Philanthropy. The sisterhood also
Mission Circle Tuesday evening
Board of Education with assis- egon. Pianist, Harley Brown, sophni choir in Junior High School.
Great Lakes.
owns
and
supports
Cotey
Junior
The Holland Rural Area School tance from Western Michigan Col- omore from Danforth, 111., will
in the society room of the church.
Tom Weller was named presi- Arthur De Hoog led the song
College in Nevada, Mo. It pro- Board Association will hold a reglege.
play "Humoreske,” Rachmaninoff.
dest; Stan Harrington, vice presivides an education! fund for flu- ular meeting Monday, Jan. 21, in
service with Ray De Vries at the
Fennville Resident Dies
Purpose is to point out the val- "Allegro,” Mozart will be predent;' Mrs. Dorothy Kleinheksel,
ents to study abroad and interna- Lakewood Elementary school on
piano. Devotions were conducted
ue of physical educationin the sented by Miss Elizabeth Oostersecretary - treasurer; Miss Trudy
tional scholarshipsfor foreign stu- Lakewood Blvd. four miles west
At South Haven Hospital
by Jerry Heemstra who also gave
curriculum, techniques -for devel- hof, flute, freshman from Holland;
Van Lente. assistant;Miss Marge the message on Christian Stewdents stydying here. There are of old US-31. Events will start with oping a program and sources of Charles Lindahl, clarinet, senior
Weller
and
Mrs.
Nancy
Ter
Haar,
(Special)
now more than 100,000 women in a friendshiphour at 7:30 p.m.
ardship.
materials. In the time of stress from Chicago; Cheryl Normington,
Michael Gertner, 53, of route 3, librarians.
the sorority represented in every
Wilfred F. Gapp, assistant suA film, "Vistas of Vision,” was
and emotional strain, children horn, junior from Bangor, Harold
Miss Beverly Joy De Jonge
Temporarilythe choir will meet shown by Ray De Vries and HarFennville,died Monday morning
state in the Union as well as Alas- perintendent of public Instruction,
need
periods of relaxationand Ritsema, bassoon, senior from
every
Monday
night
except
the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gerrit
De
Jonge,
at South Haven Hospital. Death
ka, Canada and Hawaii.
will be speaker. Gapp who is chief
land Nyhoff. It described the work
physical
education, it was pointed Momence, Dl., and Miss Mary
.was caused by cirrhosis of the first Monday of the month. Meet- done by local seminarystudents in route 2, announce the engagement During the social hour following head of the school plant division
Pierson, piano, sophomore from
liver.
ing place will be room 8 of Junior Californiaduring The summer of their daughter, Beverly Joy, to the business meeting and program, and an authorityon school district out.
Mr. Gertner had lived in the High at 8 p.m.
months. Gordon Laman entertain-Robert John Schaafsma.Parents light refreshments were served by organization has been invitedparFennville area two years, coming
An invitation has been extended ed with two trombone solos ac- of her fiance are Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. J. O. Hagans with Mrs. Buys. ticularly to tell rural school boards
here from Chicago. He w'as a re- to all forpier a cappella choir companied by De Vries.
Arnold Schaafsma, 849 Dickinson
The January 28 meeting will be what can be done on consolidation
tired farmer.
members to join the group. Wil- Mrs. Clifford Plakke was in SE, Grand Rapids.
held at the home of Mrs. Cava- and especiallythose districts with
Surviving are the wife, Magde- lard Fa$t is director.
charge of installationof officers
naugh with Mrs. L. E. Towe’ pre- low valuation not now invited to
line; one daughter, Mrs. James
and Mrs. Elton Van Pernis, presisenting the program, "Hats Off to join in th? Annexation.
Valce of Chicago, and ope son, The Grand canal of China is the dent, conductedthe busineu sesGold was discovered in Califor- Michigan.” Hostesses will be Mrs.
Harold Ramsey is president of
Anton, at
y
longest in the world.
sion.
acc/VMatinn
nia Jan. 24, 1848.
Larry Wade and Mrs. Cavanaugh, the association.
heard in the open forum as

well

as at the pollingplace.

politically.
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Christian

Christmas Tree Presents Quite an

Endeavor

Undertaking for Polityka Family

His Will Is Mine

Luke

Sunday, January 20
Gospel Righteousness
Matthew 5:13-20

ALLEGAN (Special) -

7:16,9:51-62;Phil. 3:13-15

If Mr.

and Mrs. Alex Polityka. of 248
by Darrell Franken
Western Ave., Allegan, seem unSunday, January 20
usually reluctant to take down
Determining
God's
will
for
our
by C. P. Dame
lives Is sometimes an exasperating -The Woman’s Study Club re- their Christnras tree each year,
(Based on copyrighted outlines
and frustratingproblem. Of course sumed its activities after a brief they have good reason.
If1 torn produced by the Division of Chrissome people do not stop fcven to holiday recess with a meeting In addition to a great love for
tian Education, National Council of
consider the question of God's Will held the past wpek at the home the meaning and pageantry of
the Churches of Christ in the
for their lives. Others glance at of Mrs. Henry Funckes with Mrs. Christmas,the fact that it takes
U. S. A. and used by permission.)
the problem and take the detour Harvey Koop presiding and con- the Polltykas from three to four
Some years ago it was common
of self-complacency.,But for the ducting the business sessions. Pro- days to set up their tree and the
to annually publish a book of the
concerned Christian this problem gram leader was Mrs. Fred Bil- miniature village and nativity
The Home of tho
best sermons of the year. If ChrisHolland City Newo
is as hard to handle as a car on let. who gave an intereatingbook scene which surrounds its base,
Published every Thun- tians from various parts of the
review, “Of Things Not Seen" by may help to explain why you’ll
an icy
4d»y by The Sentinel world would be asked to vote for
'Printing Co. Office St-36
Mrs. Harriet Hentz Houser. 4 con- find the tree aglow in their liv,VV,,
To Tbe Leader
West Eighth Street. Hoi- the greatest sermon of all time,
Since this is a problem for servation report was given by Mrs. ing room, even in mid-January.
_
land. Mich.
no doubt most of them would vote
many, and should ft) a problem Allan Calahan and Mrs. Funckes Any day, now. however, the PoEntered as second clus matter at
the post office at Holland. Mich., (or the Sermon on the Mount. We
for others, it might be wise to use conducted a game for the special litykas will agree, with much reunder the Act of Congress.March 3. who read the sermon consider It
the technique of “problem-solving" feature. The hostess served re- luctance, that it's about time the
187a
the greatest; those who heard
in tyying to develop this topic. In- freshments each serving decorat- miniature village and the nativity
Jesus
preach
It
were
deeply
imW. A. BUTLER. Editor and Publisher
stead of giving a speech or read- ed with a lighted candle, honor- scene, which Alex helped to buy
pressed for they were astonished
ing what someone else has writ- ing birthday anniversariesof more than 36 years ago, and the
Telephone— News Items 3193
at
his teaching and at his authAdvertisingand Subscriptions
3191
ten, follow the steps that are out- three club members on and near tree taken down for another year.
ority.
lined here, and make changes that date.
Although few of us would want
The publishershall not be liable I. Christians are salt and light.
for any error or errors In printing
where necessary.
A baby girl, Jilane Given, was to make thrimming the yule tree a
Jesus
said
to
his
disciples,
"Ye
any advertisingunless a proof of
Preparationand Presentation
born to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Kemme four - day project, some of Politysuch advertisementshall have been are the salt of the earth. "Salt is
Arrive early, set up a black- at Holland Hospital on Jan. 7.
obtained by advertiser and returned useful. It is not a luxury but a
ka’s techniques are worth reby him in time for corrections with
board. Have enough paper and penRep. Ben E. Lohman and John membering. His tree, for instance,
necessity.
It
gives
taste
to
food
auch errors or correctionsnoted
cils for everyone. And place Bibles Klingenberg, both of Hamilton, will one of the long needled varieties,
plainly thereon;and In such case If and it keeps food from corruption.
any error so noted is not corrected If salt is going to be useful it must
on the chairs along with the hymn- be spending much of their time at has yet to shed a needle and if
publishersliability shall not exceed
book.
the state capitol in Lansing the anything it looks fresher and
such a proportion of the entire space contact that which it should beneYou could introduce your topic coming weeks, the former attend- greener than it did when it was
occupied
by .......
the error
bears to the fit. Christians give tang and taste
uplec.
whole space
occupiedby such adverso,
with some remarks about God’s ing the Legislature sessions and first put up. nearly a month ago.
to life and check the corrupting
UsemenL
will for our lives. This might in- the latter resuming his work as
Due to the dry summer, this
influences in life. If they fail to
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Communist during the November revolution. clude some comments about Paul’s sergeant- at - arms, a position- particular variety of tree had
do
that they are not living up to
ALMOST
DEPORTED
Kalman
Perjesi,
One year. *3.00; six months, *2.00;
flight from God and his sudden to which he was recently reap- many reddish brown needle* this
three months, *1.00 single copy. 10c. their calling. In order to benefit
A six-mile walk through a swamp finally brought
center, looks over some of the new clothing he
year. Today, thanks to care and
Subscriptions payable In advance and others Christiansmust be with
conversion. It might include some pointed.
the
family
to
safety
in
Austria.
From
left
to
and
his
family
have
received
since
coming
to
will be promptly discontinuedIf not
comments about Peter's boisterous Mrs. James Hoover has return- judicious use of plant food, the
them
and
live
in
the
midst
of
renewed.
right are sons Sandor and Kalman, their father,
Zeeland as Hungarian refugees. He told
convictions and his denial. P a.u
Subscriberswill confer a favor by things.The warning of Jesus note
ed home after a few days in Hol- P o 1 i t y k a ’ s tree Is completeMrs. Perjesi and son Thomas. The Perjesis fled from the Will of God and
reportingpromptly any Irregularity —"but if the salt have lost his
Monday night how close he had come to being
land Hospital for surgery.Mrs. ly green. They secure the butt in
In delivery, write or Phone 319L
moved into their Zeeland apartment Monday.
came back. Peter vowed he would Louis Poll also spent a couple a large bucket of sant. The first
savor, wherewith shall it be saltdeported to the Soviet Union as an anti(Prince photo)
not leave Jesus, but denied him of days there during the past week they added nearly t w o
ed? It is henceforth good for nothWHEN KING SAID VISITS
quarts of water a day to the sand,
in a weak moment. The problem week.
ing, but to be cast out, and to be
but the amount needed by the
EISENHOWER
of God's will for our lives faces
trodden under foot of men." Chrisi
The Rev. N. Van Heukelom usThe American people are in for tians too can become useless.
each one daily. Each of us must ed as his sermon topic last Sun- tree gradually diminished to about
another lesson in geography when
Jesus called himself "the light
eventually answer this question for day morning at the Reformed a quart a week. Also, once each
week, they gave the tree approxiKing Saud of Saudi-Arabia comes of the world." He said of his peoourselves.
Church. "Is There UniversalSaltc America as the guest of Presi- ple, "Ye are the light of the
Since each person must answer vation?" The Girls’ Choir sang a mately a teaspoon of concentratdent Eisenhower. That state visit world.” Believers shine only when
these questions for ourselves. I special selection.At the evening ed plant food in two quarts of
is scheduled for the period from they are touched by Him. Light
(says
the leader) have written service a trio of young girls, San- water.
By WMIs S. Boss
The care with which Polityka
January 30 through February 1.
scatters darkness, cheers, reveals
some
questions
on the board for us dra Sprick, Sharon Folkert and
4-H Club Agent
wires the tree lights also pays
It is safe to say that not one and enlightens.However, light
to answer. Here they are:
Donna Ten Brink sang and the off. Although this year's tree has
A meeting will be held at WavZEELAND (Special) — Kalman exchange his watch for directions.
in ten thousand has a very clear fails in its mission if it is put
a. How many different ways are Rev. Clarence Greving of Overierly
School
Thursday,
Jan.
17
at
a total of 51 lights on it, not one
conception of w’hat Saudi-Arabia is under a bushel. It is possible for Perjesi started work today at H. The family waded the last six
there by which we can learn of sel conducted the service,concludbulb has to be replaced. He says
or even just where it is located. Christians to fail.
L. Hubbell ManufacturingCo. m miles, often through water up to 8 p.m. Meetings are scheduled for God's will?
ing a series of Prayer Week topics this is because he puts 12 lights on
next week: Monday, Jan. 21 at
The average citizen probably II. Jesus came to fulfill the law Zeeland. Two months ago he was their waists.
b. Do you think it is easy to do on the general theme. “We Bea circuit,rather than the usual
thinks of it as just one other dinky and 'the prophets. The Lord said scheduledfor deportation to the
"As we reached the border," CoopersvilleHigh School and Tues- God's will?
hold His Glory." The local pastor eight. Each bulb receives less volArab kingdom hidden away some- that he did not come to destroy Soviet Union.
Perjesi said, "people were swarm- day, Jan. 22 at Hudsonville High
c. Does it become easier to do was at the Dunningville Church
tage. generates less heat and
where in the desert country in the the law but to fulfillit. The Old
Monday night, Perjesi related ing from all directions. The School. These meetings are be- God's will as you get older?
for the evening service.
consequently does not burn out as
general direction of Palestine. Testament teaches about the com- the experience he had had in Austrians gave us dry clothing,as ing held to train leaders so that
d. Do you have difficulty doing
Several Hamilton relatives at- fast. The lower temperatureis a
they
will
be
more
able
to
help
It is largely desert country all ing of Jesus— these prophecies he bringing his family to safety from all we had was what we had worn
what you know is God's will?
tended an open house event at safety factor and also helps keep
the boys and girls put the finishright, but under that desert land fulfilled. Jesus did more than his revolt-torn native land.
through the swamp."
e. How does one make God's will the home of Dr. and Mrs. Gerrit
the tree from drying out.
ing
touches
on
the
4-H
projects.
that.
The
people
to
whom
the
law
there are rich oil deposits that
member of an anti-Com- The Perjesis stayed in two
the map for his life to follow?
Van Zyl of Holland on Sunday af- The wiring, which usually takes
have helped greatly to keep the of God was given did not keep munist party in his home town of refugee camps in Austria for six Mrs. Grace Vender Kolk, Home
f. How do missionariesknow ternoon. honoring their cousin,
about a day, is the biggest phase
auto wheels of the wx>rW rolling. it .The people did not become Papa, about 75 miles from Buda- weeks before coming to the Unite# Demonstration Agent, will be in what is God's will?
Miss* Doris Brower and John of the project. Polityka does not
charge
of
the
girls
divisions
to
anrighteous
through
the
keeping
of
As a result it is far from unimportpest, Perjesi learned one morning States by boat.
g. How do ministers know God's Muller, both of Holland, whose en- use stringsof lights, as they come
ant, and the visit of King Saud is GocUA law*. Jesus came to reveal in November that all members of
Speaking through their inter- swer problemsin clothingand oth- will?
gagement was recently announcon a level of high internationalanofner kind of righteousness.The his party were being gathered to- preter, Mrs. Eugene Osterhaven. er girls projects. Your 4-H club h. Do you think it is possible ed. Mr. and Mrs. George Schut- from the store, but wires each
bulb socket individually,placing
agent
will
be
ii.
charge
of
the
trainlaw produceda self-righteousness. gether for deportation.
importance.
the Perjesis gave a general backfor you to know God’s will for maat were assistant hosts and it carefully at the tip of a branch,
ing
session
for
the
boys.
Other
The size of Kiilg Saud's domin- The righteousness of Jesus is a
Without permission, he left his ground of their life under Comyour life as well as a minister hostess.
then wrapping the lead wire
business that will be discussed
ion can perhaps best be grasped gospel righteousness. Christianity job as a mechanic and delivery munism.
knows what is God's will for his
The local ChristianReformed around the branch and tieing it
will be on achievementdays, proby comparing it with the size of teaches the truth that man is not man at 10 a m. and took a bus
In the schools, children are
life?
Church is planningto sponsor a In to a main circuitwhich runs
Palestine.,The land now more saved by the keeping of any law home. Interrupting his wife in the taught to disregard whatevertheir ject requirements, etc., with sevi. What does the Bible say about Hungarian refugee family through up and down the trunk. The wireral announcements as to coming
often known as Israel is credited of God. Christ kept that law for midst of her dinner preparations, parents tell them.
knowing and doing God’s will?
the Calvinist ResettlementCom- ing itself is virtually invisible.
in late dictionaries with 10,429 us. In addition Christ died on the he told her it would be necessary
Churches are only about half- events.
(use your Bibles and look up: mission. The Young People s SoIt is this subtle perfection that
cross
and
paid
the
penalty
of
God's
square miles, Saudi-Arabiawith
losing occasionalgifts given by
Matthew. 7:21, 12:50, 26:42, John ciety of the Church studied. 'The typifies the Polityka’s tree. The
to leave immediately.
Neil
Zuidema
was
not
able
to
600,000 square miles. Hence it is violated law, A person is saved
4:34; Ephesians 5:17 and others) Brevity of Life," based on the decorationsare traditional,but
After stationing their three their employers if it is known they
attend district council so William
roughly 60 times as large as Pales- through faith in Christ who clothes small children along the road, arc church-goers.
After each person has written Psalm 90 and Ann De Jong was there are neither too few nor
the
sinner
with
his
own
righteousVissers of Allendale took his place
tine. In population Israel is given
dow*n
the answers to these ques- in charge of the remainder of the too many. They use no more tinthe
Perjesis
went
to
his
in-laws
to
Perjesi
has
lost
all
his
posness.
and attended with Mrs. Russell tions on the paper you have providless than two million, Saudi-Arabia
program.
sel than the rest of us. hut each
HI.
Christians are called upon tell them of their plans and told sessions at three different times Lowing of Conklin. Also. Mrs. Lowclose to five million.
ed. ask for volunteers to read
them to come to their two-room
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Voorhorst strand Is hung individually.
ing was elected secretary -treaThat would make Saudi-Arabia to live superior lives. A Christian apartment after they had left to in his life, he said.
their answers. (You may notice announce the birth of a son. John
Beneath the tree on a green
has a superior motive— he is gratequite a respectable,country both
Mr. and Mrs. Perjesi and their surer to represent the district for that some who never enter into B. at Holland Hospital last Sun- baize covered platform, surroundful for his salvation.He expresses take for themselves whateverthey
in terms of territory and to smaller
sons. Kalman. 13. Sandor. 11. and the coming year.
a discussion will read their ans- day Jan. 13.
ed by a tiny white picket fence
this gratitude in a life of service were able to carry*.
extent in population. It is about
wers. This is one way to get more
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Schipper. is the miniature Christmas village.
That was the extent of their Thomas, 9. moved into the apartand
love.
Jesus
compared
his
On Feb. 8. a trainingsession for
twice the size of Egypt, with howwho are in charge of the Heath Complete even to a church with
standards with the law as people goodbyes. They picked up the ment provided for them by Mr. and key summer leaders will be held people into the discussion.)
ever only less than a third of
Mrs.
Robert
De
Bruyn
Monday.
Having had a period of discus- township polio fund drive have lighted stained-glasswindows and
knew
it from reading the Old children and drove 30 miles until
at Bostwick Lake. Projects being
Egypt’s population.
Testament and from hearing the they were within six miles of the Today he went to work in the taught thus year by MichiganState sion centering around the ans- placed cannisters in all the local a music box that plays an old
The people of the western world
wers that have been given, it business places where contribu- familiar Christmas hymn. And at
school
furniture
department
where
Austrian
border.
Here
they
had
University personnel will be Food might be profitablefor each perknow ^ great deal about both rabbis talk about the traditionsof
tions may be dropped for this one end Is the nativity scene,
the elders.
to stop as the rest of the distance he is learning pre-assembly manuPreparation.Food Preservation, son to write one last statement,
Israel and Egypt, almost nothing
worthy cause. To further the pro- bought 36 years ago by Polityka's
In the Old Testament there are was swampland. Perjesi had to facturing.
Conservation, and vegetablegarabout Saudi-Arabia.The main reaanswering this question: "What is ject a Mothers’ March on the eve- mother, partly with money he had
passages that teach people to love
dening. Leaders will be selected God's Will for my life"
son for this is probably litera- their enemies but these passages
earned by playing the violin in
ning of Jan. 31 is rcheduled.
Marilyn Wolbers was an over- at our district leadership training
ture, especially the literatureof
their home-town of Shenandoah,
Funeral
services
for
Fred
Mawere not heeded. Jesus told his
night guest of Sharon Meeuwsen at meetings.
the Bible. For thousands of years
son. former resident of Hamilton Pa.
hearers about the love of GodSouth Blendon last Friday.
the Bedouins inhabiting the vast how he sends rain and sunshine
Although their tree and Christand a brother of Mrs. Joe HagelsRay Teusink, a senior at A number of members of the Ottawa County will have two
Arabian deserts have stood more upon the good and the bad. God’s
kamp, were held last week Wed- mas village are unique In this
Western Seminary conducted sen- PTA of Eagle School sold lunches boys and two girls attending Junor less still in terms of civiliza- example should be followed by all
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Nyenhius nesday at Gordon Funeral Home area Polityka said they arc tradiices at the Reformed Church here
at the Zeeland Livestock Sale last ior Leadershipschool Feb. 19, 20, and children spent a couple of
tion. They built no large cities,
in Allegan with the Rev. Andrew tional in many homes in Eastern
his children.If those who love the Sunday. Following the evening
Thursday.
21. These Junior Leaders will be weeks in Florida recently.
they stood aside from the move- Lord love only those who love them
Lemke officiating. Burial took Pennsylvania. He recalls, especialservice Mr. and Mrs. T e u s i n k
ments that built up the life in they reveal in their lives the low
Mr. and Mrs. M. Ridlington and selected from their records, letMr. and Mrs. Harvey Ver Hage place in the Allegan Cemetery. ly, one "production" so elaborate
Europe and parts of Asia and standard of the publicans. It is called on the Rev. and Mrs. J. family, Miss Josephine Manning ters. and by a committee compos- and Marilyn attended the Lake
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ver that families paid 50 cents apiece
Boender at Allendale.Special muAfrica.
easy to be satisfiedwith a low- sic at the evening services was and Don Pitcher of Holland were ed of 4-H council members. They Mission meeting on Sunday fore- Liere announce the birth of a to visit the man’s home to see it.
But when the world become standard but it is not Christian.
This village includeda running
recent dinner guests of Mr. and will be taught parlimentarypro- noon.
daughter at Holland Hospital.
provided by the Machielabrothers
thirsty for oil, and western engi- When we depend upon the rightMrs. D. Me Donald and family. cedure, ceremonials,educational Many from here attended the
Herbert Lampen was initiated stream and miniaturerailroad.
of Borculo who played instrumenneers drilled through the desert eousness which Christ has wrought
Mr. and Mrs. J. Ferwerda called activities, leadership, and recrea- prayer services which were held for a new job he accepted recentcrust to rich deposits that almost for us, then we shall gratefully tal duets.
on their sister Mrs. E. Klien of tion.
in First Christian Reformed ly as, substitute carrier for Dale Open House to Mark
cry out to be piped to the tanks strive to imitate God our Father The Women's Missionary Society Marne at St. Mary's Hospital last
ChUrch last week Tuesday evening Maatman on route T, Hamilton.
of the world's cars.
The dates for the conservation and at Immanuel ChristianRe- He was on the route for two days 30th Anniversary
who sent Christ into the world to met at the Reformed Church last week. The Kliens are the happy
week Tuesday evening. Mrs. B. parents of a new baby.
That fact has made King Saud make atonement for our sins.
achivetnent days are set and they formed Church on Thursday eveduring the past week. He succeeds
Martiniewas in charge of devoFriends and relatives of Mr.
important enough to be welcomed
Mrs. H. Enjjfeman has been will be held March 26 and 27 at ning in Hudsonville.
Howard Langeland who resigned
tions and Mesdames E. Eizinga spendinga great deal of time of Zeeland City Hall for thoses outh
and
Mrs. Leroy Austin. Sr„ are
respectfully by the President of
Melvin Merritt returnedto his this position.
and M. Eizinga were hostesses.
invited to attend an open house
the United States.And that state Zeeland State Bank
late with her mother Mrs. Wood- of M-50 and on April 3 and 4 at home from Zeeland Hospital where
Harold Wesselburgwas taken to
visit will provide for the overage
Mrs. M. Eizinga is the newly ap- bridge who is confined to a Grand Allendale Town Hall for the north- he was under observation.
Re-Elects Directors
Holland Hospital for surgery dur- In honor of their 30th wedding ancitizen another lesson in world
niversary. The event will be held
pointed co-sponsor for the Junior Rapids Hospital following a heart ern part of the county. Bob George
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Van ing the past week.
geography. The lesson could apply
conservation leader on the state Haitsma of Zeeland were visitors
ZEELAND (Special)— The Zee- C. E. She will assist Mrs. A. attack.
A meeting was held during the Sunday afternoon from 2 to 5 at
for the people of both countries. land State Bank held its annual Bisbroc'-.Mrs. H. Maassen is reThe Girl's Society met at the 4-H staff, will be with us for both at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Dick past week by the School Study their home, 272 Eafst Eighth St.
They have three daughters. Mrs.
meeting Tuesday and re-electedits tiring from the work.
Christian Reformed Church base- events.
Vander Kolk on last Wednesday Group at the Hamilton school with
Lawrence
Monique and Mrs. Lloyd
Board
of Directors, President A.
ment
last
Wednesday
evening.
On
On Thursday evening of last
evening.
several representativesfrom rural
Alimony Payments Hit
C. Vanden Bosch said today.
week the Senior C. E. met with Thursday the Ladies Aid Society Miss Betty Koppenol of Coopers- Mr. and Mrs. Gradus Scholten of area schools in attendance. Fac- Engel of Saugatuck, Mrs. Hubert
ville received a covered cake pan Graafschap called on their parRecord in Allegan
Elected were H. M. Den Herder, Miss Jean Berghorst as leader. On met in the afternoon*
ing the fact, that action must be Kline of Grand Rapids and two
A. C. Vanden Bosch. Henry Baron, Thursday evening of this week the
Mr. and Mrs. .Q. Moerdyk of and Miss Norma Keppef of Zee- ents. Mr. and Mrs. Peter De taken soon to make definite plans sons, Leroy Austin, Jr of Holland
ALLEGAN (Special)— Alimony Robert S. De Bruyn, Elmer Hart-lgroUpwill attend the Golden Grand Rapids spent Saturdayeve- land. a food mill, for their part in VVeettl, also attended church serv- for a solution to the problem con- and Kenneth at home.
payments handled by the Allegan gerink and R. J. Den Herder.
the baking project of last sum- ices here Sunday afternoon.
fronting the rural scnools. all posChain Union meeting at Vriesland ning with Mr. and Mrs. J. Catts
county friend of the court de- Bank officersare A C. Vanden
Reformed Church. Darrell Frank- and Marcia and Mrs. E. Moerdyk. mer. These awards just arrived Mr. and Mrs. Corneal Patmus sible informationis being sought
partment hit an all-timehigh in Bosch, president; H. M. Den HerThe Rev. and Mrs. H. Masssen at our office and we presented were visitorsat the home of Mr. by a committee appointed several
en, field secretary of the Michigan
1956, according to Jesse Runkel in der. vice president; Henry Baron,
them this past week. Also. Roger and Mrs. Leonard Van Ess last months ago, before a general meetState Union will address the group attendedinstallationservices for
his annual report.
Jewell
of Coopersville was pre- Wednesday afternoon.
cashier; Jay Vander Werf, assis- and show pictures.
ing of the school districts involvthe Rev. J. H. Keuning at North
Alimony totaled $144,469. plus tant cashier; and auditor; and Alsented with a beef steer halter for
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Scholten ed, will be called. Holland’s crowdConsistory meeting was held at Holland Reformed Church last
Excellent
fees. Runkel said.
vin Johnson, Robert J. Den Her- the Reformed Church last week Friday evening. The Rev. Maassen winning the showmanship contest and Fay Ann are staying at the ed conditions in the schools of the
As probation officer, he received der, Leonard J. Vanden Bosch and
at Hudsonville Fair.
STARTING RATES
home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. city, especially the high school,
Monday evening. On Sunday, Jan. delivered the charge to the congrefees totaling $4,402 and restitu- Glenn Wyngarden, assistantcash6 Messrs. R. D a 1 m a n and C. gation.
Ed Scholten for a couple of weeks where local area students have
tion. made in criminal matters, of iers.
Exceptionally liberal
while the latter couple is taking a been enrolled for yeqrs, makes an
Meeuwsen were installedas elder Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Garvelink Annexation Discussed
$374. During the year, 128 probaimperative moye necessary.
and deacon respectively.Little and daughters who recentlyreturntrip to Florida.
MOVING & TRAVEL
tioners were in his care, nine of
The Senior High Schristian EnMrs. Aggie Haveman of Moline
Marybeth, daughter of Mr. and ed from Florida and are making At Van Raalte PTA Meet
whom were discharged,13 ordered First National Bank
allowance
visitingat the home of Mr. and deavor group continued a quesMrs. C. Meeuwsen received the fheir home with their mother, Mrs.
to prison and eight to the county Holds Annual Election
A discussion of current school is
Mrs. Jojui Locks and other rela- tion box program,, started the
sacrament of baptism.
N. Eizinga for the present purjail. •"
for qualified:
previous Sunday at the Reformed
The Rev. and Mrs. H. Maassen chased a lot on Ney* Holland Rd. issues and their possible solution, tives. ^
The board of directors and the attended services at Zion Re- where they plan to build a new including the possibility of annexChurch and the Junior High group
Precision
officers of First National Bank formed Church at Grandville Sunstudied the topic ’Stand With
Cub Scouts Carry Out
home.
ation, highlightedthe PTA meeting Community Ambassador
were re-elected at the annual meetGod", with Nancy Lugten, Kenday, morning. Their son the Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Poskey and of the Van Raalte School Tuesday
Shoot Metal Mech.
ing held Jan. 8.
'Eyes in Sky Project
neth Kaper and Dale Edwig as
John Maassen is pastor at Zion. children of Wyoming Park called
Directors
Are
Named
Directors are Dick Boter, Edevening.
leaders
snd
Lynda
Langeland
and
Mrs. H. Sail and daughter. Mrs. on Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Vander
Machiniits
Washington School gymnasium ward D. Dimnent. Henry A.
Vent Schipper. director of com- I M e 1 v 1 n Van Tatenhove,John Delwin Redder in charge of de/
gave the appearance of a scene Geerds, Alfred C. Joldersma, M. Sail and children and Mrs. C. Molen Saturdayevening.
votions.
Pianist
was
Mary
Lugten.
munity
service
for
Holland
Public
Fonger
and
Dr.
Donald
F.
Brown
from another planet Tuesday af- Gerald R. Kramer, Otto P. Sail and daughter were dinner John Rietman *was treated at
Inspectors
schools, Introduced members of were elected to three-year terms The Young People’s CE service
ternoon w*hen Cub ScouU met for framer, Henry S. Maentz, Donald guests of Mrs. A. Glass at Zee- Zeeland Hospital last Monday folwas
In charge of GeorgiannaJoostthe
panel,
Alvin
Cook
and
Bernard
on
the
board
of
directors
of
the
land
last
Wednesday.
The
occasion
lowing an, accident on Port Sheltheir regular meeting. Project for J. Thomas. P. F. VerPlank and
Work in Research & Development
was in honor of the birthday anni- don Rd. where hi* truck skidded Arendihorst,school board mem- Holland Community Ambassador beras and Barbara Folkert.
the month was entitled "Eyes in Wynand Wichers.
Shops on purely experimental
Association at an animal meeting
bers,
Earl
Waters,
member
of
the
versaries
of
Mrs.
H.
Sail
and
on
the
Icy
road
and
hit
a
tree.
the Sky" and Cubs made realistic
Officers are president.Henry S.
jobs. You will make your own setMonday
night
in
Civic
Center.
Dr
Stmuel Dessent, 64,
space suits and helmets, tele- Maentz; vice president,Alfred C. Mrs. Glass. On Thursday Mrs. He is convalescingat his home Van Raalte PTA, and Supt. Walter
Brown
was
reelected,
snd
Van
W.
Scott.
A
question
and
discusups and take assignments from
Sail
was
again
honored
at
a
dinhere.
scopes, rockets and balloons. |
Joldersma: assistant vice presiTatenhove and Fonger succeed Dies at Saugatuck
Mr. and Mrs. J. Ferwerda and sion period followed.
start to finish ... no production
The opening was in charge of dent, Gerald R. Kramer, cashier, ner at her home here when Mr*.
Den 3. Awards were given to Donald J. Thomas; assistantcash- J. Zichterman,Mrs. P. Knoper, children called on Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Vande Bunte, president, Clarence Jalving and Mr*. Bruce SAUGATUCK (Special) -Samuel runs! Overtime Available.OutFrank Boersma, Bear, one gold iers, John Lieuwen and Albert A. Mrs. E. Dreyer and children and Bob Ferwerda at Coopersvillelast was in charge of the meeting and Van Leuwen.
standing Fringe Benefits. U.S.
the Rev. Henry Rozendal,pastor The board also passed a resolu- f)essent,64, of 110 Butler St, died
and one silver arrow; Jim De Nienhuis; auditor and assistant Mrs. M. Sail and children were Monday evening.
Monday
in
Douglas
Hospital
citizenship required. Air-moil your
her guests.
Mr. and Mrs. Don McDonald and of Bethel Reformed Church, con- tion limiting the selection of canFree, Bear, one gold and two sil- cashier, Corinne Pool.
following an extended illness. He
didates
for
community
ambassador
inquiry ot once to Mr. C. F. Guest.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
Parm.
Sr.,
ducted
devotions.
At
the
business
family were Sunday dinner guests
ver arrows; Perry Comelissen,
was born in Chicago in 1892 and
moved from their farm here to of their mother Mrs. L Me Donald session members voted to join the to the Holland area.
lion, one gold and two silver arOfficers will be elected at a li- was a policeman there for many
their recently completed home at at Georgetown.
rows and the Webelos award.
National PTA association.
Marriage Licenses
ter
meeting. The campaign to raise years before coming to Saugatuck
Bauer on Saturday, Dec. 29. The
The Rev. N. Beute* and elder Lunch was served by Mr. and
Dave Nordhof and Perry ComeOttawa County
seven years ago.
llfsen were graduated into Boy
William F. Boomsliter. 19. Musk- past SaturdayMr. and Mrs. John George Sail attended seision* of Mrs. Melvin Van Tatenhove,Mr. funds will probably start within 30
Survivingare the wife. Mary;
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
days.
From
25
to
30
local
groups
Dys
and
family
moved
to
the
the
Zeeland
Classi*
as
they
conand
Mrs.
Henry
Veenhoven,
Mr.
Scouts.
egon, and Jacqueline Ann Tucker,
two sons, Harold Dessent of EvansLABORATORIES
have
been
cooperating
in
the
proTrick of the evening was in 18, route 1. Grand Haven; Sam Farm farm which they purchased vened at Jamestown Christian Re- and Mrs. Kenneth Kehrwecker and
chars* of Den 1 and a skit was Kimball, 18, Grand Haven, and sometime ago.
formed Church last week Wedne*- Mr. and Mrs. William Van Houwe. gram which has been in operation ton, HI., and Joseph Dessent of
Bldf. 5, Room 2131 D73
Chicago; three grandchildren;
for six years.
by Den 7. Attendance Nancy Rice, 19, route 1. Spring
Mr. and Mrs. R. V^jnkemulder of day.
three
brothers. Dr. Robert Deswere presented and games lake- Paul Lawrence Whipple, 21, Grand Rapids vkiti
ted Mr. and Mr*,
The earth moves around the sun
Culver. City, California
Ijin charge of Den 4. Den 5 rouvf 2. Grand Haven, and Bar- H. H. Vander ’Molen
last , week
Beer was first made by the at an average speed of 1,109 miles Mrfuunmedans recite ,their chief stnt, Dr. Herman Dessent and
Michael
Dessent,
all of Chicago.
five
times
daily.
the dosing.
prayer five
bara; Ann Mass, 18, Spring Lake. Tuesday afternoon.
ancient Egyptians.
a minute.
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Plank and Wiihinf Well

Predicts

Income

Holland Man Wifl

Nets $382

Specialize in

on the

A

Levy

If

Spending

Continues

in

I

State

Scotei Empty Beds
In State Hospitals,

University Tuitions
State Sen. Clyde Geerlings(RHolland), newly appointed chairman of the important Senate Taxation Committee, has expressed
reluctance to promote any new
taxes in the state.
But he qualifiedthis statement
on several points, and said if the
spiral of state spending continues
a state income tax in the future
is inevitable.
Speaking only for himself and
not for his committee Geerlings
told ThenSentinel Jan. 12: “I’m reluctant to go for any new tax increase so long as the mental health
report shows 450 empty beds in
state institutions, and I’m reluctant to promote new taxes so long

as state educationalinstitutions

for

Several Arraigned

Ex-Local Youth

Polio

total of $382.79

was collected
and wishing In

polio plank

On

Parade Jan. 21

Counts

About a dozen persons appeared
in MunicipalCourt the last few
days on traffic charges.
Appearingwere John E. Kruid.
24, of 546 West 22nd St., right of
way (non • jury trial), $19.10:
Robert Boiman, of 100 Vander
Veen, speeding, $5; Henry Boeve,

well Friday and Saturday,polio
leaders announced today. This
was one of the many projects car- Jim Smeenge, son of Mr. and
General
ried on In Holland during January Mrs. Guy Smeenge, 1626 S. 2nd
for the polio campaign which has Ave., Arcadia Calif., former residents of Holland,Is among 85
Dr. and Mrs. George D. Zuldema a local quota of $21,800.
are visiting relatives in Holland Service cluba and other organl- members of the Arcadia High
School band and 20 faculty memfollowing Dr. Zuidema’sdischarge zations will .provide volunteers to
bers and parent chaperones at- route 6, failure to control car, $12:
from the U. S. Air Force Medical operate gas pumps for two days
tending Inaugurationceremonies Evert Vander Molen, of 182 East
Corps which he served since Oct- at Downtown Service Station at 77
for President ElsenhowerIn Washober, 1954. On Feb. 1 he will re- East Eighth St. with all net proEighth St, disobeying officer's sigington, D. G, Jan. 21.
turn to Massachusetts General fits going to the March of Dimes.
nal, $5; Phillip G Beerthuis, 23.
The
Arcadia
band
was
chosen
Hospital to continue specializationThis program wiU be in effect Jan.
to represent all of California in of 323 Lane Ave., stop sign, $17.
In general surgery. He had served 18 from 5 p.m. to 11 p.m. and Jan.
the Inauguration parade. The WaUace Bobeldyk, 18, of 767 Buthis internshipthere on the surgical 19 from 8 a.m. to 10 pm
group left Saturday by TWA and temut Dr., stop feign, $5: Leota
service of Harvard Medical School. Jobbers outlet has announced it
Mae De Feyter, 18. of 14 River
At the time he entered service he will donate all profitson Procter
Hills Dr.,' speeding 50 in 35, $20;
was an assistantresident in sur- and Gamble products to the polio
WUlaira De WUde, of 196 West
gery.
campaign between Jan 17 and 24.
24th St., speeding 40 In 25. $15;
Dr. Zuidema, son of Mr. and Christian High School also is
Richard Den Uyl, 19, of 221 LinMrs. Jacob Zuidema of 95 West planning a specialpoHo project
coln Ave., speeding .40 in 30, $10;
15th St., is a graduateof Holland
Milford Compagner, route 3, ZeeHigh School, Hope College, and in
land, speeding 38 in 25, $13.
1953 was graduated from the Johns
Luther Starratt, 17, of 175 Burke
Is
Hopkins Medical School. At the
Ave., no operator’s license, $12;
latter school, he was elected to
Glen Nyland, 18, of 705 Goldenrod,
Phi Beta* Kappa and Alpha Omega
no operator’slicense, $3; Frederick
Alpha, and also became a member
Buursma, of 1495 Ottawa Beach
For
o* Sigma XI, national honor reRd., overtimeparking (four tick-

Surgery

Name

Selected

New Church

FIRST CUSTOMERS at the Coffee and Gift
Shop which started operations Monday in
the new lobby of Holland Hospital were Mr.

Lowry. Shown behind the counter, left to right,

search society. H e

was

twice

ets). $11.90.

Charity Reformed Church is the
awarded the Henry Strong Deniname
selected for the new- Reson scholarship for promise in
the private colleges in the state."
medical research.
formed
Church southwestof HolHe applauded action taken Friand Mrs. Donald Grotenhuis, of 113 West 29th
When Dr. Zuidema entered mili- land which has been meeting in
day in establishingfges for the use
St. Here they are served coffee by Mrs. O.W.
tary service in October. 1951, he Montello Park school gym.
of state parks. “I don't know anytook
three-week orientation The name was adopted at a
(Sentinelphoto)
thing about methods that will be
course at Gunter Air Force Base meeting Wednesday night in the
used but I'm in favor of the funin Alabama and then was assigned gymnasiumattended by some 200
it
it
damental policy which provides
in a research capacity to the Aero persons. To date 40 families have
that people who use the facilities
Medical laboratory at Wright- oined the church which has Trinshare in the cost."
Fatterson Air Force base at Day- ity Reformed Church in Holland
Geerlings pointed out that the
Miss Ruth Veits of Warren Ohio, ton, Ohk>. While in Dayton, Dr. as "mother church." Wednesday's
fields of big expenses in the state
visited her cousins, Miss Jessie Zuidema studied such problems as meeting was in the form of a potlie in the mental health program,
the effects of high altitudeflight luck supper.
Jim Smeenge
Veits and Mrs. Beatrice Finch.
higher educationand public weland accelerationon the heart and James H. Klomparens. chairfare.
The Raymond Stilison family of
man of the steering committee, returns Jan. 24. This trip is made
In speaking on the mental
The hospitalityshop in the new
Williamston, Mich., visited (heir
was
in c h a r g e of the business possible by business men, turf
health front, he said his figures
parents, Mr. and Mrs . Frank
lobby of Holland Hospital was in
meeting. Sites for the new church club, social clubs and citizensof
were exclusiveof the retarded chilWicks, a short time ago.
property were explained by Wayne Arcadia who raised $26,000 since
dren program which has a wait- operation for the first time MonMrs. Henry Underhill entertained
Jacobusse.but no decision was Dec. 20.
ing list and certainly needs con- day, operated by a group of volher bridge club Tuesday evening.
made at the meeting.
Smeenge, a senior at the high
sideration.
unteers of the Holland City HosRichard M. James of South
Miniature
churches
decorated
school,
has been a member of the
On the higher educationfront, pital Women's Auxiliary,allw earHaven has opened a law office in
the tables for the dinner which band for more than three years.
0(
he said he did not in any way
Saugatuck over the Fruit Growers
was served by Mrs. Frank Mey- In the fall he plans to attend La
want to jeopardize chances of ing gay cherry red pinafores or
State Bank. James is a member
smocks.
er, Mrs. Wayne Jacobusse,Mrs. Sierra College at Arlington,Calif,
young people who cannot afford to
City Treasurer Alden Stoner Mon- of the South Haven law firm of
Tiie slick modern comer, known
Maynard Bakker. Mrs. Lyle Sny- where he will study for the minisgo to college,but pointed to the
day reported that 37.1 per cent of Chappell, Neal and James, and is
der and Mrs. Ray Rlksen. A song try. He Is a member of Seventh
increasing number of scholar- as the Coffee and Gift Shop, involves
the
volunteer
services
of
service led by Jack Mellema, a Day Adventist Church.
the fall tax levy remains to be a member of the bar both in
ships for worthy students now
Michigan and Florida.
His parents also are attending
brief message by Dr. Finer Steavailable."It doesn't make sense approximately 150 women affiliat- collected with one week left beHenry Kutrieber and Carolyn
genga and a short prayer service the Inauguration.
to me for persons who send their ed with the auxiliary. The shop will fore the deadline.
Stoner said $191,653.72has been Kronfellner were united in marfollowed the meal.
During the Christmas holidays
children to state colleges in ex- be operated from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
riage Dec. 22 at the Kutrieber
daily
except
Sundays.
All
profits
Mr.
and Mrs. Guy Smeenge enterpaid
with
$113,037.03
yet
to
come
An
organization
meeting
is
planpensive automobiles and have their
home on Maple St., the ceremony
ned for Jan. 23 when the per- tained guests from Holland Ineducation financed almost exclu- will gc to benefit patients in the in. The amount still due represents 62.9 per cent of the $304,690.75 being read by Justice Winfield
manent site will be chosen. Mrs. cluding Mr. and Mrs. Ray Koetsively at state expense. To the hospital. •
The
gift
counter
includes
an
artotal. Fall taxes are largely the Adams of Douglas.
James Klomparens'home will be sier and daughter,Mari, Justin
best of my knowledge,state tuiMrs. Thomas Hedglin and Mrs.
the scene of an organization meet- Smeenge and son, Jerry, and
tion is about 5200 a year com- ray of toys and books particular- county levy.
Deadline for payment is Jan. 20, W. O. Simons are spending the
ing for the women of the church James Van Hull.
pared with an average $500 for ly suitable for the childrenpawinter in St. Petersburg, Fla.
on Jan. 28. Guest minister* for
private colleges in the state, which tients in the hospital.There also but since this falls on a Sunday,
Mrs. Charles Heistand and Mrs.
Sunday. Jan. 13 will be Levy Akadmittedly are not the highest in is a selectionof jewelry and no- Stoner said taxes could be paid
Petitions Circulated
Maurice
Herbert were luncheon
tions,
plus
small
plants,
which
at
his
office
in
the
city
hall,
,ker, a seminary student, who will
the nation.”
guests of Mrs. Arthur Marcotte at
make
good
gifts
for
adults.
Women
through
Monday,
Jan.
21.
After
Dr. George D. Zuidema
conduct both services.
In Zeeland for Schaap
He said people often lose their
WaveCrest Friday.
Don Den Uyl and Earl Vanden
perspective of what the state ac- in the shop also will place orders that, a three per cent collection
circulation, protectionagainst bum
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Born of
ZEELAND (Special) - A petifee will be added until March 1.
tually accomplishes in serving the for flowers with florists.
injury, the mechanisms by which Bosch were in charge of enterMrs. W. A. Butler is general when the rolls are turned over to Chicago have been spending some the body regulates body fluid vol- tainment for the childrenwhile the tion i» being circulatedin Zeeland
people. For instance, headlines in
time at their home on Grand St.,
which the governor asks $5 mil- chairman for hospitality shop oper- the coifnty, Stoner said.
ume. and the relationshipof psy- business meeting was in session. today for Ray Schaap as a candidate for mayor In the Feb. 18 priDog licenses are going rather this winter.
lion for retarded children receive ations. Mrs. L. J. Hohmann, preschologicalstate to stress tolerance. Mrs. Martin Stahel and Mrs. Don
Phil Mayer, Jerry Jacobs and
mary election, but Schaap told The
Hoek
were
in
charge
of
decoraattention far out of focus of the ident of the women's auxiliary, al- slowly with only 204 having Wen
Since last July, Dr. Zuidema has
Sentinel Monday that he has
regular mental health program in so has been active in organizing sold through noon toda^. Stoner Bob Gardner are attending radio been in charge of Air Force re- tions.
said he expected 800 to be sold by electronicschool in Groton. Conn., search in the field of acceration
Hostesseswere the Mesdame.s not consented to have his name on
the state which last year budgeted the program.
after finishing their basic training
Mrs.
Herbert
Marsilje
and
Mrs.
the
deadline.
Mar.
1.
Fees
are
$1
M.
H. Hamelink. Roka Welters the ballot. Schaap said he is still
$59,000,000 for oplrations and $10,and cardiovascular physiology. He
Charles Ridenourare in charge of for males and unsexed dogs, and in the U. S. Coast Guard.
000,000 for capital outlay.
has twice been cited by the labor- Gerrit Schrotenboer and Jack Mel- "thinkingover” the possibility thati
Miss Julia Brittain has returned
he might run.
“People in Michigan must real- stocking gifts and Mrs. J. D. $2 for females. After Mar. 1, all
tary and Wright Air Development lema. The family contact committo
her
work
at
Cleveland, Ohio,
The petition, accordingto City
Jencks
and
Mrs.
Will
J.
Scott
are
fees
will
be
doubled.
tee
included
Mrs.
Marie
Saunders,
ize that the next major tax will be
center for outstanding work in this
after a visit at the home of her
Clerk John H. Holleman, was taken
a state income tax.” Geerlings taking charge of the food Mrs.
field, and has also received letters Mrs. Lester Klaasen and Mrs.
brother, Leonard Brittain.
out for Schaap by Councilman
said. “There are no other fields Kenneth Wheeler is uniform chairof commendation from Major Gen- James Klomparens.
Mrs. Alice Bartz is on a vacaman. Mrs. A. Bourke is chairma'n
George Van Eananaam,who last
for consideration.”
eral Dan Ogle, surgeon general
tion until January 28.
week said he would not be a canFor such sen-ices as state parks, of substitutions. Women interested
USAF, and Lt. Gen. B. My Bryan, Ilona Kalman Honored
Mrs. Hannah Dempster is spenddidate for reelection.
Geerlings believes the people in volunteering their servicesin
superintedent of the U.S. Military
ing a few days with her sister,
should ask themselves. "Would I operating the hospitalityshop may
Academy at West Point. Dr. Zuid- At Bridal Shower
Mrs. William Ellison in Jackson.
rather pay as I use the park or call Mrs. Bourke at 6-8538.
ema was a captain USAF (MC)
Study Club Gathers
Dies After
The Douglas Garden Club will
Miss Ilona Kalman was guest of
would I rather have an income
at the time of his discharge.
meet
tonight
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
tax?” He said this same question Fined on Two Coants
Mrs. Zuidema is the former Joan honor at a bridal shower given At Vtm Rooyen Home
Robert John Langeland, six-year- Ernest Beler.
should be applied to low - tuition
Houtman, daughter of Mr. and Wednesday evening by Mrs. George Our lady of Good Counsel Study
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - old son of Mr. and Mrs. Russell A special election will be held Mrs. Neal Houtman of 229 West Kalman and Miss Mary Kalman at Club of St. Francis de Sales Church
state colleges and universities.
Langeland, 21 j West 16th St., died in Saugatuck Township Thursday,
their home, 530 Rich Ave., Zee- met at the home of Mrs. Joe Van
"History shows that income tax Kenneth J-. Platte, 19, of 107 Valley
11th St. The couple has two chil
Sunday
noon at Butterworth Hospi- Jan. 17, regarding the granting of
land. Miss Kalman will become Rooyen, 116 West 10th St., last
Ave.
NW,
Grand
Rapids,
was
aralways starts at low percentages
dren, Karen and David.
tal, Grand Rapids, following sur- a franchiseto the Consumers'
the bride of Irwin Lloyd De Jonge Wednesday evening.
—possibly 1 percent— and relative- raigned before Justice Eva Workgery Friday for a tumor. Robert Power Company. Polls will be
on Feb. 22.
ly high deductioas.Next the deduc- man Saturday on two charges,
The meeting also featureda
was a kindergarten pupil at Cen- open from 7 a.m., to 8 p.m.
Games were played and dupli- surprisestork shower for Mrs. Van
tions are lowered and gradually one for reckless driving and the
tral Avenue Christian School.
Lazslo and Susanna Berki arriv- Several
cate prizes awarded the winners Rooyen. Gifts were presented from
the percentage rises. To me it is other for being a minor in possesSurviving are nis parents; two ed last Saturday at the home of
and the guest of honor. A two- an attractively decoratedbaby
not a pretty picture. But one thing sion of beer. He pleaded guilty to
course lunch was served.
is certain. . .once we get it, it is both charges and paid $36 fine brothers, Jim and Jack, and one Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Sandtner in
basket. Refreshmentswere served
and $4.30 costs on each count. He sister, Jane Marie, all at home; the Douglas. They are distant relaInvited guests were the Mes- by Mrs. Van Rooyen.
never taken away!”
In Circuit
dames Richard Van Noord. John Attending were the Mesdames
Other members of Geerlings’ was arrested by sheriff’s officers grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. James tives of Mrs. Sandtner and expect
Langejans, Lambert Haveman. L. Hallacy, 0. Toyne, J. Smith,
taxation committeeare S e ns. at 1 a.m. today on M-50 in Tall- Langelandand the Rev. and Mrs. to make Douglas their home. They
have come from Veszprem, HunGR^ND HAVEN (Special)
Jacob Mulder, all of Holland.
Calvin Langejans,Foster Bouw- J. Fabiano, P. Haydens, George
Morris, Feenstra, Christman and madge township. /
gary, a city of about 30,000 popula- Several persons appeared in Circuit man, Andrew Jaarda, Marvin Ver Frego, R. Tervoort and J. Van
Blondy.
tion, about 85 miles from Buda- Court Monday.
Burg, Eugene Ver Burg, William Deusen.
pest. Lazslo has been employed
Dick Zone, 54. of 1257 Lakewood Vander Velden, P. Ray Gemmen,
Rites
in
of
at the Hariss Pie Company.
Blvd., pleaded guilty to a charge Miss Elaine Vander Velden, Miss
Everett Bekken is again Sauga- of larceny from a motor vehicle, Shirley Langejans. Miss Virginia
tuck chairman of the March of will return for dispositionJan. 25. Ver Burg, and Miss Carol BouwDimes drive.
The alleged offense Dec. 8 involv- man. all of Holland; Mrs. Bill
Mrs. Mark Atwood, daughter. ed a wheel and tire from a car be- Maas of Grand Rapids. Mrs. Dick
Nancy and son. Charles U. tame longing to Mrs. Harvey Bluekamp. Kalman of Zeeland, and Mrs. Lena
of home and
from Wauwatosa.,Ws , last weekJohn Morris, 21, Grand Rapids, Dekker of Hamilton.
Mrs. Wells Penna escaped inend to help L. R. Brady celebrate pleaded guilty to charges of imjury Monday when she fled
his birthday.The Henry Brady personating an officer and was reTrial Scheduled
her burning home on 152nd St.,
family joined them.
leased on his own recognizance to
near Van Buren Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Costing return Jan. 25. He allegedly preGRAND HAVEN (Special)
Mrs. Penna said she had
will attend the furniture and ap- tended he was a Kent county deMarion Eugene Boatman. 26,
just started for the bathroom when
pliance show in Chicago the last puty sheriff Dec. 14.
Spring Lake township who appearshe saw it was full of smoke. She
of this week.
Herman Morgan. 34, of 97 ed in CircuitCourt on an Indecent
attemptedto call the fire departNorman Phelps is around the Spruce Ave., who was brought to
liberties charge last week Thursment but was driven out by the
Twisting Plant this week with his Holland from the federal penitenday and at which time he requestdense smoke.
leg in a cast, the result of a fall tiary at Terre Haute, Ind., waived
YOUR HOSTSi
ed a court - appointed attorney,
She ran towards the comer and
last week.
the reading of informationand
pleaded
not
guilty in Circuit Court
PAUL
AND
EDNA VAN RAALTI
met her husband returning from
Mr. and Mrs. John Biller and pleaded guilty to a forgery charge this morning when accompanied
a nearby store. The two dashed
daughter,Loretta, have returned involving a $50 check. He will re- by his attorney, Randall M. DekACROSS FROM POSTOFFICE
back to the home and attempted
from Chicago where they spent a turn Jan. 25 for disposition.
ker
of Zeeland. Bond of $500 has
ZEELAND
t' save some furniture but were
few days.
Howard Kahn, Grand Rapids, been furnished and a jury trial has
driven back by the flames.
Robert Erickson spent a ten-day who was brought in for contempt
CLOSED SUNDAYS
been scheduledfor Jan. 23 at 9
Holland Township firemen said
furlough with his parents, Mr. of court for failing to make supa.m.
the 22 by 22 prefab home and its
and Mrs. George Erickson. He is port payments, was placed on a
contents were completely denow stationed at the Redstone new payment schedule. The prestroyed.The loss was estimated at
Arsenal at Huntsville,Ala. Mrs. vious order requiring him to pay
$5,000 which was covered by inTerry McKenney, the former El- $7 a week was reduced to $5 as of
surance.
len Erickson, also visited Mr. and this date, but he must pay $7.50 a
Scrappy toys:
week, $5 on current amount and
Mrs. Erickson.
Guy Francis has returned to the $2.50 on arrears. ' Kahn had not
Two Tracks Collide;
Please teach your kids not to dart
University of Coloradoto resume paid since April 7, 1954.
out between parked cars.
his studies after a holiday vacaDonald Flower, 20, kalamazoo,
Traffic Tied Up 6 Hours
tion with his parents, Mr. and who petitioned the court for reState police detoured traffic on
storationof his operator’slicense,
Mrs. Arthur Francis.
US-31 for six hours Monday
Mrs. Myrtle Sewers will be was granted a license allowing him
always buying
materials
after two large vehicles sidehostess to the Past Presidents Club to drive a car only to and from
swiped at 3 a.m. near the Ottawa
of the American Legion Auxiliary work and to and from college. His
County Animal Shelter. *
Jan. 21.
license ^as suspended after conThe operator of one of the veMr. and Mrs. Noland Schrecken- viction of a negligent homicide
hicles, Robert Wemple, 24, of Shelgust, son Bud, and daughter Kay, charge involving the death of an
120 Rim Ave.
Holland,
by, was charged with driving his
have returned from Bradenton, Indiana school superintendent last
• produce truck across the center
August. \
Fla.
• line, police said. They said
Harry NewnhAm and John KitWemple may have dozed while
tredge were among those from
feier Tamer Dies
SPECIALIZE IN
driving.The produce truck collided
Saugatuck who attended the auto
with a. double bottom tanker semi.
show in Grand Rapids.
Peter R. Timmer, about 70, died
The produce truck, valued at apMr. and Mrs. Ray Anderson ex- Saturday at Bay Pines, Veterans
Mr. and Mrs. Gonzolo Sllvo
proximately$8,000, was judged a
(Joel photo) pect to go to Washington, D. G, the Hospital, Fla., after a long ill‘ total loss, while damage to the
Miss Lupe Villanueva and
The bride wore a waltz-length latter part of the week and will ness. He was a former Holland
tanker was estimated*at $5,500.
Gonzak) Silva were united in mar- gown and a small hat held her attend some of the inaugural fes- resident and lighthousekeeper for
• The tanker, driven by Clyde B. riage by Municipal Judge Cornelius
tivities.
many years at South Fox Island
Royal, 24, of Muskegon, was filled Vander Meulen in a double ring fingertipveil. She carried a bouMrs. Elbridge Hamlin has been near Charlevoix.The Timmers had
with fuel oil, police said. He was ceremony performed in the home quet of white flowers. Wedding at- numbered with the sick this week. spent the past few winters in
not hurt, but Wemple received an of the groom Dec. 22.
tendants were Jesus Valderas and
Florida.Funeral arrangements will
t arm laceration.
The bride is the daughter of Theresa Valderas. A reception for
A tornado is caused by abnor- bt made later.
Ventura Villanueva of San Marcos, 60 guests followed the ceremony. mally warm, moist air being over144 WEST 16TH ST.
PHONE 64160
There are about 10 billion cells Tex., and the groom is the ion of
Mr. Silva is employed at Western run by cold air, thus causing an
Water expands under both heat
in the human brain. A
Rafalia Silva of Holland..
f
upward whirling movement.
and cold.
list tuition fees far below those of

Traffic

+ +

are Mcs. Marvin H. Hoeve, Mrs. W. A. Butler
and Mrs. Stuart Boyd. The shop is operated by
the Holland City Hospital Women's Auxiliary
and all profitsgo to benefit hospital patients.

a

ic ic

Coffee and Gift Shop

Saugatuck

,

Operating at Hospital
37.1 PerCent

Taxes Unpaid

•

<

Join your friends ot The
Bier Kelder. Premium beer,
notlonollyAdvertised wines.
A conveniently located meeting place with traditional

Dutch atmosphere. Open
noon to midnight.

WARM FRIEND
TAVERN

s
TAKING A

Six-Year-Old Boy

Surgery

1

Appear
Court

-

Performed

Home

Ml BEER

f

VACATION
THIS WINTER?
Aro you worriodabout frost damogo In your house? Use a simple
signal lamp operated by o thermosttat, and plug In at ony receptc
tacle. This handy gadget
lights a signal lamp at a predetermined temperaturedrop,

and

o

this Is

signal

to

your

neighbor or care-taker that the
temperature is too low for safety
from frost damage. Water Is our

us

business.See

about

simple control for a

this

worry-free

vacation.

Groom

Flames Destroy

TWO PLACES TO

HAMILTON

ENJOY GOOD FOOD

MFG. & SUPPLY CO.
BOX 212

P.O.

PHONI

6-6536

ON

M-21

U/vt AaattjLL

-

FOR CAREFUL
DRIVERS

ONLY

• LOW PREMIUMS
• CONTINUOUSPOLICY
• SUUUUIUAI PREMIUMS
• PERSONALIZED SERVICE

SCRAP

Louis Padnos Iron

& Metal

Kocfc-bottoca

Co.

Mich.

WE

«*

Service

and Repair

FENDTS AUTO SERVICE

Foundry.

*

fomui pelicy"» long

ume

you keep the
y-to-budget

car.

Two

payment! imtead

of one big yevty bUL Service-

ALL MAKES

Automatic Transmission

nta-by aiming to

iMTContycardal'IaiapaBhK”
driven. Sirin**—by iauing Jon

8,000 agents and claims represent! tires to ghre

yon last friendly

help anywhere yon gq

fylif pay* fa know yter
[iBy STATI FARM Agent

IH

Ban Van Lenta, Agent
College
Phone 71M
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ChasterL
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Easily;

Cancer Society

1957

Engaged

% SaugatuckWins

Ottawa County

17,

It

Protest

Against Ban on
Federated Drive

.

4

u

Library

Warm

Friend Tavern. Plans for the
SAUGATUCK (Special)
The
event were made at the Thursday
SaugatuckIndians romped to a 63night meeting of the Holland Jun46 win over winless Bloomingdale
ior Chamber of Commerce AuxiliIMMIGRANT MEMhere Friday night to entrench
ary.
OIRS
AND
RELATED WRITINGS
The entire proceeds from the
themselvesin fourth place in the
dance
will
go
to
the
local
March
by
Henry
S.
Lucas. This work by
Al-Van league.
of Dimes campaign. •
the author of Netherlandersin
Quickly disposing of an early 5-2
Features of the benefit dance America is a collectionof letters
deficit, Saugatuck’s fast-break and
will be a Parisian sidewalkcafe written by the pioneer Dutch as
zone defense told the story as the
complete with checkered table- they settledin the .virgin woods of
winners marched to a 26-9 lead at
cloths and canopy. Frank Lock- Michigan and Wisconsin,In the
the half. The margin was at 36-18
ages’ orchestra will provide music prairies of Iowa and other states,
going into the last period when
for dancing from 9 p.m. until 1 and in the villages of the great
Coach Bud Whipple inserted his
a.m.
American frontier. One is impressubstitutes,allowing the Cardinals
Mrs. Norman Wangen, Jaycee sed with the grimness of a job
to come up with 28 points in the
Auxiliary president, appointed that has to be done, with the stolid
Miss Marlene Faye Koning
final eight minutes.
The engagement of Miss Mar- Mrs. Don Scholten and Mrs. acceptance of the handmaiden
Saugatuckassured its win in the
lene
Faye Koning to Gerald J. George Slikkers co-chairmen of Death, and with the stalwart atsecond stanza when they limited
Whitney
has been announced by the dance. Working with the chair- titude of mind with which our forthe losers to a single field goal
her
parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph men are Mrs. Burke Field and bears met their problems, of which
in racking up their big lead.
Mrs. Donn Lindeman, tickets; there were many. Truly a chalKoning
of
Hallendale,
Fla., form
Bloomingdale’s Bob Troesch couldMrs. Paul DeKok, decorations; lenging book, an inspiring book,',
n’t get going until the fourth quar- erly of Holland. Her fiance is the
Mrs. J. C. Fetter , programs; and one worthy of the time of any
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lester
H.
ter, in which he started to connect
Mrs. Don Gilcrest, posters; Mrs. one interested in a brave people.
Whitney
of
Parma,
Ohio.
from outside. Troesch had 12 points
Miss Koning is a graduate of Lindeman, orchestra; Mrs. Chand- THESE THOUSAND HILLS by
in the last period to wind up with
Hollaed
High School and attended ler Oak^s, cleanup and Mrs. Myron A. B. Guthrie, Jr., will appeal to
17. high for the losers.
Van Oort, publicity.
men who like tales of the West in
Carl Jacobs had 19, Bob Brack- Western Michigan College where
During the regular meeeting its gaudier days. Under the flare
enridge 17 and Harvey Slotman 12 she was affiliated with Sigma Tau
plans were made to sponsor a of the canjpfire one sniffs the
to nail the top rungs on the bal- Chi Honorary Business Fraternity.
Christian High School girl to the smoky, tangy air with comrades
anced Saugatuck scoring ladder. She is now employed as a secre1957 Wolverine Girls State.
like Whitey, the drunken hostler,
tary
at
General
Electric
Co.
in
The lopsidedvarsity triumph was
Mrs. Wangen expressed ap- who knew how to change a horse
a direct contrast to the battle of Holland.
Mr. Whitney attended schools in preciation to Mrs. Ed Nyland and brand temporarily,with Little
the junior varsities. Trailing 25-13
Mrs. Robert Rescorla for their Runner, the Indian, cowpuncher
with three minutes leftv in t he Clevelandand is employed as an
game. Saugatuck put on a huge engineer vtfith the Fuller Construc- work on the Christmas project,in- Carmichael who ^ould rather excluding the purchase and delivery change stories than shoulder resflourish to take a 30- 28 victory. tion Co. of Cleveland, Ohio.
of clothes,” toys and food for
ponsibility,loyal Tom Ping, and
Reason for the 17-point comeback
needy family.
the main man. Lat Evans, who
rested on the Braves’ decision to

signed because of national policies
which do not permit participation
in any federated drive, it was
announced Friday.
The action was taken Jan. 7 as
the climax to a meeting with two
officials,of the Michigan division,
and a signed letter of resignation
was mailed Jan. 10 to the Michigan division offices in
Rapids. Although this letter has
not been acknowledged,it is assumed the resignationwill be accepted.
Members of the board are, Mrs.
J. D. Jencks, chairman; Mrs. J.
Tiesinga. secretary; R. W. Gordon,
points were brought out and the findings will be
STUDY CURRICULUM — Dr. G. Robert Kooptreasurer; Dr. 0. vander Velde,
explained and discussedat a meeting o'l other
man of Lansing (center) met with representaMrs. W. C. Kools and J. H. Van
members of the group and faculty Friday morntives of Holland High School CurriculumCouncil
Dyket ajl of Holland, Mrs. H. C.
ing. Others attending the session Wednesday
in a meeting Wednesday in the Centennial
Dickman of Zeeland and Dr. Ralph
Included Walter Scott. Dale Shearer. Joe Moran.
Room
of the
Friend Tavern. J.J.
Ten Have of Grand Haven.
Gladys Wiskamp, Cliff Marcus, Vern Schipper,
Riemersma, director, left, and Robert Slocum,
Representingthe Michigan divi
Bernice Bishop, Earl Borlace and Mrs. Joan
chairman of the curriculum study, met with Dr.
sion at Monday’s meeting were A.
Brieve.
Koopman and others to formulatea plan for
L. Crampton, executive field direcbuilding a new high school Four major planning
(Sentinel photo)
tor, and Katherine Murdoch, public
relationsdirector.
The action of the Board is the
result of a ruling by the National
Directors,two years ago, that the
American Cancer Society could no
By Arnold Mulder
longer accept funds raised in a
federated drive such as local Com- The common Soldier,sometimes their education.
munity Chests. Inasmuch as the referred to as “cannon fodder.’’ But that was only the beginning.
members of the Ottawa County comes into his own in the books "Glory Road” takes up the same
Dr. Ralph Ten Have, of Grand
Unit disagreed with this policy
Bruce Catton. Pulitzer prize theme, tellingthe story of what
they felt that they could no longer winning American historian. In Catton calls the bloody route Haven, who has made great conserve on the Board.
Catton’s Civil War narrative the from Fredericksburgto Gettys- tributionsto family and communBy resigning,the board has common foot soldier stays in the burg." That, decisive battle of the ity health in his position as diropened the way for the formation spotlight from first page to last. war was won by the foot soldiers
ector of the Ottawa County Health
of a new unit in the County. It
The Catton books are now four themselves, not by the Northern
Department, will be honored at
is hoped that the new organization In number, all dealing with the generals. Meade, who was In suthe 10th Annual Michigan Rural
will be able to conduct a county Civil War. The current volume is preme command, was a medioHealth Conference in East Lansing.
wide campaign this spring to raise called “This Hallowed Ground’’; cre general, patriouc but of limitThursday.
Jan. 17.
the necessary funds to carry on earlier titleswere “The War Lords ed intelligence,and for the most
of Washington." “Mr. Lincoln's part the higher echelonsof the A special award will be prethe work of the society.
army could be describedin the sented by Dr. Arch Walls, of Dethe
In

Grand

Warm

Library Adventures

Dr.TenHaveWiD
Receive Honor

members who

Theme
Dance

Looking Glass

DUTCH

Fond

The entire board of directorsof
the Ottawa County unit of the
American Cancer Society has re-

Some of

Paris'

An “Evening In Paris" is the
theme of the eighth annual Polio
Benefit Dance to be held Saturday,
Jan. 26 in the Tulip Room of the

-

Move

in

Of Annual Polio

FennviUe

Edges Covert

Directors Resign

‘Evening

re-

Army.” and “Glory Road."

all

shoot. They had been coveting the
ball for the entire game, but finally decided to let it fly. Bill Figley
had 12 points to pace the Braves.

Explorers Plan

AIM an League Standings

Busy 6 Months

w L
Martin .....................5 0
FennviUe ...................4
Gobles ......................
4
Saugatuck ..................3

1

Lawton .....................
2

3

Covert ......................
2
Lawrence ...................
0
Bloomingdale...............0

3

FENNVILLE (Special)-

1

2

5
5

The

troit, chairman of the Michigan
signed have- indicatedtheir willing- of them he is common soldier- same terms.
scoring of Bob Coffey and Jerry
ness and desire to serve on the conscious, not officer - conscious But the common soldier, the Health Council Committee on Smith, combined with superior reAwards
and
President
of the Michas
nearly
all
historians
and
biorank
and
file,
had
learned
their
new board provided they are not
bounding. enabled FennviUe High
called upon to participate in the graphershave been up until now. trade of killingand being killed, igan State Medical Society.
Dr. Ten Have will be cited for School to nip Covert 42-39, in an
Mr. Lincoln’s
and and it was they who won the batfund campaign. Their primary inAl-Van league game here Friday
his
contribution to the advanceterest in wanting to continue as “Glory Road” furnish perhaps the tle that in retrospect was seen to
ment and applicationof new night.
members of the new unit is to best examples of this author’s pre- be the decisive conflict.
Coffey poured in 22 of his
Miss Carol Gort
carry on the service and educa occupationwith the foot soldier It has taken a long time for methods in family and community team's points on eight field goals The engagement of Miss Carol
tional program which has been and his neglect of generals. Or the historians and biographers to health affairs.He has been the and six free throws. Smith meshed Gort to Lavern Edewaards is anwell establishedin the county over rather they emphasize his depre- arrive at the point of view that health officer of Ottawa County 15 points and nabbed 23 rebounds nounced by her parents. Mr. and
ciationof the generals while he is the common soldier was the real since 1931 except for a two-year in a game marked by poor shoot- Mrs. Henry Gort of route 3. Zeea period of many years.
Resignation from the county unit glorifyingthe common GI — who hero of the Civil War. The novel- period in 1946-18 when he entered ing percentages.
land. Mr. Edewaards is the son
board by Dr. vander Velde and Dr. was not called by that term dur- ists anticipated the historians in private practice in Grand Haven.
The Blackhawks had a had night of Mr. and Mrs. Menno Edewaards
ing
the
Civil
War.
this idea. About a half a century
He was graduatedfrom the Uni- from the floor, sinking only 23 per of 65 East 33rd St.
Ten Have does not affect their poThe hundreds of thousands of ago Stephen Crane, in “The Red versityof Michigan Medical School cent of their 65 shots for 15 bassitions on the state board. Both of
these men are members of that young boys who made up McGel- Badge of Courage." made a com- in 1924. After Interning in Detroit kets. Covert was a little better,
lan’s Army of the Potomac were mon Union foot soldier the hero and Ann Arbor, he took additional hitting 18 of 52 for 35 per cent,
body.
Mrs. Jencks stated that anyone raw farm workers or industrial of his book. Many years later training in Public Health at John but the Bulldogs could cash in on
needing information or assistance hands. They knew nothing about James Boyd, in “Marching On." Hopkins in 1925. Returning to only three of 16 free tosses. Fennfor cancer patients should contact fighting when they enlisted or did the same thing for a Con- Michigan in 1926. Dr. Ten Have ville converted 12 of 21 from the
was a general practitionerin Zee- charity line.
her by calling 8112. She will con- were drafted. AU they had to of- federate common soldier.
But even in fiction,the corn- land for four years.
tinue to process all inquiriesuntil fer was their lives or limbs. The
Covert took the lead at the start
same thing was true of the foot men men, the ones who were only The Michigan Rural Health Con- and held it until an eight - point
the new unit is organized.
expected to die cheerfully, have ference is a three-day meeting spurt early in the fourth quarter
Patients now receiving help un- soldiers of the Confederacy.
Mr. Catton’s imagination works been quite generallyignored. A which is sponsoredby the Health put FennviUe ahead. 38-33. Coffey
der the service program will continue to receive assistance on the on that raw material from first to characterin an average Ameri- Council and the Michigan Founda- had six and Smith two in the rally.
last. Hundreds of thousands of can novel kad to be no less than tion for Medical and Health EduCoach Sam Morehead told his
same basis as in the past.
those boys died because the gen- a captain or a colonel or a gen- cation along with more than 100 club to take only sure shots at that
erals, McClellan among them, eral to rate as a hero. And In other health groups. It is being point and then watched his team
were too unintelligentto be their the history books and biographies held Jan. 16. 17. 18 at Kellog Cen- wait for the openings, only to muff
.
. .
true leaders. But the boys them- the common man has been mostly
ter on the campus of Michigan them. The winners took 19 shots
in the final five minutes and made
Norma N&ber paced the Holland selves gradually learned to be sol- forgotten.Bruce Catton turns State University.
those
millions
of
common
men
inbut four points.
archers in the regular weekly diers, those that survive# the blunders of the leaders. At the close to a kind of compositehero.
The FennviUejunior varsity topshoot Wednesday night in Holland
Catton is Michigan - born. That,
of "Mr. Lincoln’s Army" the aupled the Covert seconds, 42 - 31.
High gym iwth a 768 score. Bill
thor presents a real army forged plus the fact that he is a Pulitzpaced by Dave Turner's 15 points.
Brown was rightbehind with 766
in the fires of war in spite of er prize winner, ought to recomIt was the junior Blackhawks
and Gene Kidding a was third with
what the generals did to Impede mend him to Michigan readers.
fourth win in six starts.

Army"

ArcheryNem.

Trinity Aid

Has

‘Koffee Kletz’

760.

Other scorers include;Dick Cunningham. 738; Steve Murar, 732
Juke Ten Cate, 746; Warren St.
John, 744; John Mulder. 740

Thirty - one Explorer leaders
planned a busy schedule of activities for the first six months of
1957 at the Chippewa DistrictExplore r Roundtable Wednesday
night at First MethodistChurch.
Miner Meindertsma conducted the
meeting at which eight local Explorer groups participated and

sets out for the west trailing cattle and ends up being trailed by
two women. Is this what you

want?

BLIND TIGER by Robert Standish has its background in Europe
and moves dramaticallythrough
World War II weaving a tale of
conflict in the life of a wealthy
young American. Johnny Holderness — this unsettlingaffair is between his money and his ideals,
his ideals and an English girl,
Mary Venning, and between his
girl and his money. It all boils
down to this that a tiger may be

blind hut it still has claws and has
planned districtovideevents cover- to eat!
ing four fields of emphasis — out- MAMBA by Stuart ,006*6. aulhdoor, social, vocational exploration of the The African Giant, has done
it again — this time with a much
and civic service.
In January the Explorers will be- smaller - sized book but big in
gin an inter-Postbasketball tourn- African blackness and violence.
ament. During February they will The novel is colorful with the lives
hold a Winter Sports Carnival, of four main characters — Henry',
participatein National Scout Week
Grand Valley
Council Explorer Ball on Feb. 9
and Eagle Scout recognitiondinner

the ranch manager, his

bride,

Helen, from England, his assistant,
Jim. and the predatory half-caste,
Marie - Therese, against the primitive backdrop of the Congo. It
on Feb. 25.
March activities will include an is lush and mysteriousand filled
industrialtour of local plants and with excitement!No sleep here!
participationin the Scout Fair. In Read it early.
April the Explorers will participate the Seven deadly sins by
in the first Council “Citizen'sNow Billy Graham is a collection of
Conference"in Grand Rapids. essays on prida, anger, envy, imHighlight of the year will be a purity, gluttony, slothfulness,and
weekend trip to Great Lakes Naval avarice. These sins which are noStationor SelfridgeAir Base. Dur- where collectivelymentioned In a
ing May there will be a two-day single passage in the Bible are
canoe race on the Kalamazoo Riv- condemned separately in many
er with units from the entire coun- places. The scheme of Dante's
cil participating,
and the “Jambo- "Purgatory" follows the order of
Ral" campout for 3,500 at Allegan the seven deadly sins; these are
County fair grounds.
also discussedfully in Chaucer s
Explorers will also perform civic “Parson’s Tale" and in Marlowe's
service duties during Tulip Time “Doctor Faustus." The problem as
and during the annual spring well as the answer is found in
clean-up at Holland State Park. each one of these subjects which
In June there will be a coed canoe originally were broadcast on “Theouting and swimming party.
Hour of Decision." Good reading!
Many Explorers will have an YOUR DOG’S HEALTH BOOK

activities, attend the

-

opportunityduring the summer
months to participate in annual
summer camps at O 1 a w a and
Shawondossee,the National Jam-

edited by Jack Denton Scott was
written by 29 veterinariana.Scott
was once dog editor of the Field k
Stream Magazine,later of Argosy,
boree at Valley Forge, an expedi- and is presently outdoor editor of
tion to the PhilmontScout Ranch the American Legion Magazine.If
in N. M., and a special Canadian your dog is off his feed, twitches
canoe trip in August.
when he sleeps and upchucksright
after eating, you may find the
answer in here. In other words,
this book covers or uncovers for
you information on how to make
the mad, glad; the sick, quick:
and the old. older. For those aware
of their responsibilityas a dog
Fifth
owner, this book has what you've
Another big second half, this been waiting for.
1

An informal "Koffee Kletz" and
Mss Eloine June Pelon
organizationalbusiness meeting
opened
the
year's
activities for State
Jack
Tighe’s
Tigers
Mr.
and Mrs. Edward R. Pelon
a • i
Trinity Reformed Church Ladies’
of 471 Lakeshore Ave. announce
Glenn Brower, 728; Harvey
Aid society as members gathered
the engagement of their daughter.
Clements,728; Paul Barkel. 714
• By Randy V&nde Water
Tighe felt that since Boone, 33. has in the Church lounge Thursday
E 1 a i .i e June, to David Gordon
Jukie Ten Cate, 712; Dick Taylor,
Jack Tighe, who is the best pub- lost his agility’’ he would render afternoon.
Zandee, son of Mr. and Mrs. David
712; Lee York, 710 and Jim RieMrs. Lincoln Sennett, president
Z a n d e e, 1614 N eland Ave. SE,
lic relations feature the Detroit more service1 to the club at first
mersma, 701.
LANSING - The Michigan Con- Grand Rapids.
base than at third.
ronducted devotions using as her
Tigers
have
had
since
they
won
Charley Meyers, 601; Webb DalSince Boone is a good hitter, theme "Taking Personal Inven- servation Commission Friday apman. 690; Joe Fuererbarn,684; the '45 pennant, makes a real hit Tighe thinks he is the best of the tory” and suggesting that all in proved a plan requiring purchase
Mrs. De Young Speaks
Joe De Vries, 682; Andy Naber, as a speaker and the bald-headed Tigers in the clutch,he wants him
iividuals need time for re-evalu- of a car sticker for use of state
660; Phyllis York, 656; Jerry Tiger manager has already done in the lineup. At first he can play ation of the truly important parks.
At
Meeting
Kline, ©2; Larry Hagar, 634; Glad a lot to fill Briggs Stadium next deeper, won’t have to charge as
Stickers will cost 52 and will
things in life. She referred
The
Women’s
Christian TemperJousma, 634; Uoyd Bakker. 622; summer.
many bunts and won't have to Jesse Stuart’s book The Year of be good for use in any state park
Ed Jousma, 622; Joyce Barkel, Since being named Bengal boss, make the long throw across the My Rebirth"as an example of
and the plan also will include a ance Union held Its first meet- time 30 points, gave the Holland
ing of the new year Friday after- High reserves win No. 5 in six
614; Nick Havinga. 614 and Ed Tighe has been all over Michigan diamond.
man who rediscovered life’s basic lesser charge for single admittance noon in the chapel of First Meth- straight starts with a decisive 45talkingto gatherings similar to the
Heuvelhorst, 598.
Rip Collins and Phil Cavaretta truths after a near-fatalheart to a park.
25 shellackingof the Grand Haven
odist Church.
Max Bakker. 392; Reke Brown, one at St Francis de Sales church long-time National League first attack, and compared the com
Conservation Director Gerald F.
Mrs.
Abraham
De
Young
in a seconds.
586; Glenn De Waard. 532; Don Thursday night and reports have basemen and close friends of
Eddy recommendedthe plan and
plexities of today’s busy living to
speech on “Spiritual Life," said
Holland, using a h<lf court press
Timmer, 531; Burt Call. 527; Don it that he makes an equally big Tighe. have echoed strong feeling
the physical enemies who torment- said money obtained would go di- that inventors have made many effectively and getting the most
Brower, 521; Frank Van Duren, impression every place he speaks. that Boone can make the grade
rectly “for improvementin the
ed David.
discoveriesfor the welfare of man, out of a well-oiled fast break, comAs long as there are people a- at first.
511; Sylvia Timmer. 482; S. De
"Have Thine Own Way, Lord park system.”
Jonge, 446; Katherine Vail, 432 round asking questions. Tighe is
Graduation requirements,the
Commissioner Frank Burch, De- but the church has the only thing pletely controlledthe game in the
The pride of Paw Paw, Charley was sung by the group with Mrs
that can keep our world safe. second half.
ready to answer, punctuating most Maxwell,came in for much praise
and Jack Klomparens, 424.
importanceof the guidance staff
troit. said the lesser charge would
John Hains as pianist.
"Spriituallife is union between our
Coach Bob Connell began insertof his replies with a story.
from his boss. “We put him out
During the business session final be made “commensurate with souls and God. We must take time ing his substitutes early In the and the total guidance program
Asked if the Tigers had plans there (left field) because we didn’t
to help boys and girls meet their
park
services rendered."
reports for the previous year were
Youth Hospitalized
to behold God, walk with him and third period. Grand Haven made
to have any Negroes in the organneeds and those of the communhave any other choice. The other presented and new committee Queried by The Sentinel through talk with him, pray for others and
only four points in each of the ity, were among subjects discussization, Tighe replied that 12 are three fellows (Jim Delsing, J. W.
United Press in Lansing, a com- ourselves."
After Two-Car Crash
chairmen
announced.
second and third quarters.
in the farm system and two of Porter and Wayne Belardi)just
ed by 12 members of the Holland
mission spokesman said methods
Current committee chairmen in
President Mrs. Edith Walvoord Ron Dorgelo was high point man
A Dorr youth was injured late them are "pretty close.”
High curriculum council under
of selling stickers,detail of adcouldn’t make it, “Tighe saidd.
eludes
Mrs.
Wallace
Nies.
chairled
the
group
in
thoughts
of
praise
for Holland with eight and Jim Van leadership of J. J. Riemersma.
That brought up an anecdote
Friday afternoon in a two • car
ministering the plan, etc. will be
Eddie Robinson,obtained from
to God. for church bells heard In Putten, Jim Overbeek and Bob
crash at Adams and 24th Aves., which happened last winter at the Kansas City A’s notified Tighe man of Kitchen supervisory com decided by departmentstaff memwho met with G. Robert Koopman
the new year and in the singing Chambers with six each and Hub
Tigertown. the Tigers tryout camp. he's ready to "hit 25 home runs mittee,assistedby Mrs Eldert Bos, bers at later meetings.
east of Jamestown.
of the state department of public
of the Doxology. Poetry from the Harrington had five. Ted Walters.
Mrs.
H.
Slighter
and
Mrs.
P.
VanMrs. Tighe, a former Muskegon in Briggs Stadium." “That’s over
instructionWednesday at the
Keith Brower, 18, route 2. Dorr,
How the system will affect per- Bible was the theme of devotions
was reported in good condition to- woman, and of French descent, a 134-gameschedule.’’ Tighe said, der Wege; Mrs. Arie Weller, mem- sons using campsites, picnic,fish- by Mrs. Nina Daugherty. Mrs. Vern Teske and Dave Wehmeyer Warm Friend Tavern.
day at Zeeland Hospital. He re- saw the name of Pierre Antoine “and we’ll be using him in about bership committee;Mrs. Bernard ing or swimming facilitiesalso will John Hagans sang “The Lord is all had four and Russ Prins two. It was pointed out that the
Kammeraad. calling committee;
on the list of Tigertown hopefuls 60 games."
Stillsonwas nigh for the Little school should be regarded as a
ceived head lacerations.
be worked out at staff meetings. My Shepherd," accompanied by
Mrs. Elton Eenigenburg and Mrs.
Bucs with seven. He was ejected center of community activities.
Brower was a passenger in a and wanted to meet Antoine.
The commissionapproved a five- Mrs. Arthur Keane.
Tighe may have Jim Small, the
She did and received quite a 20-year-old bonus baby who led Rein Visscher. program and pub- year lease of 1.280 acres *n the
from the game early in the second Facilities should provide for adult
car driven by Wayne Boerman, 17,
Mrs. Herman Damson and Mrs.
licity.Mrs. George Smith and Mrs.
route 3 when it and a car driven surprise. For Pieere turned out the Tigers in pinch hitting last
Fort Custer military reservation William Kendrick were hostesses. half and his loss hurt Grand education,vocational education,
Peter Tuinsma, cards; Mrs. C.
Haven.
recreationalactivities, library and
by Donald Bosch, 19, of 227 Harri- to be a big 6’3” 19-year-oldNegro season, in center field on opening
for recreational purposes. HowKoetsier and Mrs. J. Doorneweerd.
other uses of community groups.
son Ave., collidedin the open in- catcher from the L o u i s a n a day.
ever, the Fort Custer area will not
flowers: Mrs. H. Russcher.sewJerry Dykhnii, 73, Dies
swamps. And his first statement
Some considerationin building
tersection.
It all started the closing day of
be opened until July 1.
Two Car Accidents
ing and choir gowns; Mrs. J.
to
Tighe
was
“you-all
w’ant
to
see
and site planning should be given
Both cars skidded nearly 100 feet
the season in 1956. Small wanted
It was announcedthat there will
At Holland Hospital
Siebelink,Leper Bbard representto the likelihood of developmentof
after the accident, Ottawa County me, coach.”
Occur on Icy Roads
be no special spring rainbow trout
to bat against Bob Feller but
“He will make it someday, the youngsterdidn't get the nod ative; Mrs. William Venhuizenand season in streams in the Lower Jerry Dykhuls, 73, of 368 East
a community college.
deputiessaid. Damage to Boer
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - In building a new high school
man's ’53 model car was estima- Tighe said. The reason Tighe gave that day. So he bellered to Tighe. Mrs. Visscher,Hope College Wo- Peninsula this year because sea 24th St., died Friday evening at
ted at S500 and to Bosch's '56 for not having any Negro players To soothe Small, Tighe said. “You men’s League: and Mrs. George lampreys have cut the trout popu- Holland Hospitalwhere he was Two accidenti occurredIn Grand space should be planned for maxitaken Dec. 1, 1956. Death was due Haven Thuraday, according to mum flexibility. The ideal classmodel car at $600, deputies said. (the only team in the majors that can start for me next season.’’ Glupker. Holland Council of lation.
to a heart condition.
doesn't) on its roster was because
state police.
room may well be- a room as
The only catch was Tighe was Church Women representative.
New circles were organized durHe was born May 12, 1883 4n At 11:35 a.m., a car driven by nearly square as possible with a
the Tigers wanted to be sure the figuring on being shipped to manAdjourned
Port Sheldon township to the late Francis J. Henry, 36, Grand Hav- minimum size of 1,200 square feet
player was a first stringer all the age some minor league club and ing the coffee session as members Demeter-Frank Vows
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
gathered
in Terkeurst auditorium
Mr. and Mrs. Aren Dykhuis. He en, was unable to stop on a slip- and equipped with moveable furway and “he has to be good.’1
that Small would be sent along
Examinationsfor two persons Billy Hoeft, described as a bit when his bonus is finishedin June. where groups were marked by gay Spoken in Grand Haven
lived in Holland many years and pery road and struck a car driv- niture.
scheduled Thursday were adjourn- “flaky’’ by the new Tiger manawas a tool and die maker at Hol- en by Robert C. Blackburn,39.
Beside Increased enrollments
But now thq shoe’s on tyie other pennants designating the meeting GRAND HAVEN (Special)
ed for appointmentof counsel at ger, has been somewhat a prob- foot and Small has already written time.
John Demeter, of Chicago, and land Furnace Co., for 30 yean Grandville, at the intersectionof due to birth rates, it was interestcounty expense. The two defend- lem. The new manager compared Tighe remindinghim of his prom- Mrs. William Jacobs and Mrs. Helen Frank, of. Grand Haven, Mr. Dykhuis was a member of Country Club Rd. and M-104. Hen- ing to note what with the rapid
ants are Edward Fox, 50, Spring Hoeft to a Missouri mule and said
W. Van Saun poured from a table spoke their jnarriage vows before Ninth Street Christian Reformed ry was charged with failure to change in economic life, high
ise.
Lake township, charged with ag “sometimes you have to hit ’em
yield the right of way.
appropriately decorated with Lawrence De Witt. Justice of the Church.
schools are holding 90 per cent or
gravated assault, and Marion to get their attention before you
At 9:30 p.m. Thursday, a car more of the students for the full
white candles and a frosty snow- Peace of Grand Haven township, He is survived by the wife, MinTwo Cars Damaged
Boatman, 26, Spring Lake town- can tell ’em anything."
man.
in his home at 2 p.m. Friday. nie; one daughter, Mn. Andrew driven by Robert S. Thomas, four years.
charged with indecent liber- Tighe figures Hoeft has the phy- Two cars received damage esti- Hostesses were the Mesdames The couple was attended by Mr. (Janet) Helderof Holland: one son, 19, Grand Haven, skidded off the
Fox’s bond was reduced from sical ability to be a consistent20- mated at $375 Friday afternoon J. Van Oss. C. Van Duren and and Mrs. Steven Veresh, also of Arthur of Grand Rapids; seven highway on US-31 about 2H miles
Ordinarywindow glass is colorto $1,000 and Boatman’s game winner, but he must apply when they collidedat 10th St. and Mrs. Van Saun.
Chicago,brother-in-lawand sister grandchildren; three sisters, Mn. north of Ferrysburgand struck a ed. If a pane of glass is held tol from $2,000 to $500.
John J. Lappinga. Mrs. John Frens tree. No one was injured and the ward the light and looked at edgehimself properly. “I’ve laid down College Ave. Police said the cars
of the groom.
•y*
the rules and he has to live up were driven by James Woldring,
Music was first taught In public Mr. and Mrs. Demeter will make and Mr. Richard Vaupell, all of car was only slightly damaged. wise. the glass will appair faintly
milk it very rich md
am.''
Holland;
loll an
two brothen, Gerrit of Thomas was charged with exces- greenish due to minute quantities
54. of 94 East 24|h St., and Edward schools of the United States in their home at 4548 Albany Ave
of iron Iq^ it
;r and curd.
Amoving Ray Boone to first, Welters, 58, of >888 West 25th St. 1855.
Fap\ville and Henry of Holland. sive speed.
Chicago.
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iut Can’t Get

Him;

Holland Christian High School

Complete Picture

debaters tpiit in two debates with

Grand Rapida
Another Meeting
Slated Jpn.
In

Tm

members

to

the Citizens Annexation Advisory

Committee were named Thursday
night by Co-Chairmen Earnest C.
Brooks and Marvin C. Lindeman
who were among the initial16
members appointed earlier this
week by Mayor Robert Visscher.
New appointees are William H.
Vande Water, Leonard Steffens,
Willard H. Connor, Gerald Van
Wyke, Mrs. Bruce M. Raymond
Mrs. Alvin D. Bos, Bertal Slagh
and Harry Wieskamp^ all of Holland city; Merle De Feyter and
Mrs. Jack Van Deusen of Fillmore
township,Vbm Van Lenteaand
James F. White of Laketown township, Tom Parker and George
Lemmen of Holland township, and

day night, thereby indicating the
Tigers could finish third in the
957 American League pennant
race.

Tighe has predicted since being
named Tiger manager in October
that his ball dub would finish In
the first division. He narrowed
this down here Thursday night be
fore a meeting of the Holy Name
Society at SL Fronds de Sake
Church.

He prefacedhis remark about
Boston with the qualification"If
ed Williams doesn't have a big
year." Like every* other baaeball
fan, Tighe bad to go along with
the New York Yankees to cop the
flag again and the Cleveland Indians to fill their familiar runnerup role.
"Certainly not" were hli most
emphaticwords of the night They
came in answer to the query
which has been under the skins of

scheduledat Grand Rapida God-

Vries of Park township.

GLASS COMPANY HIT BY FIRE — Fire Chief
Andrew Klomporens (white coat) points out to
Police Chief Jbcob Van Hoff where smoke is

Earlier this week Mayor
Visscher had appointed Peter

exception of the rear of the first floor, most of

the

can

Red Sox," Detroit Tiger
manager Jack Hghe said Thurs-

Holland Christian'srecord in the
state debates now stands at 3 won
and 3 lest. Two more debates are

James Lugers and Harvey De

we

beat the

School ForensicsAssociation.
Tommy and Jerry Joidertma,
Holland Christian'snegative team,
defeatedthe Grand Rapida affirmative team of Jay Bytoma and
Harvey Koning.
The Grand Rapids Christian negative team, composed of Tom
Hogeboom and Ken Ver Hulst. defeated Holland Christian's affirmative team, Dan Boa and Louis
Wagenveld.

Bank Basement

sure we can beat

White Sox and I think

day afternoon. The debates are
sponsored by Michigan High

17

Sixteen additional

Christian High

school st the local school Thurs-

win. The question debated is "Resolved: That the Federal government should support the price a
major agricultural products at
90 per cent of parity."
Judges tor Thursday’s event
were Prof Melvin Berghuis of Calvin College and Dr. william Schrier of Hope College. Hero Bratt
Is coach of Holland Christian debaters and Jackson Day Is Grand
Rapids Christian'scoach.

Tiger rooter* for two yean — will
the Tigers platoon their hitters?
Tighe said a player wouldn't be
sell A. Klaasen, Earnest C. Brooks,
heater as the cause of the blaze. Police officers
still pouring from the Maerose Glass Co., 251
removed from the lineup until he
Jacob Zuidema, John Van Dyke,
blocked off 11th St. between Washington and
West 11th St., during Thursday night's fire.
•tops coming along In every deJr., A. J. Cook and George Good
Van Raalte Aves. to prevent motorists from
Klomparens said the estimated $10,000 to
partment.
of Holland city; Walter A. Vander
cloggingthe
(Sentinel photo)
Asked if he will pull hh pitch$12,000 loss is largely to contents. With the
Haar and Fred Bocks of Holland
The Rev. Harry Bull of Qeveers sooner when they run in troutownship, Clarence Jalving and
and, Ohio, has accepted the call
(Princephoto) ble, Tighe replied positively.He
Marvin Lindenvan of Park townto become pastor of the Vriesland
Mr. ond Mrs. Glenn Jerome Geurlnk
doesn't want the bullpen corps to
ship, Henry Kleinheksel and John
Reformed Church.
scooop neckline lose Its confidence and spend anBouquets of snapdragons, mums sleeves and
Siebelink of Fillmore township,
Hie Rev. Gerrit Rozeboom of the and pompons, palms and candela- featuring embroidereddetail
other
"watching airand Gordon Van Putten and EdOttawa Reformed Church was bra decoratedthe chancel of the broidereddetails were also used planes."
win Raphael of Laketown townguest preacher on Sunday, Jan. 6. Rusk Christian Reformed Church on the full bouffant skirt at the
As for his bullpen plans there
ship. Thursday night Visscher
This is world-wide week of pray- Wednesday, Jan. 2, when Miss sides. She carried a cascade bou
was no doubt In the minds of the
State
Rep.
George
Van
Peursem,
named Peter Meurer to replace
er. The Rev. M. Duven of Iowa BeatriceJean Bouwman became quet of white carnations and white
more than 200 listeners that he
Fred Bocks who is unable to serve.
guest speaker at the annual guest was in charge of the prayer meet- the bride of Glenn Jerome Geur- pompons.
would welcome George Zuverink
Thursday's meeting was called
lnk.
White
satin
bows
and
greens
Attendants
wore
matching
gowns
The
remainder
of
the
building
ing
held
on
Tuesday.
The
cateFire raced through the interior
night meeting of Elizabeth Schuyin a Bengal uniform again.
mainly to discuss preliminary of the Maerose Glass Co. at 251 including a second floor apartment
chism class for the young people marked the pews for the double of blue and pink taffetawith net
"I wish he was still with the
ler
Hamilton
Chapter,
Daughters
plans on how to carry on the
occupiedby Gordon Vander Schel
was held on Wednesday followed ring ceremony performed by the overskirt caught with velvet bow* Tigers," Tighe said, "If I had
West
11th St. Thursday night reof
the
American
Revolution,
ThursRev.
Andrew
Zylstra.
study. Mayor Visscher explained
The flower girl wore white taffeta
received extensive smoke damage.
by a prayer meeting in charge of
been the manager when he
The bride is the daughter of with net overskirtand carried
Council'sproposedprogram in sulting in damage estimatedat
The alarm was turned in by day evening, presented three the Senior C. E. members.
sent to Baltimore, he wouldn't
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
J.
Bouwman
rose
petals.
Matching
net
headwhich an area not less than the between $10,000 and $12,000.
Doric Bloemendaal.who lives next major obligationsnecessary in
The Ladies’ Missionary and Aid
have gone."
doing
one's
share
when
he
spoke
of
Rusk.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Geurpieces and cascade bouquets
primary service area is recom- The blaze started in the base- door, when a buzzer leading to the
Society met this afternoon in the
He cited Zuve rink’s ability
lnk of Borculo arc the groom’s carnations and pompons completmended for annexation. He em- ment when an oil heated hot wa- Bloemendaal home frm the Mae- on the subject,"Your Share." The church basement
a long and short relieverand the
meeting
was
held
In
the
Commons
parents.
their
costume*.
phasized that one of the main func- ter heater exploded.Fire Chief rose Co. shorted out.
A student will have charge of
number of gamea (62) In which
Miss Patricia Grassmid played At the reception for 130 persons
* tions of the study committee is Andrew Klomparens said.
Bloemendaal heard the buzzer Room of Western Theological Sen- the services in the local church
the Holland righthander appeared
traditional
wedding
music
and
ac
inary.
n
Allendale
Town
Hall,
Mr,
and
eventually to determine where
on Sunday, Jan. 13.
Flames quickly spread from the and looked next door to see the
in 1666.
The
newly
elected
Speaker
of
companied
the
soloist,
Mrs.
AnthJohn
Lutke
of
Borculo
were
these boundaries shall be.
Catechism for the local school
rear o* the basement to the first entire structureengulfed in smoke.
But he quickly aquelched any
aster and mistress of ceremonHe emphasized the need for im- floor and were eating through the He quickly phoned the fire depart- the House in emphasizingrespon- children will be held on Friday, ony Luurtsma who sang "I Love
hopes of Zuverink’i return to DeYou
Truly,"
"The
Lord’s
Prayer"
ies.
The
supper
was
served
and
sibility
on
the
local
level,
said
the
mediate action in view of the pro- ceiling of the first floor when ment. Firemen said a few miafternoon.
prepared by The Rusk Christian troit "We contactedPaul Richposed program of the Board of firemen arrived.
nutes more head start by flames first obligationis to inform yourComplying with the request of and "Because."
ards but he must think a lot of
Attending
the
couple
were
Mrs.
School Aid.
self
on
gavemment,
especially
• Education in annexing some 11 disand
the
entire
building
would
have
Dense smoke completely hid the
the late Mrs. D. C. Ver Hage, the
George too, for he would not let
Robert
Wolf,
sister
of
the
bride,
The
bride
attended
Calvin
Coltaxes and expenditures. Such in- Vriesland Reformed Church retricts to the Holland district.
building and an adjoining home. been in danger.
him go."
matron
of
honor;
Miss
Grethel
lege and Is now teaching at AllenCo-Chairman Brooks urged the Firemen were forced to don smoke
The buzzer system was installed formation can be obtained through ceived $200 from her estate.
He turned to Zuverink, also
Stlegenga,
bridesmaid;
John
Geurdale
Christian
School
She
will
local
papers,
radio,
TV
and
varcommittee to "ttyink big" because masks to enter the structure to when Mrs. Bloemendaalworked at
Appointedto serve as ushers at
was featured on the program,and
lnk,
Jr.,
best
man;
Justin
Gehmake
her
home
with
her
parents
it is always easier to cut dpwn get at the flames.
the glass company as secretary ious organizationsand also through morning services for the year of
said, "George,I hope you wll 16
state senators and representatives.1957 are Junior Kok, A1 Hop, Gene ben, groomsman; Robert Wolf and while Mr. Geurlnk is In service
than to expand. He said "annexa- Fire loss was largely confined to owner Hans Suzenaar.
ball games next year
eight
Henry
Austhof,
ushers;
Laurel
DeHe
Is
stationed
at
Fort
Leonard
tion" is an unfortunateword be- to the first floor where a large
Firemen were on the scene for The second obligationis to become Morren, and Don Ter ^laar. Apfrom the Yankees and eight from
Jonge,
flower
girl
and
Randy
Wood,
Mo.
cause the first reaction is a stock of glass machines and cut- more than an hour from shortly vocal and the third by personal pointed to serve at the evening
Asslnk, ringbearer.
For their wedding trip, Mrs. the Indian."
thought that a big fellow is gobbl- ting tables were located. The front before 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. They re- contact, lobbying being the least service for the month of January
Inasmuch as Zuverink is apThe
bride
wore
a
floor - length Geurlnk wore a pink and charing up the little fellow. "That offices were untouched by the turned this morning when a small effectiveway, Van Peursem said are Henry Boss and John G. Van
gown
of
Alencon
lace
and
nylon coal tweed suit with matching ac- parentlyslated for the Orioles,
might be true in Detroit,Chicago flames.
A
tolerant
attitude
toward
the
blaze broke out again.
Haitsma.
Tighe outlined his pitching plans.
tulle with fitted bodice, long cessories.
or Grand Rapids, but in Holland
government representativecan be
The flowers placed in the VriesHe favors four starters,(most
the reverse could be true. Certainobtained by complete information land Reformed Church by Mr. and
clubs like five) two short relievers
ly, the outside areas have devflthe world, she said.
on all his voting in the Legislature, Mrs. Henry Smallegan of Hqlland
and two long relievers. Frank
oped much more rapidly than the
Mrs. J. D. Jencka presided at Lary, Bill Hoe ft and Paul Foytack
the speaker continued. In closing were in memory of their uncle and
the
business
meeting.
Mrs.
Arthur
city and in years to come there
he said that one receives a better aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Corneal Van
will be his three regulars with
will be more people in areas now
Read introduced the speaker. Two the fourth hurler In doubt Jim
return in doing "jour share."
Haitsma who died seven years ago.
new members, Mrs. Sidney Johnunder consideration than in the
Willard Fast of the High School
Sherwin Broersma and Nelva
Bunning and Duke Maas may
city," he said.
son and Mrs. J. Frank Van Als- have to fill the bill and Jack
Music Department, accompanied Ter Haar returned to Kalamazoo
"Plants
arc
just
like
people
and
He expected committeeswould The centennial celebration this quet chairman, led devotions on by Miss Ann Bloodgood, sang "My- on Sunday where they are attendburg were welcomed as new memCrimlan, obtainedthii winter
be appointed for schools, water, year of the Christian Reformed Matthew 16, "On Thee Will I Build self When Young" by Lohman and ing Western Michigan College,and respond just as people do to at- bers.
from the A'a, may be used tor
My
Church."
The
Melodians
quarpower and light, sewage, finance, Church was the central theme for
"Sylvia" by Speaks. Mrs. Earl Marilyn Broersma to Portage tention and kindness," Mrs. Alice Announcement was made of the spot assignments.
legal aspects, and perhaps others. the Calvin College Alumni Associa- tet, compoased by Alfred Hiet- Price, regent president and Mrs where she teaches.
Wessels Burlingame of Birming- ConservationStudy Class which Big Al Aber appears to be ths
Lindeman
committee tion banquet Thursday night in brink, George Knoll, Vernon Rob- Ben Van Lente led levotions. Mrs
The Sewing Gjild met Thursday, ham, told members of the Holland has been changed to Jan. 15.
No. 1 southpaw fireman and rightmembers to familiarizethemselves Maple Avenue Christian Reform- berts and Kenneth Vander Zwaag, Eldon Dick led in the Pledge of Jan. 3 in the church basement
hander Steve Gromek will
sang
"Drifting
Along,”
"Lave
DiGarden
Club
at
their
meeting
with the "lay of the land" of the ed Church. The event was sponwith Mrs. Hubert Heyboer serving
Allegiance.
be kept around tor five and six
vine"
and
the
spiritual,
"Do
Lord."
Thursday
afternoon
in
G
r a ce Delegates
entire area. He said all informa- sored by the Holland - Zeeland
On the hostess committee were as hostess. Others present were
inning chores. Aber's weight has
Marvin Baas conducted group singChurch.
The
appropriate
title of
tion must be presented in a fair chapter.
the Mesdames M. L. Hinga, Miles the Mesdames Jacob Morren,
For Convention
dropped from 224 last season to
ing
and
the
Rev.
Peter
Dahm
led
the
talk
was
"House
Plants
Can
and equitable manner with proper
Baskett and Richard Martin and Gerrit Boss, John De Jonge, Will
Mrs. Gerald Van Wyke review206 at last report and Tighe felt
Be InterestingCompanions."
interpretation, and then the people ed the book, "I Will Build My closing prayer.
the Ida Sears Me Lean Commit- Vander Kolk, John T. De Witt,
Three delegates to the state wo- the sinker ball specialist would be
Decorations for the banquet
In an inspiring and yet practical
must draw their own conclusions.Church,"just published, and writHenry Boss, Joe Brinks, Eugene
tee.
"very big help."
men’s Republican convention to be
He said- annexation is a two-way ten by Thea Bouma Van Habema were in the centennialcolors,
Brower, John Hoeve, Joe Kloet, way, Mrs. Burlingame told her
Ray
Boone Is Tighe’s choice for
held Feb. 8 In Detroit were namdeal, and there should be no about the Christian Reformed black and gold. Black tapers surMartin D. Wyngarden, and John audiencethat if a leaf turns yelfirst base with Eddie Robinson
rounded
by
greens
were
placed
on
Rotary
Club
Members
low
it
means
the
plant
has
too
ed at a meeting of the South Otta
threatsor innuendoes. "It must be Church. The author credited the
Broersma. Lunch was served by
much water. If a person is going wa Republican Women’s Club and Jack PhillipsIn reserve and
worked out for the mutual good local area with having contribut- _the tables. The speaker’stable
the hostess.
Earl Torgesonon the block. TorHear
Dr.
John
Hunter
of everybody or it won't be any ed much to the origin of the Chris- was centered with white pompons
Mr. and Mrs. Martin P. Wyngar- to leave town for several days, a Thursday afternoon in the home of geson would be bait for a reserve
and
red
carnations.
Programs
plastic
bag
around
a
plant
would
Mrs. ^C. C. Andreasen, 112 East
Dr. John Hunter of the Econo- den were Saturdaycallers on Mr.
good."
tian Reformed Church.
outfielder,preferably young.
were a black and gold triangle mics Department of Michigan and Mrs. A1 Schuitemaof Holland. keep it safe until the owner re- 12th St.
Lindeman said Holland needs
Four of tlie first Christian ReJim Finigan and Reno Bertoia
with
the
red
crescent
and
adornturns.
Peat
moss,
good
rich
dirt
Representing
the
local
club
will
State University was guest speakthe outside area for the city has formed Churches in the denomiMr. and Mrs. Floyd Jousma, Mr.
will fight it out for third. Finigan
ed
with
the
Centennial
seal.
Nuter at the Thursday noon meeting and Mrs. Paul Drooger and family and sand put into canisterswill be be Mrs. Wendell A. Miles, Mrs.
been static while the outlying nation were organized in this viready for winter plantings.Folia- Gerald Van Wyke and Mrs. Bruce might find himself at the plate
areas have been growing dynam- cinity, Polkton, which now is Coop- cups were in the shape of a red of the Holland Rotary Club.
of Holland were Sunday guests at
in Briggs Stadium Tighe said,
crescent
surrounded
by
a
black
Dr. Hunter spent a year in Viet the home of Mr. and Mrs. Simon tive feeding of plants will boost M. Raymond. The meeting in Vetically. "We must keep the core ersville, Graafschap, Noordeloos
and Bertoia might be ready to
the growth of the plant, she said. erans Memorial Center In Detroit
Nam on an economic mission and Broersma.
healthy and vital, and the biggest and Vriesland, which today is one crescent.
stick in the- big kagues after a
Mrs.
Burlingame
sketched
her
is scheduled a day before the state
spoke on his experiences in Saigon
job will be to correct a lot of mis- of the Zeeland churches. The auMr. and Mrs. A1 Hop and famgood (.289' year in the American
and Cambodia. Colored si 1 i d e s ily returned to their home on Sat- folksy experiences in England last Republicansconvention Feb. 9.
informationand snap judgments thor of the book also wrote about
Association.
Improper Left Tarn
summer
where
she
had
been
invesThursday’s
meeting
was
largely
that won’t stand up under proper two denominationalmissionaries
were shown illustrating the squal- urday after a two-week’s vacation
Bill Tuttle’s weight bothers
tigating the origin of some plants. informal with a discussion on ex
scrutiny.Fear of the unknown al- to Africa, one of whom was preJames Van Duron, 18, of 176 or and poverty of the country. In in Florida.
She
urged
members
to
have
a periences during the presidential Tighe. After a good year in '55,
ways bothers people, but this fear sent at the banquet Miss Jennie West 26th St., Friday was issued contrast, the scenic beauty and
Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Wabeke and
the centerfielder’sweight neared
becomes understandingwhen all Stielstra.
a ticket for making an improper the ancient ruins also were family of Wayland, Mr. and Mrs variety of texture in house plants election. Mrs. Henry S. Maentz, his batting average last year. The
and
to "try something new in club treasurer, reported that apthe facts become known."
shown.
left
turn
after
his
car
and
one
The Rev. John C. Ricker of
Will Boelkins and Dawn of Muskenew pilot wants Tuttle at 162, 14
Clarence Jalving reiterated his Noordeloos was toastmasterfor operatedby Leon Meyers, 30, of
The speaker was introduced by gon Heights were Sunday guests of keeping with the textures and de- proximately$1,500 had been colpounds less than he closed at kst
signs of modern homemaking."
lected, largely through $1 contriprevious proposal in which he felt the e v en i n g. The Noordeloos 893 East Eighth St., collided at Rotarian Charles Madison.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wabeke.
fall.
Enthusiasm
for
therapy
with butions on a house-to-house canthe boundaries should be 48th St. church also Is celebratingits 100th Reed Ave. and Eighth St. east of
The Sewing Guild will meet next
The rest of the team appears
plants
for
hospital
patients
showed
vass.
In Allegan county, 112th Ave. to anniversary this year.
Holland.Ottawa County deputies F. W. Woolworth opened his week Thursday, Jan. 17 at 1:30
pretty well set with Frank Bollthroughout Mrs. Burlingame's talk.
Volunteers who had contributed
the east, Riley to the north and
John De Vries, president of the said damage to the cars was first five-and-ten-cent store in p.m.
ing and Harvey Kuenn as the
Lake Michigan to the west. This Holland-Zeeland chapter and ban- minor.
Utica, N. Y., Feb. 22, 1897.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Eliott and Floristshave been urged to ar- 10 or more hours of work on the keystone duo, Charley Maxwell
would mean a total area of some
family of Jamestown, Mr. and range flowers looselyin a contain- campaign were presented with and Al Kaline flanking the outer
er and let the patient arrange his pins. Approximately 50 names
35ft equare miles, minus about
Mrs. A1 Oosting and sons of Musk
garden and Red Wilson and
six square miles for Lake Macaegon were Sunday guests at the own bouquet. Therapists have put were listed.Mrs. Raymond, club Frank House backstopping.
plasticsheets on a patient’sbed, president, presided.
tawa. To strengthen his contention
home of Mr. and Mrs. Merton
some dirt in a plastic container Plans also were discussed for The warmth and sincerity of
on community growth, he said the
Wabeke and family.
Tighe kept the interestof the aulocal telephonecompany serves
Mr. and Mrs. Casey Wabeke and then let the patient plant work in future elections.
dience, Including about 30 wideseeds. Watching the plants grow
Mrs.
Philips Brooks and Mrs
36,000 customers.
apent the weekend in their cottage
eyed youngsters, for more than
and giving them something besides Vernon Klomparens assisted Mrs
The next meeting of the comup north and New Years with relaan hour and a half.
themselves to talk and think about Andreason in serving refreshmittee will be held Thursday, Jan.
tives In Fremont
The "squire of Spring Lake" has
is
the
most
wonderful
therapy
in
ments.
17, at 7:30 p.m. in the basement
Mr. and Mrs. John Gunneman
to do this almost every night of
of Peoples State Bank.
of Coopers ville were Sunday afterthe week. He hasn’t spent much
noon guests of Mr. and Mrs. Will
time there this winter and baa
Vander Kolk.
speaking engagement* for 17 of
Michigan Skate Otters
John Roelofs of Edgerton, Minn.,
the 1 days remainingin January.
was a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Practical Short Courses
Roelofs.Mr. and Mrs. Bert Roelofs
Mr. and Mrs.
EAST LANSING
Western
of West Drenthe were Sunday eveMichigan residents are invited to
ning guests at the Henry Roelofs
Meets at Harderwyk
enrqll in 11 short practicalcourses
home.
offered this winter term at Grand
Mrs. Walter Tyler of New York
Mr. and Mrs. dub of HarderRapida by Michigan State Uniwas a Sunday guest of Mr. and
wyk Christian Reformed Church
versity.
Mrs. WIU Meengs.
held its first meeting of the
The coursef will meet once a
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Dykhuis
season Thursday night at the
week for eight to 10 consecutive
and family of Holland wefo Tueschurch. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Relweeks at Grand Rapids Junior Colday supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
mink
were in charge of devotions.
lege East Building or the YMCA.
Louis Beyer.
Abort Rooo, guest speaked gave
All classes begin the week of Jan.
Mrs. Lloyd Meengs spent Mona timely and inspiring talk on
day at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
M.
"Racial Segregation,"stressing
The courses include: World PoMarvin Meengi and family of
Christian relationshipto all fellow
litics and American Foreign Poli
Waukaxoo.
Americans of other races. Mr. and
cy; Speech for Businessmen; In-

Kromann, James F. Brooks, Rus-

the 'buildingwas

not damaged by

Klomparenslisted an exploding

flames.

oil heated

water

Vriesland

scene.

,

Maerose Glass Company

DAR Has Annual
Guest Night

a

Em

summer

Meet

Hit by $12,000 Blaze

wu

u

—

Banquet
Has Centennial Theme
Calvin Alumni

Mrs. Burlingame
Talks on Plants

urged

Named

Gab

-

vestmentsand Securities;Arabic;

Wage and

GRAND HAVEN

Effective Supervision of Emp-

The
book

is

inside

bound

margin where
is called

a

|he "gut-

(Special)-Ed29, former Spring Lake residentwho was
picked up in Muskegon Monday,
pleaded guilty In Circuit Court
Thursday to charges of nonsupport and desertion of his wife and
daughter and will return for sen-

meeting with Mr. Waterway giv-

ward Anderson Powers,

ployes; Applied Creative Thinking,
Reading Skills for Adults, and Res-

taurant Management
Full information is available
from Mel Buschman, Michigan
State ContinuingEducation Center, Grand Rapids Junior College
East Building, 148 Ransom, N.
E., Grand Rapids. * |

Mrs. Bernard Waterway,presidents, conductedthe business

Man Pleads Guilty

Salary Administration;

TIGHE TELLS TIGER TALE —

Holland’s
hot stpve league was in action Thtfsday night as
Jack Tighe, third from left, answered any and all
questions about the Detroit Hgers for 1957.
Besides indicatingthe Bengals could finish third
in -the American League next summer, the
"squire of Spring Lake" gave 200 persons of the
Holy Name Society at SL Francis de

Church some humorous and inside information on
the players. Here, the new Tiger manager talk*
his favorite subject, baseball,with Holland’*
George Zuverink of the Baltimore Orioles, James
Taylor, left, and Ed Balkey, right, president of
the Holy^Name society. The youngster in the
rapt attention to the big
leaguers. ”

tence Jan.

18.

loon can dive under water
farther than any other
Dives of 50 feet hava been

ing the closing prayer.

Refreshments were served by
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Witteveen
and Mr. and Mr*. Wi

WINDOWLESS POULTRY HOUSE — The Dirkse Leghorn
located on M-21, a mile west of Zeeland, has developed a labor
•saver and a means of increased housing capacity with a windowless poultry house. Rich Dirkse, owner, reports that with the
installation of a well-designed,controlled ventilating system
and a patented wooden slatted floor, he has been able to eliminate
windows and double housing capacity.The laying house f
by a
are further
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Holland Chalks Up
First Cage Victory
Dntdi Triumph

Farmers Required
To Keep Records
For Tax Purposes
Both cash and accrual basis
farmers must maintain records

Fint-Aid-0-Ree

that reflect all the transactions of

General Electric

27

Scheduled Jan.

produce of

Handily, 65-51,

Announcement was m a d e by
Otto Dressel, Chippewa District
Health and Safety Committee
Qiiarman, that the annual FirstA'd-O-Ree for Boy Scouts and Explorers wiD be held at Montello
Holland High’s basketball team Park School gymnasium on Mon-

Over Grand
won

er type of action that

Planning Office

Haven

result

A

And Lab Addition

cash basis farmer must

In-

clude in computing his gross income, all of the followingitems he
received in 1956: any credits added to hk accounts for the year
1956 at any bank, store, grain elevator, auction house, milk dealer’s associationor any other
place where he sells, trades or
exchanges his
products;

game

Friday night with an easy 65-51
victory over a ragged Grand Hav-

farm

Wimi

checks received by him, even
though not sashed before the end
of the tax year; proceeds from
all sales of farm products;the
fair market value of items received in exchange for his farm
products, services or the services
of his hired help or equipment;
breeding fees; proceeds of sales
from sales of soil, dirt or wood;
proceeds from crop insurance;
agricultural program payments;
prize awards; and the net proceeds of sales from items purchased and resolt.
The accrual basis farmer must
include in income all the preceeding items — if the income has
been earned even though not received in 1956, and in addition,he
must include net inventoriesin a
computationof his gross income.
It is important to note again
that the differences between the
caSh and accrual basis farmers
are in the computationof gross
income — the cash basis farmer
reports all monies received — and
no inventories,while the accrual
basis farmer reports all monies
earned and must include inventor'

Tied

InBandSinC

In

may

In income.

of the season day, Jan. 21, at 7 p.m.
An addition of 13,000 square feet
The troops will compete in four of office and laboratory space will
realistic first aid problems based
soon be added to the Holland Genon their first class rank requireen club before 1,400 fans at Civic
ments. Judges will be qualified eral Electric facility, it was anCenter.
adults assistedby Explorers.
nounced Friday by Ab Martin, genCoach Fred .Weiss should have Winning teams at the First-Aid- eral manager of the Hermetic
had a good night’s sleep after O - Ree will participate in the
watching his boys equal their high- Grand Valley Council Meet on Motor Department.
The new area will provide 6,000
est point total of the season and Feb. 28.
square feet of office space and
snap a five-gamelosing streak.
7,000 square feet of space devoted
The Dutch didn't have too much
to manufacturing development
trouble although they were rather
The building addition will not inshaky at the beginningand fell 2
(or First
crease present employment. Marbehind, 10-2, within two minutes
tin pointed out. During the past
of play.
months
many technical people
In fact, Holland trailedmost of
have been added to the Hermetic
the first quarter until center Tom
Motor Department and both office
Aye netted a free shot at 1:47 to
and developmental areas have extie the score at 11-all and then
perienced crowding.
forward Dave Hilbink added a
Its first

livestock ‘sales, trades

or exchanges, as well as any oth-

Recreation Play

The need for developmental
space arises out of recent techniTer Haar’s Clothing of the B cal advances and the highly comleague and Steffens Market of the petitive nature of the fast growthe end of the first quarter, 15-12.
C league reduced the numbers of
Using their height advantage, teams in first place In the respec- ing refrigerator and air conditioning industry. In an effort to
•
Holland displayed its best defense
tive league Thursday night with serve customers effectively with
of the year, limiting the Hues to
wins over Dutch Novelty and Over- the newest developments in herjust five baskets in the first half.
kamp’s Washer Parts.
metic motors the presene experiThe Dutch were forcing Grand
The Clothiers edged the Novelty mental area must be expanded.
Haven to shoot from outcourt and
five, 48141, as Vern Zuverink led
Martin indicated that ground
with a three-quarter court press
the winners with 15 and Dick Mor- will be broken in the early spring
DRESS WARMLY FOR SKATING — One of the many youngsters at Fairbanks Park. Many youngsters, and some oldsters tdo, will
early in the game hurt chances
gan had 13 for the Dutchmen. In and it is hoped that the new area
for a fast break.
taking advantage of the ice Friday tucked in her stockings under be out skating today, trying to make a few fancy turns or just
the C league feature, Steffeni ran will be ready for occupancy by
It was not Holland’s, accuracy
her snow pants before venturingout on the ice at Jefferson trying to keep their balance. The skating areas were flooded
over the Washer Parts, 40-29. Con late summer.
from the floor that won the game
School playground. This skating area, inauguratedthis winter,
Friday and reported to be in the “best condition" of the season,
Eckstrom collected15 for the winbut they were less shoddy than
a popular place again today along with the two skating ponds
ners and Paul Dykstra popped 10
(Sentinelphoto)
Grand Haven. By getting the
for Overkamp’s.
ies.
majorityof rebounds,the Dutch
Jack and Earl’s Texaco stayed
Many farmers purchase clothwere able to get off 28 more shots
In the fight for first place in B leaing, food and other items from
than the Bucs.
gue play with a 55-35 win over
the same markets where they sell
Holland finished with 29 perHeinz
Teerman’s Hardware.Ken Van
their farm products. You must be
cent ’on 24 baskets out of 82
sure that you include the value of
A brilliant 25-point fourth period Broncos off their feet In the fourth the Broncos bombarded for 13 and
chances while the losers sank 14 Wieren had 20 for Texaco and Dick
the farm produce that you are
but of 55 shots for 26 per cent Lenten pumped eight for Teerplus some stellar play on the quarter, Zeeland didn’t have much moved to the biggest lead of the
Permit to
man’s. Both Ter Haar’s and Texselling to the market — in your
This was bolstered by a seven out
trouble continuing the same pat- game.
boards
in
an
overtime
kept
ZeeOttawa County
income.
of 15 perfonnance in the fourth aco have 6-1 records
tern in the overtime.
Rigterink’s15 points was second
Lila Peterson to Lloyd Merz Pt. land in the driver’s seat in the
Botsis Beverage and West End
You cannot off-set sales against
quarter. Prior to that Grand HavRigterink and Boeve, whisking high for Zeeland. Clarence De
Kenewa
League
Friday
night
with
purchases— especiallywhen the
en had eight baskets cut of 40 Merchantsare the other two teams ,SE*4 SE»4 25-8-16 Twp. Spring a 72-67 overtime win over Coopers- the boards like a broom, came Pender, the leading scorer in the
tied for first In the C league. The Lake.
items purchased are for personal
tries for only 20 per cent
through with two buckets each and Kenewa Leageu, picked up 19 for
Erne Miedema & wf. to Dui> ville at Holland Armory.
Beverage five bumped Fox Jeweluse. Even though you buy seed,
Holland’s six baskets and a free
Max De Jonge added the other Coopersville.
The
H.
J.
Heinz
Co.
last
week
The
victory
gives
Zeeland
a
4-0
ward L. Duprey & wf. Lot 17 Ardfeed, or other farm supplies
throw in the second quarter push- ers, 45-39 and the Merchants ran
two-pointer.
The
Zeeland
defense
league mark and leaves the BronZeeland plays at Comstock Park applied for building permit for
you must include the value of the
ed the margin to »17 at half- over Kitchen Planning,46-26. more Park Sub. Twp. Georgetown. cos tied for third with a 2-2 rec- held Coopersville to five points. in a league game next Friday
Louis J. Harris & wf. to Arthur
George Botsis led his club with 17
constructionof two new buildings items sold for income tax purtime.
The Broncos led at the end of night.
Huston Lot 6 Block 1 Reynolds ord.
behind their present plant on West poses.
A 19-point third quarter,Hol- and Ken Helder had 13 for the los- R.
the
first
quarter
17-16.
Zeeland,
Behind 52-37 at the end of three
Add. Coopersville.
Zeeland (rt)
If you hired out - or let out a
land’s biggest led to their biggest en. Whitey Witteveer. was tops
which
led
briefly
4-2, was aided
16th St.
Glenn Slager & wf. to Andrew quarters, the Chix threw a variety
FG FT PF TP
breeder
machinery or equipmargin of the game. The third Helder had 13 for the losers. Whit
by
making
10 out of 11 free throws
Work is expected to begin shortSlager & wf. Pt. Sec. 12-6-16 Twp. of shots and offenses in the final
De Jonge, f .......... 4 0 0 8
ment — no matter what payment
quarter mark was 47-28 and 1:07 for West End with 10 and Red
in the first period.
eight
minutes
and
completely
upPark.
Beyer, f ..............
4 3 5 11 ly on the first of the buildings,a you received — either money or
later the Dutch pushed the bulge Martin and Harold De Vries each
Nip-and-tuck again in the second
Russell A. Michmershuizen & set the Coopersvilledefense.
Boeve, c ............. 8 6 122 three story affair 558 by 183 feet goods — the fair market value
had 10 for the Plannere.
to 51-28.
Zeeland, with Max De Jonge quarter, the Broncos explodedfor Van Peursem, g ...... 4 2 5 10
wf. to Maurice Griffith4 wf. Pt.
It will be an addition to the pre- must be included in income. Most
The game wasn't in doubt in Suburban Furniture defeated
whipping in a couple of long shots six quick baskets on a well-execut- Tams', g ..............
NEK
NE>4
27-5-15
Twp.
Holland.
1 2 4 4
the fourth quarter and Weiss and Siam’s Mobil gas, 51-47 and Borr’s
ed
fast
break
late
in
the
period
sent structure facing the street. farm books of record have seperLouis Meyer Jr. 4 wf. to.Leslie got things started, and then big
Berens, f .............0 0 0 0
ate headings covering the various
Grand Haven coach Wait Lowell Bootery trounced winless Zion
When
the plans for expansion were
A. J. Mervau 4 wf. Pt. Lot 34 6’4” Ed Boeve and sub 6'3” Norm
Rigterink,c ..........7 1 4 15
w
L
types of income that farmers reemptied the benches. The subs Luthern, 82-32 in other B games.
Me Carthy Sub. Twp. Grand Hav- Rigterinktook over under both Zeeland
Van Haitsma, g ....... 1 0 0 2 announced Oct. 12. Manager C. ceive.
4
0
jumped at the chance, and, with Dick Vander Yacht led Suburban
B.
McCormick
said
this
building
boards.
The
Chix
held
the
Broncos
en
Fremont
3
0
A full listing is available to you
the loose but even play, the Bucs with 18 and Bob De Neff had 14
would be used for warehousingand
Orville Richardson4 wf. to An- to 10 points in the final quarter. Sparta ....................................
Totals
. 29 14 19 72
foe Siam’s. Carroll Neinhuis, Har2
2
in
the Free Farms’ Tax Guide
final quarter.
manufacturingoperations.
Boeve, who paced Zeeland with
drew C. Tripp 4 wf. Pt. SW*4
Coopersville (67)
Coopersville
. 2
2
that you may obtain from an InGary Gibbons Tmd Jerry Gilbert, old Remmedts and Dave Kuyers
The
second
building,
which
prob22 points, his highest point total Hudsonville ..........................
NE^4 9-8-16 TVp. Spring Lake.
FG FT PF TP
1
ternal Revenue office — or your
3
a couple of sub centers, turned each had 12 for Borr’s and Lyle
Alberta Tuxford to Paul A. of the season, pushed through a tip- Cons lock Park ....................
De
Pender,
f
..................
8 3 4 19 ably won’t be started for nearly a local County Farm Agent — so if
0
Vander
Meulen
had
eight
for
Zion.
4
in the best reserve roles for Holyear,
will
also
be
three
stories
high
in
with
30
seconds
left
in
the
reguWeidenhamer 4 wf. Pt. SWtt SW&
Holmes, f ............5 5 5 15
B League Standings
land. Gibbons, inserted early in
on a 104 by 146 - foot base. It Is you are uncertain whether or not
lation game to make the score 62- and moved into control, 39-31 at Ter Avest. c ......... 2 3 5 7
L 15-6-16 Twp. Port Sheldon.
the first quarter when starterAye
supposed to house employes’ fa- to include the item — get one of
60
and
then
followed
with
a
layup
halftime.
Charles McAllister 4 wf. to
Hastings, g .......... 4 2 010
.... 6
1
picked up two fouls, came off with Jack and Earl's ..
cilities
and manufacturingopera- the booklets. There is an extra
Vander Wall Bros. Pt. NEVt NWK a few seconds later to force the
Zeeland had a difficult time find- Le Mjeux.
4 8 4 16 tions, according
1
12 points, including four baskets. Ter Haar’s Clothing ..... 6
to original plans. importance for filing a Federal
game into overtime.
4-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake.
ing the basket in the third quarter
..... 5
2
Gilbert played only in the final Dutch Novelty ..............
Estimated
cost
of the entire pro- Income Tax Return because of the
After sweeping the confident and only hit for six points while
Ben G. Velthouse 4 wf. to BerTotals ... 23 21 18 67
5
2
quarter but popped three baskets, Borr’s Bootery
ject is $1,500,000. Owen. Ames and self employment tax provision.To
nard Jay Velthouse 4 wf. Pt. Lot
3
4
snagged a few rebounds and used Suburban Furniture
Kimball will be the contractors. make sure that you get this cov3 Block A. City of Holland.
Teerman’s
Hardware
- 2
5
his 6’6” advantage in sweeping
In addition.Heinz applied for a erage — check the Farmers’ Tax
Albert D. Marlink 4 wf. to
Siam’s Mobilgas .......
the boards.
1
6
demolition permit to remove four Guide.
First
in
City
Builders
Realty
Service
Inc., Lots
0
7
Holland’s two starting forwards, Zion Luthern .............
present buildings which must be
196, 197, 198, 199 Sunset Heights
C League Standings
Dave Hilbink and Les Overway,
gotten rid of before the construcSub. No. 2 Twp. Georgetown.
W L
each had 16 points to pace the
tion can be completed.
Harold E. Streeter4 wf. to
5
Dutch. Bob Nietering,the only Steffens Market
2
Three other applications
Daniel Meeuwsen 4 wf. Lot 10 Lists
letterraan on the Buc team, led West End Merchants
-5
2
By Peter Boggs
H. E. Morse took over first place each had 15. Carl Edewaards fol- for building permits were receivStewart's Add City of Holland.
Grand Haven with 12 points, 10 Botsis Beverage
5
2
ed
during
the
week
by
Building
in
City
League
basketball
action
Why
Dog Will Touch
lowed
with
12.
Other
scorers
inGRAND HAVEN (Special)-The
Harold L. Homkes 4 wf. to OtOverkamp's Washer ..... 4
in the second half.
Thursday night with a 78-76 sud- cluded: Ron N y k a m p. 9; Ron Inspector William Layman. They
3
Toad Only Once
tawa
Savings 4 Loan Assn., Lot Ottawa County Road Commission
were
The Dutch play at St. Joseph Kitchen Planning
..... 2
5
den-death overtime win over R. E. Bekius, 5 and Bob Tasma. 4.
Once before I told you that it
38 Wildwood Sub. City of Holland. at its monthly meeting Thursday
Barber.
Elzinga and Volkers,86 East is either a toad’s looks or its queer
next Friday. The Bears set a scor- Fox Jewelers _________ .... 0
7
Gustave Buter 4 wf. to Glenn
decided to take bids on basic equiping record here last month with
Going into the contest both
HollanderBeverage,behind the Sixth St., ‘build addition.21 by 45 hopping gait that has a great fasR. Buter 4 wf. Lot 6 Waldo’s Sub
a 97-65 win. St. Joe lost to Dowateams
were
tied for the top rung 29 points of Bob (Shorty) Van feet, to present warehouse, self, cinationfor a dog which meets one
ment
covering
the
needs
of
the
enCity of Zeeland.
giac Friday night 77-72^
with 4-1 records.
for the first time. The average
Dyke waltzed to an easy win over contractors; cost, $3,000.
Winifred Buma to Harvey Mast tire year.
Jack La Barge, 388 Wildwood dog will dash playfully up to a
Holland (66)
Zeeland
Lumber
and
Supply.
Hollander
Beverage
grabbed
4 wf. Pt. Lot 112 West Park Add.
On Feb. 2 bids will be opened on
FG FT PF TP
third place in the league with a
The winners led 15-11 at the Ave., erect house 29'4” with at- toad and grasp it in his mouth.
Twp. Holland.
the year’s requirementsfor caltached garage 22 by 22 feet and
Hilbink, f .............. 7 2 2 16
Maggie Koopman et al to Joseph cium chloride, scraper blades, gas- 72-58 win over Zeeland Lumber quarter and 39-23 at half. The third breezeway 10 by 18 feet, A. J. But almost as quickly as he picks
Overway, f .......... 5 6 16
it up he will drop it. For most
period
score
was
55-42.
to
and
Supply
in
the
other
game.
M Jager 4 wf. Pt. E»i SWK 21- oline, weed spray, concrete culvert
Aye, c ................ 1 1 4 3
Standings
Ken (Fuzz) Bauman followed Cook Lumber, contractor;cost, dogs once is enough, and for the
6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
$23,000.
pipe, 14 trucks, three sanders,
With only a couple of weeks left
Tornovish, g ________
l 0 3 2
L Van Dyke with 20. Other Beverage William Fabiano. 26 West Eighth rest of his life he may look longWilfred Merz & wf. to Lloyd three snow plows, three pickup
before all Holland’s water comes
Plagenhoef, g .........1 2
ingly at a hopping toad but he
1 scorers were: Beekman, 9; L. Van
Merz Pt SEVi SE»4 25-8-16 Twp. trucks, three cars and two small H. E. Morse .......
St., remodel kitchen, self, contracTeusink, g
0 2 4 from Lake Michigan,the amount Spring Lake.
won’t go near it or attempt to
Dyke, 8; Koop, 4 and Bloemendaal.
R.
E.
Barber
.....
2
tractors.
tor; cost, $500,
Gibbons, c ............. 4 4 5 12 now being pumped in has been inpick it up.
2.
4
Emma
Chittendento Llloyd Attention was called to hearings Hollander Bev .....
Otting, g .............. o 0 2 0 creased to one-third of the city’s
It seejns that nature provides a
Rich Hoezee led Zeeland with 12
5
Merz
Pt. SEK SEV* 25-8-16 Twp. on flashers for three railroad cross- Zeeland Lumber ... ........1
daily consumption. Board of PubGilbert, c ............. 3 0
i toad with glands in its outer skin
and
Wagner
had
11.
Other
scorers
Spring Lake.
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Rice, f ................ o
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mals that might seek to destroy
of
Holland
wood crossing just east of 120th the help of the fouling R. E. Bar- Mrs. W. Rynsburger
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it. Undoubtedly,this acid burns
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Ave. Cost for this project is esti- ber five.
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AutoThe crossing on 120th Ave. will score knotted 76all. Mulder sank ZEELAND (Special)
Mrs.
the time.
Metering, f
John Bouws to Henry J Faber possibly receive considerationnext a free throw but missed the sec- Bertha De Witt Rynsburger, 65, mobile Show will be held in the themselves not to bite or pick up
As soon as filter beds are comStiile, f ......
Civic Center, Feb. 7, 8 and 9. it toads. But, as I said before, once
pleted and laboratory equipment is 4 wf. Pt. Lots 1. 2 B. L. Scott’s year. As for the Muskegon line ond. Since the sudden-death ruling died at her home in Borculo ThursWaldo, c ....
was announced Thursday by Ray a dog learns about toads he alcrossing west of the beeline, it was states that the team getting the day night.
installed, 24-hour operation of the Elmwood Add. City of Holland
Boyink, g ...
Smith, president of the Exchange ways avoids picking up or molestFloyd R Moulter 4 wf to How- decided to installbetter lighting first two straight points wins, the
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ing. a toad In any manner.
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Club, sponsors of the show.
ard C Kishman 4 wf. Pt. WVa and more effectivesigns. Trains game wasn't over.
be started,Bell said.
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Barber,
playing
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Bell also said the mains of the
Henry De Witt of Grandville, ElLeicinger, c
ten and Dr. William Westrate, Jr. , Certain characteristicsyour dog
an
hour.
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4
wf.
to
system will be cleaned as soon as
because of five fouls on the other bert De Witt of Forest Grove;
Prelsnink. g
may have or develop in the fuweather permits. The mains must Justin Deters 4 wf Lot 29 Hill- The engineering departmentwas team member*, took the ball down Peter Rynsburgerof Borculo and were named co-chairmen of the
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that,
as
a
result
of
Abraham Fuhrman to Consum- ments at the county garage at got the ball and Earl Schlpper was ville; Mrs. William Austhof of Borrusty water.
the AutomobileShow sponsorship, in his life which left its impression
"This may take considerable ers Power Company Pt. NVi SVJ Coopersville involving an addition fouled but he missed his shot.
culo, Mrs. Rennie Vander Wal of
the Exchange Club Goodfellows on his brain. Humans are much
Totals 15 21 17 51 time as the temperaturemust be NW14 15-6-16 Twp. Port Sheldon. for maintenanceand storage facil- Then Mulder was fouled again
J e n 1 s o n; 18 grandchildren and
' ’
Abraham Fuhrman 4 wf. to ities. Cost was estimated at $15,- and he sank the free toss to give nine great great grandchildren;two will be able to withdraw from the the
above freezing to keep streets
Community Chest The Goodfel- A neighbor of mine owns a dog
000.
Consumers
Power
Company
Pt.
from
becoming
icy
from
the
flushthe Morse five the two points.
tutch Freshmen Lose
brothers,Claude Vruggink of Kallows supply glasses for children that usually is brave and evening.” Bell stated. 'This is apt to NW}4 15-6-16 Twp. Port Shed- The commission received a petiIn the regulation game which amazoo and Raymond Vruggink of
Second Straight Game
tion for a special assessmentdis- ended 70-all,Morse made what ap- Hudaonville; two sisters, Mrs. Gor- heeding them and milk for needy tempered,but let a nurse or any
cause some red water for a while, don.
youngsters.
other women dressed in white
trict for blacktop roads in Nort- peared to be the winning basket
but we hope residents will bear
don Schaaf and Mrs. James BorHolland’s freshman basketball with us.”
Plans for entertainments are be- come near him am he will run
house subdivisions 1 and 2 in with about five seconds to go. But endame of Grand Rapids.
Farm Group Discusses
ing contemplatednow.
team ran into some rough sledding
snarling and growling to the nearGeorgetown township.
Barter'sKen Schippers grabbed
General manager for the show, est hiding place. When he was a
Friday afternoonat Holland SenThe
group
approved
a
plat
Agricultural
Research
the
ball
and
winged
it
from
midJames Klomparens, will be in pup he had been cruelly beaten
ior High gym and lost to the Grand Curtis Not in Race
Driver Issued Ticket
known as Rouwhorst subdivision
Haven frosh, 44-28 for their sec- Stanley (Doc) Curtis, first ward The North Hoiland Farm Bureau in section 6 of Robinsontownship. court and the ball found the mark A car driven by Irene Blystra, charge of space allotments, ticket many times by a nurse who was
as the horn sounded.
ond straightdefeat.
councilman, announced late Thurs- CommunityGroup held their Jansales and other features, the co- his first owner.
Mulder scored the layup in the 29, of £04 West 32nd St., Thursday chairmen announced.
day
afternoon
that
he
would
not
Featuringa strong ninth grade
I have known dogs who would
uary meeting at Olive Town Hall Hearing Scheduled
received
damage
estimated
at
$450
last seven seconds which tied the
unit, the visitors pulled away in be a candidate for the first ward Wednesday evening.
not come within several yards of
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special) - A game 76-all at the end cf the first when her car collidedwith a semi
the second half after taking the post in view of the fact that he Topic for discussionwas "Michimen and yet they all were perpsychiatrichearing is schedul- overtime after Dick Plagenhoef operated by Fred Garrow Jr., 37, Zeeland’s Reserve Team
lead early In the second quarter. expects to build a home in an- gan’s Great Need for Agricultural
fectly friendly with most women
of
MiddlevlUe
at
21st
St.
and
Oted before Circuit Judge Raymond had hit two free shots to give
The score at the end of the first other location. This leaves the Research.” Jhe group concluded
and children.All had been harshL. Smith at 9:30 a.m. Feb. 19 in Barber’s the lead. Plagenhoef’s tawa Ave. Police issued Mrs. Bly- Defeats Coopersville
period was 4-all and the winners first ward race wide open. Curtis
ly treated by men in puppyhood.
that the only way Michigan can the case of Henry Smit, 50, of 3382 shots came with 12 seconds to go. stra a ticket for failure to yield
Zeeland’s reserve basketball
pushed the fnargln to 16-7 at half- was appointed about a year ago compete with other states In the
Another dog that wouldn't go to
Butternut Dr., Holland, to deter- Barber’sled at the end of the the right of way.
team rolled over Coopersville Fri- most men did make friends with
time. Grand Haven led at the end to succeed Anthony Nienhuiswho
sale of their products is to appro- mine whether Smit is a criminal first period, 19-10 and at halftime.
day night, 62-45 at HoUand Arm- men who never smoked. His acof the third quarter, 29-19.
had resigned because of ill health. priate more funds to Michigan
psychopathic person. Smit is being 39-28. The third period score fa- Driver limed Ticket
ory.
Harley Hill and Burton Wiersetions I triced to the fact that in
State University for research In held ip the county jail on a vored the eventual losers, 56 - 51.
Eleanor ScMpper, 31, Hamilton,
Leading all the way the first puppyhood he had been teased by
ma each had eight points and Jun Fire Damage Minor
producingand marketing agricul- charge of gross Indecency.He
Ken Schlpper led both teams Friday was issued a ticket for quarter score was 11-9 and boostScheffers had 14 tor Grand Haven.
Firemen were called to 86 West tural products.
was arrested last Nov. 9 and was with 25 points and John Jeltes fol- failure to yield the right of way ed at half to 29-18 and 52-34 at a former owner who blew clouds
The Bucs made 16 out of 25 free 31st St. Thursday night when a
of tobacco smoke into his nostrils
The organizationdecided to pur- unable to provide $5,000 bond. lowed with 15 for Barber’s. R. A. after her car and ond driven by
•hots. v
the third period’s close.
thinking it a joke.
hinor blaze in a cabinet filled the chase furnishings for the new Three psychiatristswin testify.
Van Dyke had 14 and Dick Plagen- Rena Bareman. 118 Vander Veen
Wayne Schout led Zeeland with Don’t -expose your dog needlesskitchen with smoke. Very little kitchen which was recently comhoef, 13. Bob Saunderspumped six Ave., collided at 28th St. and Wash- 22 and Jack Van Dort followed
is named from the an- damage resulted except to one
ly to any unpleasantness or teasa
pleted at the Q|lve Town Hall.
About 450,000 persons are sent and Dave Schreur, three. Ave. Police said damage with 17. Marve Fennstra pump- or frighten him. It may leave its
Jvince of France of the dnujer in the cabinet, Fire Chief
The next meeting will be held to prison each year in the United Ted Schreur led the winners
two care was estimated at ed 13. Modderman led Coopers- mark ops the animal for the rest
Af®ew Klomparens said.
Feb.
J
States.
with 18 and Mulder and Schlpper
ville with 15.
of bis »*>.

pair of charity tosses a halfminute later and the Dutch were
out in front for good leading at
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